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Dayinsure Wales Rally GB
Tommi Meadows / Emma Morrison
15th O/A (Nationals) 2nd in Class
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Chairman's Chat

Contacts
President
: Alan Shaw
U18 Championship shawalan555@gmail.com
Marshals Compiler
01282-602195
C.P.O.
: Les Fragle
les.fragle@gmail.com

Chairman
Secretary

01995-672230

Vice Chairman
Radios

: Bill Wilmer
Approved MSA Radio
Co-ordinator
Gemini Communications
07973-830705
w.wilmer@btinternet.com

Treasurer
Road Rally
Website

: Steve Butler

Lancashire RLO

: Chris Woodcock

steven.butler9@btinternet.com

www.sd34msg.org

MSA Rallies Committee
Chairman ANCC

Sprint /Hillclimb

pdschris@aol.com
01254-681350

: Steve Price

sp.sales739@aol.com

League Compiler
: Steve Lewis
Individual Compiler slewisbb1@gmail.com
None Race/Rally

: Tracy Smith

tracey.amsc@hotmail.com

: Ian Bruce

Stage Rally

ibroadrally@gmail.com

Registrations

: Margaret Duckworth

margaret.duckworth42@btinternet.com
01772-700823

Newsletter

: Maurice Ellison

sd34news@gmail.com
07788-723721
01524-735488

North West RDO

: Steve Johnson

northwest@gomotorsport.net
07718 051 882

Yorkshire RDO

: Heidi Woodcock

yorkshire@gomotorsport.net
07790 970 677

Well I was hardly at home last month with spells in
North Wales and Scotland. First off were three days
on the WRGB and rather than radio controlling miles
from the stages, this year I decided to be alongside
the action acting as a radio operator. Having not
seen these modern hi-tech cars live before it was
definitely impressive.
I was on two spectator stages, Tir Prince, very micky
mouse but no doubt enjoyed by the thousands of
spectators, and Great Orme, what a great stage that
is with the cars running in their forest set-up on the
tarmac. Sadly the second run of the latter was shortened both in length and the number of competing
cars due to the tragic accident to one of the motorcycle riders entertaining the crowds between the two
runs. All good wishes to the patient but it has to be
questioned whether the sideshow should have been
conducted on the actual stage.
The third stage was Dyfnant which was run just once
but as a live televised stage. I had a crowd of local
adults and school children alongside me and apparently they always come to that part of this stage but
they were very well behaved and thoroughly enjoyed
it, what a great example to all spectators.
After a few days break I headed north to the Isle of
Mull for the Targa Rally and The Trial plus a few
days wildlife watching. The former had a good entry
of ~60 cars of all different types from rally prepared
cars to the family shopping car. The route took in
various forest sections plus regularity sections of the
public roads plus a few tests in quarries and other
locations. The Time Trial was a disappointment with
only 9 entries but all the crews got the chance of 6
runs through the stage and everyone appeared to
enjoy it.
Of all the events above I must be honest to say that
the one I enjoyed the most was the Targa Rally. It
started and finished at sensible social hours, the
marshalling was straight forward, a packed lunch
from the organisers, the competitors enjoyed the
event and there was no pressure from spectators or
the media.
Another pause before the Neil Howard Stages followed in early December with the Grizedale Stages.

Les Fragle,
Chairman/Secretary,
SD(34) Motor Sport Group

SD34MSG

Member Clubs & Contact Details
Accrington MSC

Liverpool MC

Airedale & Pennine MCC

Manx AS

Contact
Email
Tel.
Website
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: David Barratt
: davidpbarratt@gmail.com
: 01254-384127
: www.accrington-msc.org
: John Rhodes
: rhodesj3@sky.com
: 07913 649131
: www.apmcc.co.uk

Blackpool South Shore MC
Contact
Email
Website

: Dave Riley
: rileydavea@virginmedia.com
: www.bssmc.com

Bolton-le-Moors MC
Contact
Email
Website

: Jack Mather
: jackmather95@hotmail.co.uk
: http://blmcc.co.uk/

Boundless by CSMA (NW)
Contact
Email
Tel.
Mob.

: Steve Johnson
: steve.amsc@gmail.com
: 01254-392663
: 07718 051 882

Clitheroe & DMC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Mob.
Website

: Maurice Ellison
: sd34news@gmail.com
: 01524-735488
: 07788-723721
: www.clitheroedmc.co.uk

Garstang & Preston MC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: Margaret Duckworth
: margret.duckworth42@btinternet.com
: 01772-700823
: www.gpmc.org.uk

High Moor MC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Mob.
Website

: Gary Heslop
: gary.heslop@btinternet.com
: 0161-6430151
: 07973-816965
: www.hmmc.co.uk

Hexham & DMC
Contact
Email :
Tel.
Website

: Ed Graham
: edgraham01@sky.com
: 0161-2919065
: www.hexhammotorclub.co.uk

Knowldale CC
Contact
Email
Tel
Website

: Stephen Broadbent
:
:
: www.knowldale.co.uk

Lightning MSC
Contact
Email
Tel.

: Andy Rhodes
: andy.rhodes@btinternet.com
: 01772-632820

Lancashire A.C.
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

:
:
:
:

Chris Lee
info@lancsautoclub.com
07831-124417
www.lancsautoclub.com

Longton & DMC
Contact
Email
Website

: Paul Tipping
: paul.tipping@uwclub.net
: www.longton-dmc.co.uk

Contact
Tel.
Email
Website
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: John Harden
: 0161-9697137
: lmc-chairman@liverpoolmotorclub.com
: www.liverpoolmotorclub.com
: Mark Quayle
: pdschris@aol.com
: 07973-830695
: www.manxautosport.org

Matlock MC
Contact
Email
Website

Mull CC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: Garry Evans
: garrydotevans@hotmail.co.uk:
: www.matlockmotorclub.co.uk2
: Chris Woodcock
: pdschris@aol.com
: 07973-830695
: www.mullcarclub.co.uk

Pendle & DMC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Mob.
Website

: Ray Duckworth
: raymond.duckworth@btinternet.com
: 01282-812551
: 07484161972
: www.pendledistrictmc.co.uk

Preston MC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: Louis Baines
: louisbaines@hotmail.co.uk
: 07792 903166
: www.prestonmotorsport.club

U17MC-NW
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: Steve Johnson
: steve.amsc@gmail.com
: 07718 051 882
: www.u17mc-northwest.org.uk

Stockport061MC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: Mark Wilkinson
: info@stockport061.co.uk
: 07879-657580
: www.stockport061.co.uk

Wallasey MC
Contact
Email
Tel.
Website

: Tony King
: tony_king@msn.com
: 07989-616546
: www.wallaseymc.com

Warrington & DMC
Contact
Email
Website

: George Jennings
: gajennings@sky.com
: www.warringtondmc.com

Wigan & DMC
Contact
Email
Website

: Tony Lynch
: rallycrosser790@aol.com
: www.wiganmotorclub.org.uk

2300 Club
Contact
Email
Website

: Neil Molyneux
: 2300@fcs-uk.com
: www.2300club.org

LIMITED

2018 SD34MSG
Inter-Club League
Position

Division A
Club

Points

Div

O/A

Clitheroe & DMC

1138

1

1

Bolton-le-Moors CC

848

2

2

Liverpool MC

829

3

3

U17MC-NW

799

4

4

Preston MC

427

5

6

Warrington & DMC

330

6

8

Wigan & DMC

316

7

9

Garstang & Preston MC

252

8

11

Position

Division B
Club

Comprising the following 11 Clubs
Blackpool South Shore Motor Club
www.bssmc.com

Chester Motor Club

www.chestermotorclub.co.uk

Clitheroe & District Motor Club
www.clitheroedmc.co.uk

Ecurie Royal Oak Motor Club
www.eromc.co.uk

Fylde Motor Sport Club
www.fyldemotorsportclub.co.uk

Garstang & Preston MC
www.gpmc.co.uk

Points

Div

O/A

Accrington MSC

371

1

7

Airedale & Pennine MCC

264

2

10

Blackpool South Shore MC

205

3

12

www.facebook.com/prestonmotorsportclub

Pendle & DMC

194

4

13

Stockport 061 Motor Club

Matlock MC

159

5

14

Wallasey MC

139

6

15

www.warringtondmc.org

Stockport061 MC

106

7

17

Wallasey Motor Club

Manx AS

71

8

19

Position

Division C
Club

High Moor Motor Club
www.hmmc.co.uk

Preston Motorsport Club

www.stockport061.co.uk

Warrington & District Motor Club

www.wallaseymc.com

Website : www.nwstages.co.uk

Mark Wilkinson - secretary@nwstages.co.uk

Points

Div

O/A

Longton & DMC

743

1

5

Lancashire A.C.

128

2

16

Knowldale CC

72

3

18

Readership in Excess of 10,000

Hexham & DMC

29

4

20

CSMA (NW)

19

5

21

High Moor MC

15

6

22

1/4 page (ish - we are very flexible) advert
for a full 12 issues (1 year) for just £100
Sent to all 25 member clubs and then
forwarded to club members + another 7000+ on

Lightning MSC

10

7

23

Mull CC

0

=8 =24

2300

0

=8 =24

Motor Sport North West

0

=8 =24

Updated 19th September 2018

ADVERTISING
in ‘SPOTLIGHT’

the distribution list (25 X 100 + 7000 = 10,000+ readers)

And now sent to all ANWCC clubs (114)
All advertising revenue helps to fund SD34MSG
Contact either Les Fragle, Maurice Ellison
or Steve Johnson for more details

Steve Johnson
07718 051 882

steve.amsc@gmail.com
01995-672230
les.fragle@gmail.com

Les Fragle
Maurice Ellison 07788-723721 sd34news@gmail.com

=
=
=
=
=

Stage Rally Championship

Road Rally Championship

O/A Driver
1 Andrew Morris
2 Calvin Woods
3 Brandon Smith
4 James Swallow
5 George Merrills
6 Steve Johnson
7 Geoff Simpson
8 Peter Sharples
8 Steve Kenyon
8 Robert Jones
11 Mick Tomlinson
11 Peter Jackson

O/A

O/A Co-Driver
1 Chloe Thomas
2 Conner Aspey
` 3 Lauren Hewitt
4 Terry Martin
5 Bruce Lindsey
6 Steve Butler
= 7 Louis Baines
= 7 Matt Broadbent
= 7 Kris Coombes
= 7 Sam Coombes
= 7 John Knight
= 12
Phil Merrills
= 12
Karen Whittham

Class
C
A
D
D
B

Pts
211
185
136
132
53
52
0
27
27
27
26
26

Club
Clitheroe
WiDMC
Clitheroe
BLMCC
S061MC
U17MC
Pendle
PMC
G&PMC
G&PMC
PDMC
G&PMC

Class Pts
C
210
A
183
A
158
D
80
53
A
52
27
27
27
27
27
26
26

Club
Clitheroe
WiDMC
Wigan
Clitheroe
PDMC
Clitheroe
PMC
Clitheroe
PMC
PMC
G&PMC
S061MC
G&PMC

D
B
C
D
D

Q
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Results following Round 13
AdgeSPEED Stages
Wigan MC

Individual Championship
O/A
=
=

=
=
=
=

1
2
2
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
19
21
22
22
24

Competitor
Nigel Fox
Steve Johnson
Andy Williams
Stephen Holmes
Rob Jones
Ben Holmes
Louis Baines
Steve Smith
Lauren Crook
Kris Coombes
Lauren Hewett
Tony Harrison
Steve Butler
Chris Hewlett
Peter Sharples
Mark Johnson
Sam Coombes
Dan Sedgwick
Sam Ambler
Matt Broadbent
Steve Kenyon
Steve Price
Michael Tomlinson
Elliott Shaw

pts

Q

Club

145
98
98
87
77
66
61
58
57
52
44
40
39
37
29
27
24
21
19
19
13
11
11
7

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Clitheroe
U17MC
U17MC
Clitheroe
Clitheroe
Clitheroe
PMC
Accrington
U17MC
PMC
Wigan
Clitheroe
Clitheroe
Clitheroe
PMC
Clitheroe
PMC
Clitheroe
Clitheroe
Clitheroe
G&PMC
Clitheroe
Pendle
Clitheroe

Last Updated 19th September
Only showing those that have qualified

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

=
=

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
14
16
17
18
19
20
21

Driver

Class Pts Club

Matt Flynn
E
Stephen Holmes N
Tony Harrison
E
Dan Sedgwick
E
Kris Coombes
E
Steve Flynn
S/E
Chris Hewlett
N
Dan Fox
N
Mark Johnson
E
Ian Swallow
N
Mark Standen
E
Dominic McTear E
Paul Pendleton
N
Jem Dale
E
Mark Dixon
S/E
Charles Andrews N
Pete Sharples
N
James Taylor
E
Phil Shaw
N
Andy Williams
N
Russell Starkie
N

O/A Navigator

=
=

=
=

=
=

1
2
3
4
5
6
6
8
9
10
10
12
13
14
14
16
17
18
19

Rob Jones
Sam Ambler
Ben Holmes
Louis Baines
Grace Pedley
Matt Hewlett
Stephen Butler
Jonathon Webb
Leah Brown
Matt Broadbent
Ian Graham
Paul Taylor
James Swallow
James Chaplin
Harris Holgate
Steve Frost
Elliott Shaw
Sam Coombes
Lauren Cook

83
65
61
58
54
50
49
42
41
40
39
38
33
29
29
20
17
16
9
4
3

Clitheroe
Clitheroe
Clitheroe
Clitheroe
PMC
Clitheroe
Clitheroe
Clitheroe
Clitheroe
BLMCC
G&PMC
Clitheroe
Clitheroe
G&PMC
Clitheroe
PMC
PMC
Clitheroe
Clitheroe
U17MC
Clitheroe

Class Pts Club
E
E
N
E
N
N
E
E
N
E
E
E
N
E
N
E
N
N
N

72
55
51
50
45
38
38
36
35
32
29
28
23
18
17
16
11
8
4`

Clitheroe
Clitheroe
Clitheroe
PMC
Clitheroe
Clitheroe
Clitheroe
Hexham
Clitheroe
Clitheroe
Clitheroe
Clitheroe
BLMCC
G&PMC
Clitheroe
G&PMC
Clitheroe
PMC
U17MC

Results following R8

The Clitheronian Rally
22/23rd September

Provisional Final Results

Rds
6
6
6
5
5
6
6
4
5
6
4
4
5
3`
4
2
3
2
1
2
1

Rds
6
5
6
5
6
6
6
4
4
4
5
3
5
2
3
2
2
1
2

Non Race/Rally Championship
O/A
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Class Score
Jamie Foster
Warren Nichols
Andy Williams
James Williams
Steve Johnson
Scott McMahon
Chris McMahon
Jason Crook
Lauren Crook
Phil Clegg
Steve Smith
Dave Graves
Stephen Holmes
Ben Holmes
Louis Baines
Kris Coombes
Steve Price
Sam Coombes
Peter Sharples
David Robinson
Martin Fox
David Goodlad

B
A
A

A
A
E
C
E
A
B
A
A
E
E
A/E
A
A/E
B
E

84.66
84.28
83.40
81.34
80.46
79.72
79.62
77.97
77.82
70.16
63.75
57.65
52.45
31.12
20.11
19.99
18.81
18.77
17.83
10.79
9.85
1.00

Following Preston Docks

Club
U17MC
BLMCC
U17MC
U17MC
U17MC
U17MC
U17MC
U17MC
U17MC
AMSC
Accrington
Bolton
CDMC
CDMC
PMC
PMC
CDMC
PMC
PMC
U17MC
Wigan
Bolton

(28 Oct)

U18 Championship
O/A
pts
Club
1
Matthew Nichols
109
BLMCC
2
Alexander Baron
68
AMSC
=3
James Robinson
20
U17MC
=3
Elliott Shaw
20
CDMC
Following U17MC PCA etc 19th August

Sprint & Hillclimb Championship
O/A

Competitor

Score

Class

Club

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Nigel Fox
R.Thorpe
David Goodlad
S.Wilson
J. Wadsworth
Rob Holt
C. Duncalf
W.Campion
Nigel Trundle
J.Early
J. Pinder
Steve Price
D. Welton
S. Norton
J.Wright
R. Hargreaves
S. Nicholson
David Robinson

84.47
82.14
80.69
80.63
80.38
80.14
79.22
76.48
70.29
56.77
50.40
47.86
47.35
37.25
20.47
20.10
19.31
9.75

2
1b
S
2
S
3
3
1c
1b
1b
1b
1a/b
3
3
2
3
2
S

Clitheroe
Liverpool
Bolton
Longton
Lancs AC
Liverpool
Liverpool
Liverpool
G&PMC
Longton
A&PMMC
Clitheroe
Longton
Longton
Pendle
Pendle
Pendle
U17MC

19

M. Tomlinson

9.20

5

th

Last updated 19 September

Pendle

MARSHALS CHAMPIONSHIP
O/A
1
2
3
4
5
6
= 7
= 7
= 9
= 9
= 9
= 12
= 12
14
15
= 16
= 16
= 16
= 16
= 16
= 16
= 16
= 16
= 16
= 16
= 26
= 26
= 26
= 26
= 26
= 26
= 26
= 26
= 26
= 26
= 26
37
= 38
= 38
= 38
= 38
= 38
= 38
= 38
= 38
= 38
= 38

Marshal
Points
Maurice Ellison
287
Amanda Baron
177
Tracey Smith
147
Sean Robertson
87
Barry Wilkinson
84
Bill Gray
81
Robert O’Brian
77
William O’Brian
77
John Harden
67
David Hunt
67
Steve Smith
67
Geoff Main
60
Alan Shaw
60
Les Eltringham
50
Les Fragle
47
Rod Brereton
40
Ian Mills
40
Peter Wright
40
Colin Baines
40
Danny Cookson
40
Kris Coombes
40
Sam Coombes
40
Jamie Elwell
40
Terry May
40
Dave Barratt
40
Paul Flynn
30
Stephen Holmes
30
Steve Lewis
30
Kim Coombes
30
George Postlethwaite 30
Joe Ring
30
Louis Baines
30
Lee Birkenhead
30
Robert Grimshaw
30
Peter Sharples
30
Craig Shooter
30
Alexander Baron
27
Chris Hewlett
20
Phil Shaw
20
Jez Turner
20
Amanda Anderson
20
Ian Farnworth
20
Steve Kenyon
20
Peter Schofield
20
Peter Wilkinson
20
Tim Millington
20
Ben Coombes
20

Club
Clitheroe
AMSC
AMSC
Liverpool
Pendle
Liverpool
Warrington
Warrington
Liverpool
Liverpool
AMSC
Liverpool
Pendle
Pendle
G&PMC
Pendle
Pendle
Pendle
PMC
PMC
PMC
PMC
PMC
PMC
Accrington
Clitheroe
Clitheroe
Clitheroe
PMC
PMC
PMC
PMC
PMC
PMC
PMC
PMC
AMSC
Clitheroe`
Clitheroe
Clitheroe
U17MC
G&PMC
G&PMC
Pendle
Pendle
Warrington
PMC

Q
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

122 Marshals have Claimed points
47 marshals have Qualified
Last updated 16th October

2019

2019

2019

SD34 Motor Sport Group Calendar 2018
Date

Discipline League

Club

02/03-Nov

Stage Rally

Yes

3/4-Nov

Road Rally

Yes

3-Nov

Stage Rally

Yes

09/10-Nov

Stage Rally

Yes

Manx Auto Sport

11-Nov

PCA

Yes

24-Nov

Stage Rally

1-Dec

Title

Venue - Notes

Bolton-le-Moors CC Neil Howard Stages 2017
Matlock MC

Dansport Road Rally

CDMC / Malton MC Malton Forest Rally

Oulton Park

CANCELLED
Not in Stage Rally Championship

Poker Stars Stages

Isle of Man

A & P MCC

A&PMCC PCA 5

Rock & Heifer, Bradford

Yes

Clitheroe & DMC

The Hall Trophy

Blyton airfield, Lincs

A/S & PCA

Yes

U 17 MC NW

U17MC Autosolo & PCA

Blackburn Services, M65 Jt 4

1-Dec

Training

No

First on scene

Blackburn Services, M65 Jt 4

2-Dec

A/S, PCA, A/T

Yes

Autosolo, Autotest & PCA

Blackburn Services, M65 Jt 4

2-Dec

Autotest

Yes

9-Dec

PCA

Yes

Accrington MSC

Warrington & DMC WarDMC PCA 6
A & P MCC

A&PMCC PCA 6

Remaining 2018 Championship
Rounds by Discipline at a Glance
SD34MSG Stage Rally Championship 2018
Date

Event

Organising Club

2/3 Nov

Neil Howard

Bolton-le-Moors CC

9/10 Nov

Poker Stars

Manx AS

24 Nov

Hall Trophy

Clitheroe & DMC

10 Rounds to Count

SD34MSG Road Rally Championship 2018
Date

Event

Accounts and Book-keeping
services for Small Businesses.
We specialise in
 Self Assessment,
 CIS
 VAT Returns.
We also cater for SMALLER
Limited Companies.

Organising Club

Workplace or Home/Evening
visits can be arranged.

Non Race/Rally Championship 2018
Event

Organising Club

11 Nov

PCA

A&PMCC

1 Dec

PCA, Auto Solo

U17MC

2 Dec

PCA, A/T, Auto Solo

Accrington MSC



2 Dec

PCA @ Wern Ddu

Warrington & DMC



9 Dec

PCA

A&PMCC

Date

Event

Organising Club

All Rounds Complete

Event

1 Dec

First on Scene

We will offer you the following :
Regular contact and advice
Assistance for Self Employed
Simple accounting practices
Friendly service and assistance

Serving Greater Manchester and
areas of Lancashire and Cheshire.
Registered Office :
33 Acresfield Road, Middleton,
Manchester. M24 2WT.

Office Tel No : 0161 - 643 - 7845

Training Dates 2018
Date




Sprint & Hillclimb Championship 2018

Rock & Heifer, Bradford

GAZZARD ACCOUNTS
Registered Agent with
HM Revenue & Customs.

6 Rounds to Count : All Rounds Complete

Date

Wern Ddu, Ruthin

Venue
Darwen Services

E-Mail :

gazzard.accts@btinternet.com

Clubnights & More at
CDMC in October
Tuesday 2nd October

‘What’s On’ at CDMC
November 2018

Geoff Hall

Tuesday 6th November

A.G.M.
8:30pm
Prompt

Tuesday 13th November
Committee Night

Club Members are more than welcome to attend and see
& hear what goes on behind the scenes and you can also
express your opinions & ideas
Why not come along. You might enjoy it

Tuesday 20th November
Scatter R3
Map 103

Sign on from 19:30, 1st Car away 20:00
Start & Finish @ Waddington Club
CoC : Gareth Shepherd
Entries via CDMC Facebook Page

Saturday 24th November

Hall Trophy

At Blyton Park

Marshals needed
for Saturday
Free Breakfast & Lunch
for all Marshals

Chief Marshal
Maurice Ellison
sd34news@gmail.com

Tuesday 27th November

Hall Trophy Forum

Tuesday the 2nd saw the guest appearance of one Geoff
Hall who was billed as a "Mini expert" but he proved to be
much more than that - even though he is a Mini aficionado! Geoff started out in the early 70's doing a few autotests but jumped straight into the deep end by tackling the
MN events in the NW heyday in a basic Mini. He further
developed a 1430cc Mini but a tree put paid to that before
building an XR3i where the likes of the Lummies were
tackled...he recalled his navigator only said two things all
night... "flat you muppet" and "stop - Control"... An RS
Turbo soon followed with which he tackled local stage
events with "the best car I have ever had" before in the
early 90's going back to an ex-hillclimb Mini for Historic
events which he still loves to this day. He has also more
recently developed a Mini Special for autotesting which
he still occasionally wheels out- he maintains that his car
control all comes from this discipline and he still recommends it for any youngsters starting out in rallying today.
He reckons his successful approach to Targa tests all
comes from his Auto-test background although he likes
his Navs to keep it simple..."keep right - wriggle wobble!!"
Geoff's skills in building and sorting cars has also paid off
as he was recruited by Ian Holt (Tatham Tyres) to run various cars at BRC level - Escorts, Nissan 240RS, Manta
400 through to a GPA Sierra Cosworth (circa 400HP
tricky in the snow...) before becoming part of the TEGSport team where he thought Mark Higgins and Keith
Cronin were top top drivers but Elfyn Evans had a little
something extra and hence why he has won a WRC
event. Interestingly he worked on the Suburus that the
USA arm of the car manufacturer provided for Higgins
first couple of attempts on the TT Course Production Car
record attempt-removing the undertray helped counter the
lift on the straights at circa 160mph whilst using parts of
roadsigns helped form under-bonnet cooling ducts to try
and keep the engine temperatures down whilst pulling
6500rpm for the best part of 37 miles!! Rally Barbados
has also featured on Geoffs impressive CV - Birdy and his
S9WRC and suffice to say Geoff likes the event - party
time!!
An interesting night yet again at CDMC with another great
guest illustrating yet again just what a superb sport this
is...thanks Geoff and thanks to Hewlett Snr for the chauffeuring duties.

Tuesday 9th October

Tuesday 16th October

Motoring Club of Barbados

Eleven crews made it to the start at Forton Services
(now called Lancaster Services for some reason) but
only 8 managed to get to the finish at Waddington within
Maximum Lateness.
Dan Sedgwick & Sam Ambler leading the way home
with just the one extra clue answer than Ben Mitton and
Levi Nicholson
Four new crews out but sadly two of those crews were
those that didnt make it to the finish in time
New crews who did get back in time were Conner
Stubs / Will Melsome and then Abbie Adnett reading the
maps for Terry Martin who was having a go back in the
drivers seat
Good run out slightly hampered by the weather
Thanks to Matt & Chris Hewlett for putting it all together

A ‘RUM DO’ at CDMC

2018 Scatter Series

Andrew Jones

2018 Rally Champion

Jonesy was born and bred in Barbados and from being a
small boy was always interested in Motorsport. Despite
being a relatively small island (166 sq miles - about the
same as the Isle of Man) there is a lot of Motorsport taking place there - the most famous probably being the Sol
Rally Barbados.
Jonesy got the evening of to a cracking start by handing
around shots of Rum. Sam Ambler taking a liking to the
‘real’ stuff and was frequently seen returning for another
taste (or two) and was then a little unsteady on his feet.
Jonesy has been competing for 26 yrs. Started off in a
Toyota Starlett and now runs a MkII Escort with a 2.5
Cosworth engine & sequential Box.
There are 8 or 9 Rallies run on the Island each year on
roads surfaced with Limestone which in the wet (and it
does rain there sometimes) offer no grip at all. Surfaced
is a fairly loose term as Tarmac is just dumped on the
road and left for the traffic to level & compact it in - which
results in a very bumpy and inconsistent surface.
Lancashire County Council have obviously adopted the
Barbados road laying techniques in recent years.
A Package Deal for Sol Rally Barbados works out just a
little cheaper than doing Mull - with a holiday thrown in

Scatter R2

R Map/s

Date

Start

Time

Clerk of
Course

3

103

20/11/18

Waddington

7:30

Gareth
Shepherd

4

102
103

4/12/18

Waddington

7:30

Paul Buckel

Winter Scatter Rally Series
Championship Table after R2

Drivers

Navigators

O/A

Competitor

Pts

O/A

1

Dan Sedgwick

60

1

=2

Paul Pendleton

48

=2

Ben Mitton

4

Competitor

Pts

Sam Ambler

60

=2

Harris Halgate

48

48

=2

Levi Nicholson

48

Chris Hewlett

42

4

Matt Hewlett

42

5

Paul Redford

39

5

Fran Redford

39

6

Leah Brown

38

6

Dan Fox

38

=7

Phil Shaw

23

7

Elliott Shaw

23

=7

Terry Martin

19

8

Abbie Adnett

19

=9

Connor Stubbs

17

=9

Will Melsome

17

=9

Jonnie Collett

17

=9

Stephen Hardy

17

=9

Stephen Holmes

17

=9

Ian Daws

17

12

Sam Coombs

16

12

George
Postlethwaite

16

=13 Michelle Swallow

1

=13 Lucy Scott

=13 Gareth Lloyd

1

=13

Matthew
Harwood

1
1

Clubnights & More at
CDMC in September
Tuesday 23rd October

Tuesday 30th October

Tommi Meadows

Mull Forum

Rally Sprint & Targa

Dave Calvert did the Rally Sprint taking his total of
Mull Rallies competed on up to 44. Managed to get
about 20 miles of Stage miles in. Dave does not think
Targa Rallies are proper Rallies at all.
Sam & Seddy pushed the boat out this year & booked
accommodation. (it was cosy sharing a bed).
On the trip up to Mull the Clutch release bearing started
to make a noise. Arrived on Mull and it was a whole lot
worse so Seddy ordered a new clutch . . . . from Settle
and then took the box out and waited for it to arrive.
They even got scutineered with the box out. Whilst waiting he had the odd sni9fter and consewquently was a
little the worse for wear when the clutch arrived which
d9id not help when it came to re-fitting the box & clutch
Sam Mitton & Levi Nicholson - First time on Mull.
Drove the wheels off the little Metro. Put it off the road
on a regularity section and were rescued by Sam &
Seddy.
Both crews had a go at the regularities but with only the
car trip and no stop watch it was never going to be a
resounding success. Sam & Levi did manage to set
fastest time on one test though.

Another very entertaining night at CDMC when we welcomed back Tommi Meadows to give us an update on
his post Junior career to date.
Suffice to say it has seen him build and run a 1400 Ford
Ka in the BTRDA series with some success and mixed in
with a couple of outings in a Matt Edwards/Pete Smith
generously provided Fiesta R2 culminating in an outing
on the National leg of the recent WRGB where a creditable 15th overall was achieved. Tommi professed a love
for gravel even though his Dad (with whom he works)
didn't speak to him for a week after a recent KA ditch visit...it needed his Mother to realign Dad for that
one!! :) and although the KA is currently up for sale in
order to fund a Fiesta ST for next season he intends to
continue on the loose stuff with possibly a European venture thrown in.
As ever, it all comes down to money for these youngsters
to progress but he gave us all an entertaining and insightful view into the trials and tribulations of a man who
wants to progress- good value I would have thought for
any prospective backers out there. Thanks for coming
down Tommi and good luck for next year from all CDMC.

Christmas Party
Tuesday December 18th
Waddington Club
Approx £16 : Names to Heidi

Airedale & Pennine MCC
Meet at

the Rock & Heifer Inn,
Rock Lane, Thornton,
Bradford, BD13 3RH

on the second Monday of the month for our
business meeting. Then we meet on the fourth Monday of the month Visitors are welcome to join us at
either of these or any club meeting.

Matlock MC
Meet every 2nd Thursday
from around 8.30pm at
the Black Swan, Ashover
MR 119/350 633

Warrington & DMC

Regular meetings are held on the
second and fourth Mondays of each month at
The Red Lion, 324 Newton Rd,
Lowton, Warrington, WA3 1HE
www.wiganmotorclub.org.uk

Wern Ddu

Garstang & Preston Motor Club

meets at 20.00 every Tuesday at
Cock ‘O Budworth, Warrington Rd,
Gt. Budworth CW9 6HB

On the A494 (LL21 9DY)

Gravel PCAs
Remaining Dates for 2018
Sunday,
Sunday,

11th November
2nd December

www.gpmc.org.uk
Meet every Tuesday
at The Lonsdale Club,
Fulwood Hall Ln,
Fulwood, Preston PR2 8DB
From 8:30

Regs : www.warringtondmc.com

Warrington & DMC
Are proud to host the annual

Ian Harwood Inter-Club
Trophy Quiz
On the 13th of November
At the Antrobus Golf Club
Foggs Lane Antrobus CW9 6JQ

WALLASEY MC
The Club Meets Every Monday
at 9-pm.
Port Sunlight Village Social Club,
Bridge St, Port Sunlight
CH62 4UP

Teams from ALL Motor Clubs
are invited to join us

Contact Ann McCormack
Email : annmccormack13@yahoo.com
Start at 8:00pm
Buffet provided

Longton & DMC
Meet at the Lonsdale Club
Fulwood Hall Lane,
Fulwood,
Preston PR2 8DA
8.30 p.m
Every Monday

(except Bank Holidays)

www.longton-dmc.co.uk

meet every Thursday
at Fiveways,
Macclesfield Road,
Hazel Grove, Stockport,
Cheshire, SK7 6BE
from about 20.30

Hexham & DMC

Meet every Wednesday
at the Dr. Syntax Inn,
Nr. Stocksfield

Manx Auto Sport

OrmCo Stages Rally
OrmCo Junior Stages Rally
9th February 2019

Manx Auto Sport are pleased to announce an additional event to their Stage Rally Calendar in
2019. February 2019 will see the return of a
Single Venue Rally at Jurby Motordrome.
With this Manx Auto Sport are pleased to announce a new
title sponsor for the event. Local firm OrmCo will become
sponsor for the event in 2019
This Single Venue event will incorporate two Rallies,
“OrmCo Stages” and “OrmCo Junior Stages”. The “OrmCo
Junior Stages” is dedicated to Junior Competitors (driver
aged 14-17, with cars restricte4d to 1000cc). Both events
are planned to cover approx. 35 special stage miles.

Entry to the event will be £225 for the OrmCo
Stages and £185 for the OrmCo Junior Stages.
Travel inclusive rates will be available for any
crew from off the island wishing to join us
To help competitors with their costs, Manx Auto Sport are
pleased to announce that they will accept staged payments towards the event.

Formal Entries are planned for opening in
November 2018.
Any Crews wishing to register their interest in the
event and to start a staged payment plan should
email :

entries.manxautosport@gmail.com
We hope the simple and cost effective format will encourage old and new competitors from on and off the island to
compete

Liverpool
Motor Club

Club members meet at
The Unicorn Inn, Cronton
on the 2nd Tuesday of each month
from 8.00pm.
The Unicorn Inn, 405 Cronton Rd,
Widnes, Cheshire WA8 5QF

Marshals wanted
at Aintree

More marshals are always needed for Liverpool MC’s
Aintree sprints & track days,.
Can you help? Previous experience not required, nor
are a pair of those fetching orange overalls.
At our Aintree sprints & track days, we give £10 per
volunteer towards your travelling expenses and provide
a free buffet lunch too. And we guarantee a break of at
least 40 mins for lunch

Interested?
Want to know more?
There’s more information at

www.liverpoolmotorclub.com
or you can contact LMC’s Chief Marshal Bill Gray
Via the Liverpool MC Website

Bolton-le-Moors CC

The Club Meets at
9-00pm every Thursday
@ Horwich RMI Club,
Chorley New Rd,
Horwich.

Announcement

Following recent news, Manx Auto Sport (organisers of the Manx
National Rally and PokerStars Rally) would like to confirm that
the planned PokerStars Rally - to be held over the weekend of
9th & 10th November, is not affected by recent events. The
event preparations are progressing well and we look forward to
welcoming both crews and volunteers from on and off the island
to the event in November.
Entries are still being received and will close on 28th October
2018. Any crews wishing to enter should visit www.manxautosport.org to avoid missing out.
Manx Auto Sport would like to place on record their thanks for
the assistance and support it has received from all parties involved in promoting and running their events.

www.manxautosport.org

Meet every other Tuesday
And start at 8pm

The Poachers,
Cuerden Way,
Bamber Bridge,
Preston PR5 6BA

Blackpool South Shore MC meets every
Thursday night at The Clarence public house on
Preston New Road, Blackpool
from about 8.30 onwards

A View From The Shore

News from Blackpool South Shore Motor Club
by Phil James
It’s been another busy spell for Blackpool South Shore Motor
Club members but this month’s news starts with two events
from the final weekend of September.
Mark Holmes and Craig Simkiss crossed the Pennines to Yorkshire in order to contest the Trackrod Historic Cup in which
they finished third in Class C5 in their Ford Escort Mk1.
The rally, based in Filey with six special stages in the North
Yorkshire Forests, got underway on the Friday evening with a
ten-mile stage in Dalby Forest. Famed in rallying circles for its
long fast tracks which frequently switch between loose gravel
and tarmac surfaces, Dalby isn’t one for the feint hearted, especially when being driven in the dark.
It goes without saying that in such conditions drivers and codrivers are heavily reliant on the effectiveness of their auxiliary
lights so when those fail they have a problem. That’s what happened to the South Shore team as their spotlights failed, forcing them to proceed with caution. It cost them in the order of a
minute and left them in twenty-fifth place in the overnight standings. Things went better through Saturday’s five stage schedule and the Shore duo made steady progress throughout the
day to finish the rally twelfth in the overall standings.
Another South Shore crew in action that weekend were
Quentin James and Tom Howe who headed north of the border
to tackle the Lockerbie based Doonhamer Rally. Their event
didn’t quite go to plan as they were forced to undertake a series of running repairs after their Citroen C2 GT took a bit of a
battering from the rough tracks through Fingland Forest. The
exhaust, air box and a wheel arch lining all came loose requiring some innovative temporary repairs with tie-wires and clips
but they made the finish fourteenth overall and tenth in class.
Into October and a number of South Shore members were in
action closer to home having made the relatively short journey
to the Three Sisters Circuit at Ashton-in-Makerfield in order to
contest the Adgespeed Stages.

Mark Holmes / Craig Simkiss

Quentin James / Tom Howe

John & Alex Stone

John and Alex Stone started the event as favourites for outright
victory on the Wigan & District Motor Club event and the Legend Fires Ford Fiesta S2500 crew looked likely to match those
expectations for much of the day. Fastest from the outset they
headed the standings throughout the first ten of the scheduled
twelve stages but the steering failed on the penultimate test
forcing their retirement.
Their exit allowed local crew Ian and Lynn Rowlance to snatch
an unexpected victory in their MG Metro 6R4 with Scots duo
Tom Morris and Colin Harkness finishing as runners-up in their
Skoda Fabia S2500. There was one South Shore member on
the podium though as Chris Sharpe-Simkiss guided Darrian
T90 GTR pilot Brandon Smith to third place

Continued on Page 17

Brandon Smith / Craig Simkiss

.A View From the Shore
Continued from Page 16
Matt Daniels was another South Shore co-driver celebrating a
top ten finish as he and Nick Stamper finished eighth in a
Subaru Impreza. Lee Hartley and Barry Armer lost all hope of
featuring in the Class 2 awards when they suffered a fiveminute penalty for missing a split junction on the ninth stage.
The Skoda Felicia crew eventually finished seventh in class
and thirty-fourth overall. Callum Cross was tasked with getting
novice driver Matthew Fraser to the finish in a Rallyme Citroen C1. It was job done after finishing two places ahead of
the Hartley/Armer partnership both overall and in class.
Only two weeks after the Doonhamer Quentin James and
Tom Howe were back in action when they contested Workington based Solway Targa Rally. The event, organised by Wigton Motor Club, provided a forty-mile route containing sixteen
tests on private property, all of which were timed to the second.

Lee Hartley / Barry Armer

The first two tests were run over a mile-long farm track near
Whitehaven, some sections of which were deep in mud and
others subject to a constant stream of running water, all of
which made for some slippery conditions. The Shore duo
completed them in seventh place, just happy the under-body
protection to their Citroen C2 GT did its job and withstood the
heavy battering from the rough surface.

The rally then headed back north to Workington for a series of
tests at the now derelict former Alcan Aluminium factory. Prior
to its closure in 2007, parts were manufactured here for Concorde and the Space Shuttle but since then the site has fallen
victim to metal thieves and vandals. Covering an area close
to fifty acres it has a network of roads and parking areas perfect for motorsport purposes and the organisers were able to
put these to best use in designing the rally route.

Nick Stamper / Matt Daniels

It was here that the Shore crew collected a puncture, forcing
them to change a wheel, but by the time they reached the
lunch halt, having completed eight tests, they were lying
fourth overall.
The afternoon schedule went without any mishaps and on the
rally’s penultimate test, in the old quarry abutting the Irish
Sea, James and Howe set fastest time. That put them just
one second behind the Mazda MX5 of second placed Philip
Hodgson and Ian Giles, the Challenge series leaders from
Carlisle, with just one test remaining. Their times over the final test, at Maryport, couldn’t have been closer as the two
crews stopped the clocks on the exact same second meaning
the Shore duo had to settle for the third podium place. Victory
on the day went to Simon Jennings from Durham in his
Peugeot 106 who was navigated on this occasion by Colin
Fish.
Shore Junior, Riley Banks, took a maiden win on the Fairfield
Merlin Junior Stages that was held at the Welsh Motorsport
Centre, Pembrey. Co-driven by Mike Jode the Peugeot 107
pilot finished with a comfortable 39 second winning margin
ahead of the Toyota iQ of Rob Cotton and Chris Williams.

Matthew Fraser / Callum Cross

Riley Banks / Mike Jode

Derek Blyth headed north to Otterburn to contest the Cheviot Stages in his familiar Subaru Impreza with rallying’s
favourite optician, Neil Bye, reading the notes. Unfortunately, they were forced to retire, whilst only two stages remained, as a result of a head gasket failure. That’s rallying!

ADGESPEED Stages
7th October

A total of 43 cars lined up at The Three Sisters race Circuit,
Wigan for the final round of The 6r4.com Three sisters Rally
Challenge 2018. It was also the final round of the AWMMC
Heart of England Stage Rally Championship, and a qualifying round of the ANWCC & SD34MSG Stage Rally Championships.
Seeded car 1 was the Ford Fiesta S2500 of last years winner, John Stone and his son Alex Stone, car 2 was another
previous winner and our Challenge sponsor, Ian Rowlance
and Lynn Rowlance in their MG Metro 6r4 and at car 3 in the Skoda Fabia
S2500, were Tom Morris and Colin Harkness.
Ten crews were in with a chance of winning the 6r4.com Challenge so we
looked forward to the usual battle for honours on the newly re-surfaced race
circuit, which can be very unforgiving, one mistake and you could be out of the
running for honours.
Leading the AWMMC Stage Rally Championship was Matthew Walk on 126
points, Matt finished the rally in 24th position, and so I would assume that he
has won The Heart of England Stage Rally Championship.
Mark Rowlands who was in 3rd position on 115 points finished the rally in 10th
position.
Photos Courtesy of Phil James
Leading The ANWCC Stage Rally Championship was Andrew Morris seeded
at car 8 in an Escort MK11, in second place was Wigan & D.M.C. member Calvin Woods in his Volkswagen Lupo.
The weather was cold first thing in the morning but the promise of a dry day lived up to expectations and it soon
warmed up a bit along with the competition.
It was all very close on the first few stages with the lead changing between the Fiesta of John Stone and the MG Metro 6r4 of Ian Rowlance, just six seconds separated the two crews after six stages.
At the halfway stage after completing six stages the leading crews were:1st Car 1 John Stone Alex Stone Ford Fiesta S2500 12:26.
2nd Car 2 Ian Rowlance Lynn Rowlance Metro 6r4 12:32.
3rd Car 3 Tom Morris Colin Harkness Skoda Fabia S2500 13:00.
4th Car 4 Brandon Smith Chris Sharpe- Simkiss Darrian 190GT 13:04.
5th Car 7 Mark Smith Tim Nunn Escort RS 13:12
After the change round of the stages and a small break for the crews, marshal’s and officials the competition started
again with stages seven and eight. The running of consecutive stages seems to be enjoyed by most crews and gives
a chance for the cars, tyres and crews to enjoy the stages more. John & Alex Stone suffered power steering failure
and did not come out for stages eleven & twelve, whilst leading the rally.
Thirty seven crews finished the rally with just six retirements.

Overall Top Three.

1st Car 2 Ian Rowlance Lynn Rowlance MG Metro 6r4 27:17.
2nd Car 3 Tom Morris Colin Harkness Skoda Fabia S2500 27:54.
3rd Car 4 Brandon Smith Chris Sharpe-Simkiss Darrian 190GT 28:06.

Class winners.

1st in Class A/B Car 20 Richard Bromley Terry Martin Vauxhall Nova 31:14.
1st in Class C Car 6 Ryan Burns Steve Hallmark Vauxhall Corsa 28:40.
1st in Class D Car 8 Andrew Morris Chloe Thomas Escort MK11 28:31.
1st in Class E Car 7 Mark Smith Tim Nunn Escort RS 28:18.
6r4.com Three Sisters Rally Challenge 2018 Driver Ryan Burns 235pts.
6r4.com Three Sisters Rally Challenge 2018 Co-Driver Chloe Thomas 228pts.
Both winning driver & co-driver were presented with their Cups, Replicas and cash awards by Ian Rowlance of
6r4.com.
The Class cash awards won in the Roskirk, Cetus & Adgespeed Stages 2018 will be posted out to the respective winners shortly.
We are grateful to Ian Rowlance for sponsoring the Challenge and he has indicated that he is willing to continue the
Challenge in 2019.
1st Round, Sunday 03-03-2019 organised by Warrington D.M.C.
2nd Round Sunday 12-05-2019 Cetus Stages organised by Wigan D.M.C.
3rd Round Sunday 13-10-2019 Adgespeed Stages organised by Wigan D.M.C.
Thanks also to Mike English of Cetus and Adrian Spencer of Adgespeed for sponsoring our two special stage rallies
at Three Sisters Race Circuit, Wigan.

ADGESPEED Stages
7th October

Well, I promised myself I wouldn’t do Three Sisters
again, but I owed Richard a big favor, and, it is one of the
nicest Novas in the country, an Ex Julian Wilkes Motorsport car, and it should be for the price he paid for it, the
last time I sat in a Nova, was the Silva stages, brilliant little
cars.
Freezing conditions greeted us, and a new to me format
at the venue, with stages run in pairs, scrutineering done
and dusted, and noise just before the first stage. Our little
1400 was seeded at 20, and first 1400, the car to beat in
our class was a VW Lupo, and leading ANWCC contender,
Calvin Woods, in the car behind us.
SS1. 2.32 for us, but 2.25 for the Lupo, second in class,
plenty of room for improvement, straight back out for the
second stage, 2.27 for us, 2.25 for the car behind, nine
seconds in two stages, is a lot here, we have a chat about suspension, we can’t take the top right hander up the hill
flat, the back end is drifting out, couple of clicks on the Proflex, and out we go for 3 & 4. 2.31 and 2.28 for us, and
2.28 and 2.28 for the Lupo. 5&6 we drop another second, but on SS7 I spot the Lupo parked up mid stage, he takes
two stage maximums, and returns for the last four stage, but now Richard is getting to grips with the car, and is taking time out of him, we finish 22nd a bit disappointing, and first in class, but at least we got some miles in the car,
before Rockingham in December. Thanks to all the marshals who stood out in the cold all day, and the organizers,
who put on one of the best Three Sisters events vie done.

Richard Bromley / Terry Martin : Clitheroe & DMC : Nova 1400

Jaspers Bakeries Agbo Rally
"Lets go and do the Agbo rally at Weston Park" says
Geoff, "its a cracking venue." It should have run in March,
but got cancelled because of snow on the Sunday, but ran
a Historic rally on the Saturday, which Heidi did, as part of
the Mini championship, so Heidi “whats the venue like?”
"its crap, short stages!" Well, after a bit of research on
Youtube, I thought it doesnt look to bad, may be only thirty
odd stage miles, but its something a bit different, and not
too far away.
Gates open at 05.00, and we are there for 05.05 Geoff
likes to be there early!!! Noise and scrutineering done and
dusted, signed on and chance to look at the stage diagrams, first car away at 08.15 slightly frosty, and Geoff
decides on Dunlops on the front, and some new Yokahamas on the back, were seeded at car 5. 10---54321 200
tight chic Ent L. 150 op chic Ent R 50 Trn 3R 50 FLR 50 Trn tite HPL This is brilliant, 2.54 joint 6th fastest, f***
me that felt quick! i check times with car 1, 2.45 bloody hell, he is shifting. On the start line, were talking about where
we can get a second or two, Geoff says " we can take that 6R flat, no lift, through the middle of the field!" I tighten
my belts, again. 2.47 but car 1 does a 2.40. The stages may be short, but there plenty for me to call, were both really enjoying it. The times are so tight between the top ten, we drop seven seconds on SS4 when we stall on a HPL,
that drops us down to 11th. "Right, time to stop pissing around" says Geoff, were a second off car 1 on the next
stage, I cant tighten my belts anymore, Geoff and the car are flying, this is the most impressive Geoff has driven in
the car, same time on the next and beat him on SS8-9 we complete SS10, but it gets cancelled, we end up third O/
A.
Yes, the stages are shortish, but they have everything, water splash, Jump, mud, tight bends open bends, sixth
gear straights between trees, and 90R/L etc, and road miles, this is the sort of rally that sorts the men from the boys,
without going to the IoM etc. If you want to try proper stages, with out the expense, I highly recommend it.
Big thanks to Andrew Hargreaves, as normal for looking after the car all day.

Geoff Roberts - Terry Martin : Clitheroe & DMC : Darrian T90

Mull Car Club

Mull Targa Rally
This year’s Mull Targa rally just happened to coincide
with the named storm “Callum” just to add some extra
spice to an event which we had been eagerly anticipating
for quite some time.
The trip up to Mull had been a challenge on the Tuesday
before, with torrential rain causing a landslide on the A83
at the “Rest and be Thankful” resulting in having to take
the trailer up the A82 past Loch Lomond, which also had
traffic lights on it, with the additional fun of having to try
and avoid the oncoming timber lorries on what is a narrow and twisting road for quite a few miles.
The weather improved for a day before getting down to
the serious business of wind and rain to build up to the
event on the Saturday.
Scrutineering took place at the distillery on the Friday
night and we duly assembled in Tobermory, in the rain,
on the Saturday morning for the start. We were running
as car 57 so had plenty of time to watch the others start
whilst contemplating what the day had ahead.
Once we were off things settled down and a short 8 mile
run down the A848 got us to the start of test 1 at Chapel
Road 1. This was a wet fire road run of around a mile with
a blast off the line down to a tightish right with a bit uphill
tight right round a cone and through a gate then
straightish down with a left of cone follwed by a right of
cone with a tight left then a code board. The code board
had been fixed to the wrong side of the stick and Maggy
couldn’t make it out and I couldn’t see it as it was low so
after 15 seconds delay I just decided to get on with it and
get out. The final run out was great fun on the wet and
loose surface finishing off with a 360 round a cone where
I could try out my “new” drum brake rear axle and “fly off”
handbrake. At the end of test we reported the code board
problem which was already known so we incurred no
penalty but we had lost 15 seconds so not the best start.
Test 2, Ledmore 1, 1.2 miles on loose, followed on shortly
down the same track. Starting with an immediate 360
round some cones it was then a lovely blast up the track,
sump guard regularly making contact with the ground, a
slight diversion to the left and then a couple of code
boards. The first board was no problem, but the second
had been cunningly placed just after a small crest. We
sailed past it, locked up, and slid into the bracken for a
good 15 metres before stopping and having to reverse
up. Luckily there were no rocks hidden in the bracken and
we got away with it. The run out was again fast with a
compulsory stop astride which needed a bit of early braking, then a straightish blast, another 360 and out.
There was then a nice easy transfer of about 5 miles
down a forest road and then about another mile on the
B8073 down to test 3 at Loch Torr 1, 1.24 miles on loose. We were now getting a bit more used to the surface and
were settling in to things a bit better. An uphill start was quickly followed by a tight left hairpin and then a good fast
run down past a cone to a 3 cone slalom, just over a crest, which had been given a marker cone to slow you down,
which was really helpful. Out of the slalom and a fast run down, interrupted only by one code board a little right-left
past a couple of cones and a final 360 before the finish. We were now beginning to really enjoy it. There should be
more events like this! Test 3 was followed by Reg 1 which was only 2.53 miles but it was on loose and had a speed
change. Things were going OK until we got to the intermediate control where I mistakenly zeroed the trip instead of
waiting until the speed change – oops. We lost about 30 seconds because of that, our worst “hit” of the day.
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With that mistake behind us a nice run down the B8073 took us down to test 4, the Mornish Haul road 1, 1.69 miles
on loose, rapidly followed by Haul road 2 with 1.43 miles of the same wet, loose, sump guard banging track. This
was great fun! A fast start on 4 with just a 360 then some great track only broken up by 3 code boards and a couple
of cone slaloms. Really fun with lots of crests and bends to play with. Straight on to 5 for more of the same but with
this time having to neatly do a 360 so as to avoid some log piles before having a blast down some great track with
only 3 code boards to distract you. Wonderful!
A short run out of the finish of 5 saw us at the start of Reg 2, 3.02 miles of a nice little tarmac road with 2 speed
changes and an intermediate control. This time we got the resetting right and ended up with only 8 seconds penalty
which settled things down considerably with the navigator who has no love for regularities whatsoever.
A short road transfer then saw us at Reg 3 start, a 7.04 mile run down the Ulva Ferry road with 5 speed changes but
only one intermediate control. We were lucky and only met 3 cars coming in the opposite direction and had a pretty
good run through limiting our losses to 13 seconds, most of which was probably in the last couple of hundred yards
where a wrong way round the triangle took longer than wanted due to traffic.
Test 6 had to be cancelled due to the state of the surface caused by the weather. As it was the timber pier, right by
the sea, I think the organisers were wishing to avoid any nautical excursions by the more enthusiastic entrants!
We carried on to test 7 at Fishnish 1, a short test in a picnic area with cones and lots of wet, loose ground. Nicely
open and flowing, and helped by the slippery surface, the absence of power steering on the Pug was of no disadvantage.
Straight out of Fishnish and a short run to 8 at Garmony 1 which was described as “loose” but in fact appeared to be
poor and broken tarmac in places but was a straight blast of 0.44 miles with only a couple of chicanes and a stop
astride, but with a quite challenging stop astride finish at the bottom of a slope, which with the wet and greasy surface had us holding our breath for a few seconds whilst we waited for the car to stop with all four wheels locked up.
We were now really enjoying ourselves, really appreciating the marshals who were doing such a great job in pretty
awful weather and quite pleasantly surprised that the car was still in one piece and that all 4 tyres were still inflated.
We had however picked up a bit of an exhaust grumble, but everything seemed to still be working so off we went to
the lunch stop at Duart Castle where the horizontal rain made walking a challenge, but at least all the water and
gravel was keeping the wheel arches nice and clean!
Refuelled by lunch and somewhat surprised to find ourselves lying 19th overall and 4th in class we headed off from
Duart Castle after the normal service checks of lifting the bonnet to make sure the engine was still there, and kicking
the tyres, we set off for test 9 for a run round a quarry yard which was again nice and flowing with some rather deep
standing water in the middle of it. A couple of free turn 180’s to again try my new handbrake arrangement and it was
back out and on the road for another run through Garmony for test 10, but this time in the opposite direction so with
an uphill start, but no stop astride until the finish. Great fun.
We then started moving back up towards Tobermory with a second run at Fishnish for test 11, which by the time we
got there was beginning to get quite well cut up, but it was still great fun and a few seconds quicker than the first run
in the morning. The exhaust was till grumbling but we were still going, so on we went back up to Chapel Road for the
2nd run through as test 12. This time the code board situation had been rectified and without the delay we had experienced on the first run we were 21 seconds faster which was quite pleasing. We then ran on to Ledmore for the second time as test 13 and again improved our time from the morning run, despite repeating the same error at the second code board and ending up in the bracken. However, it did look like there had been several others who may have
had the same experience judging by all the wheel tracks.
The final test of the day was the second run at Loch Torr which we were really having fun on until about 400 yards
form the end where a bit of a run to the left resulted in a rapid deflation of the front nearside tyre resulting in us driving the rest of the way to the finish on the rim which shook things up a bit in the cabin.
Once out of test a not too shabby wheel change, in the mud, saw us only lose one place on the road before we entered the final regularity. This went well up until the speed change when the clock seemed to develop a mind of it’s
own and stopped but did not restart as it should have done. Perhaps the banging about after our puncture had
shook it up a bit too much, but anyway I then just judged speed off the speedo and we ended up losing 15 seconds
so it wasn’t too bad.
Tired but happy we headed back to Tobermory to check back in to MTC4 where we arrived pretty much on our due
time. The car was parked up and a deserved drink was enjoyed in the company of fellow participants and marshals.
We didn’t see the results until later that evening and were extremely pleased to have got 20th overall and 4th in class.
However 3 seconds less would have seen us 18th, it was that close, but that’s rallying.
The event was won by Bevan Blacker and Abi Ruddock in a Peugeot 106 who led from start to finish and had an
excellent day.
Honestly this was a brilliant event, challenging but great fun. It’s hard on the cars but with reasonable preparation it
should not be a problem. Fantastic marshals, brilliant scenery and a great atmosphere and some of the most enjoyable and challenging tests we’ve ever done. It is a really big well done to the organisers and to anyone involved in the
running of this super event.
Whilst we hope, obviously, that the stage rally will be allowed back in 2019 it would be really great if they ran a targa
again next year, we would certainly be going and I would certainly recommend it to anyone who prefers a nice bit of
the “rough stuff”.
Geoff and Maggy Bateman : Wigton MC

Mull Car Club

Mull Targa Rally
Sadly for a second year the traditional format of a closed
road stage rally as the Tour of Mull could not take place.
Once again the Guardians of Mull Rally, Mull CC and the Saltire Rally Club supported by Beaton’s Building Supplies promoted and organised the Mull Targa & Historic Rally. There
were 14 tests and four regularities over a mix of surfaces including Forestry Commission roads all made for a compact
but entertaining route.
Somewhere around the preceding Wednesday there were
potential regrets for naming the event “Spirit of 88” The event
name Spirit of 88 reflects the year horrific rain nearly caused
the cancellation of the Tour of Mull. Storm Calum nearly had
a similar effect with persistent rain, high winds and cancelled
ferries. Indeed it was only with an unscheduled break in the
weather that all the marshals and competitors made it over to
Mull on Friday afternoon with a small number scheduled for
Saturday morning.
An excellent entry of 63, although the Historics were somewhat depleted, with Targa & Historic events the preceding
and following weekends taking their attention in other parts of
the country. Entries were received from as far away as the
South of England, Northern Ireland and all parts in between.
Of particular interest was the entry of Tony Fleming / Chris
Paton in their Peugeot 206. They took part in the very first
Tour of Mull in 1969.
Starting in Tobermory the crews made their way to the first
series of three tests on FC roads. Test 2 & 3 certainly seem
to rank as favourites by the competitors as did the short but
difficult regularity through Quinish Forest that followed. NothPhotos Courtesy of SongaSport
ing quite like regularity on a private road to shake up the Navigators.
Tests 4 & 5 were also popular but a puncture or two did occur on the harsher surface on the Mornish haul road.
The second regularity over the Hill road was clearly popular in the feedback. Starting on the private haul road the
sting in the tail was at the beginning.
This was followed by Regularity 3 a longer run down from Ulva Ferry road end to near Salen. Great views through the
horizontal rain, for the drivers, but hard work for the navigators.
Unfortunately Test 6 was cancelled for technical reasons, well it had been flooded, it was onto the more complex test
at Fishnish where the Autotest format kept everyone on their toes.
A thrash through Test 8 and it was onto Lunch at Duart Castle. Competitors were assured that the views are spectacular but some preferred to find shelter from the increasingly horizontal rain.
Lunch over and competitors headed to a simple but challenging test in a quarry, this caught a few out, then it was onto a repeat of two previous tests before a revisit of the three morning tests.
These were even more challenging now as 63 cars plus a lot of rain made them even more demanding. This of
course led to the Final regularity, some maybe had thought they had cracked it knowing where the ITC was but the
change in speeds from the first run through did catch out quite a number. Andrew Johnson / Dave Boyes in their Lancia Fulvia just pipped Craig Wallace / Clifford Auld to take the award for Best Regularities.
A good close competition. So it was back to the final control in Tobermory, a few didn’t make it but had still enjoyed
their day.
Those on the awards list had big smiles. Biggest smiles for Bevan Blacker / Abi Ruddock who took top spot in their
Peugeot 106. Results were provisional within 50 minutes of the last car crossing the line and the awards presented
on time.
The event wasn’t just about a Targa rally. This is about keeping a tradition going that started back in 1969 with the
first Tour of Mull. Next year is the 50th anniversary, hopefully the main event will be back, if not there may be another
Targa.
Colin Wallace : Saltire Rally Club

Making the Best of Mull...
With the Scottish Government dragging it’s heals in drafting new legislation to allow closed road motorsport we were once again faced with an
October devoid of the best rally in the world however to at least maintain the pulse of motorsport on the island Mull Car Club (with help from
Saltire Rally Club) had once again organised a Targa Rally and Rally
Time Trial. With a house booked and no other holiday planned I once
again headed north for my annual pilgrimage to the Hebridien rock. It
would be an understatement to say the Island wasn’t blessed with glorious weather this year but there were fleeting appearances from the sun.
Tom and I had decided to contest the Targa in our Vauxhall Corsa, its
third competitive outing on Mull and duly sourced some E-Marked non
gravel tyres and borrowed a “legal” trip meter from Stuart Taylor (our
Brantz has a speed/average speed read out so whilst both functions are
frankly useless it wasn’t permitted).
The route information was distributed the week before the event and
was all very straight forward, no doubt for the benefit of the large number of novice entries the event had attracted. The day would feature two
tests in Glen Aros forest, one in Glen Gorm forest, two down the Mornish Haul road, one on the TSL floating platform, one in Fishnish timber
yard, one down the old road to Garmony Rugby Club and one in TSL’s
Craignure yard with most run twice as well as regularities over the Hill
Road, down Loch Tuath and through Glengorm forest, the latter run
twice.
Saturday morning came round and as suspected it was wet with more
rain forecast during the day. After starting on Victoria Street in Tobermory we headed south to Glen Aros forest for the first of two tests. Both
were good tests, fast, flowing and with minimal manoeuvres to undertake. The snow tyres we were using seemed to have good grip on the
loose but with 32 cars having already completed the tests they were
starting to cut up a bit in places. Test 1 saw us third fastest followed by
fastest time on Test 2. On the way to test 3, Glen Gorm forest, Tom noticed the car had misfire from 4000rpm onwards so before the test we
tried to see if there was anything obvious causing it. We’ve previously had a similar issue when an earth on the back
of the engine came loose and after trying a few things we headed into the test. Sadly we hadn’t cured it and we
would be plagued by the misfire to varying degrees all day although we did manage equal fastest time on the test.
Regularity one was through Glen Gorm forest and little (no) navigation was required so I could concentrate on the
speeds. At the first IRTC I counted Tom down but he stopped at the Control Board then pulled up to the marshal who
then stopped the clock costing us precious seconds. I tried to reset the Brantz clock that was supposed to be in Regularity mode but didn’t freeze/reset itself. I tried to recover the situation by starting a stopwatch exactly 1 minute after
the time on the timecard but in doing so missed a speed change then couldn’t work out if we were ahead or behind
only to be caught by a car. I told Tom to get his foot down and we flew round the corner straight into the next control,
F**K! Luckily this was the end of regularity but I knew I’d cost us the best part of a minute. I was fuming and the clipboard made a bid for freedom to the unsuspecting Stephen Frost who was manning the control. At this point I was all
for packing in and going home, all chance of a decent result was gone and I was furious with myself for making such
a stupid mistake on a section that really would decide the rally. After a few minutes out the car I calmed down and
decide to carry on at least until lunch time.
Tests 4 and 5 were over the Mornish Haul road and much like last year they were superb tests with us really getting
chance to stretch the Corsa’s legs and even though it was still misfiring we set second fastest and fastest time on the
two tests. Several crews finished these tests having succumbed to punctures including our team mates Geoff Dean
and Suzanne Barker who were beginning to change the wheel just as we finished the second of the tests so we
jumped out and gave them a hand with a nut gun to save them faffing around with a wheel brace.
Out the test we were straight into Regularity 2 which started on the forest exit (crucially this was on private land) then
went over the Hill Road to Torloisk. Again no navigation was needed so I could focus on trying to avoid any more
mistakes. The first control was just over a mile in and caught out a few crews who expected it to be after the mandatory two miles, our clutch certainly got a work out as we edged up to it. The second control was just before Torloisk
and despite passing the previous car mid reg I was confident the times were good. We dropped just 2 seconds over
two controls (Dave Boyes dropped just 1s) so the move to a stop watch had obviously worked.
After a short transport section we started Regularity 3 near the Ulva Ferry road and as this was all on the public road
the first speed change became irrelevant so we drove 1.6 miles from the control and started properly from there. At
the first IRTC I felt confident we were close to the ideal time and again we were able to ignore the first speed change
after the control as it was under two miles. After again passing our minute man we went long way round Gruline triangle, collected the codeboard and clocked into the end control just before Salen with just 3 seconds dropped over two
controls (Cath Woodman and Clifford Auld 1s, Dave Boyes 2s). The misfire was now worse than ever with the low
speed driving not likely to have helped given that the engine runs quite rich.
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At Salen fuel station we tried swapping and cleaning a few earths then cained it down the road to the next test to try
and clear it. The test on the floating platform was cancelled due to excessive water so the next test was in Fishnish
timber yard. This caught a few crews out last year as we had to do two loops but with different manoeuvres on each
loop so I had memorised exactly what we needed to do to make sure there was no chance of a mistake. Sure
enough a few crews got it wrong including the Dukes of Ribblehead who found a rather large tree branch in their way
and then did an extra 360 round a cone and Bevan Blacker who managed a half spin and stall just before the finish
line. We had no such issues and our system for 360’s where Tom did the initial tug of the handbrake then I tweaked
it to keep the back end tight to the cone (a technique Niall Frost and I perfected on the Berwick Classic) was working
well and we were third fastest, just 2s behind Duncan Cameron. The final test before lunch was down the old road
into Garmony Rugby club, a simple test with two rows of cones to keep left off and a stop astride. Knowing this test
was quite rough I told Tom we needed to make the most of our good suspension and sumpgaurd and push on but
with revs now reduced to 4000rpm again there wasn’t much chance of that. We did still manage third fastest, 3s
slower than the charging Bevan Blacker.
On the way to lunch at Duart Castle we stopped at Bay View Garage to ask if we could borrow a spark plug socket to
see if the plugs were the source of the issue to which the very helpful owner duly obliged. The plugs were on the
black side but nothing horrendous and as he didn’t have any new ones in stock he lent us a wire brush and some
brake cleaner to try and make them a bit cleaner. This made a minor improvement but clearly wasn’t the cause of
the problem. As we arrived at lunch we dived under the bonnet to try anything that might cure it but we resolved it
could be the coil, fuel pump, fuel filter or even crank sensor so there was little more we could do than make the best
of it. Tim Johnson had seen the results and said we were going well on the tests but had lost a lot of time on Reg 1 (I
knew that was the case) but I was amazed to find we were fifth overall and just 20 seconds behind leaders Bevan
Blacker/Abi Ruddock. Dave Leadbetter/Cath Woodman were fourth, 16 seconds ahead and with a car that was not
exactly performing I knew it was unlikely we could move up the leaderboard so we decided to concentrate on trying
to keep everyone else behind us.
The afternoon featured six tests starting with the Craignure base of TSL. Despite being water logged this was a
good, open test which required two “free turns” amongst other moves. A poor line into the first free turn area saw us
lose momentum then Tom couldn’t see the stop line so we had a very minor detour. Next was a reverse run of the
Garmony test where we were second fastest, just a single second slower than Bevan who now had the bit between
his teeth as he battled for the win. On the second run of Fishnish we equalled our previous time and were again third
fastest, 3 seconds off the pace before we headed for the three final tests through the forests. The car had really
struggled on Fishnish and it looked like we might be lucky to finish. After a long run up to Glen Aros things did improve slightly but it was obvious on these long final tests Tom would just have to short shift and try and make the
best of things. Tests 12 and 13 were through Glen Aros forest and with some neat and tidy driving Tom managed to
drag the ailing Corsa through sixth and fourteenth fastest respectively. The uphill start of the final test did little to help
our cause but we still set a semi respectable sixth fastest. All that was left was the final regularity over exactly the
same route as Reg 1. The first IRTC was at the first speed change and I thought we were about bang on, at the second and final control after two further speed changes I thought we were bloody near as well. I’d noted the mileage at
each control and based on the times on our time card and my maths I thought we should have had a zero at each
control, we were penalised a single second over the reg though, not bad. In fact only Steven O’Donell matched us
but based on his other regularity times I suspect that was through more luck than judgement.
The final results saw Bevan and Abi take an emphatic and well deserved victory on their competitive debut together.
Second came down to a tie break with Geoff Dean and Suzanne Barker taking second place ahead of Andrew Johnson and Dave Boyes. The latter were served a rather harsh 10s cone penalty and despite video evidence from the
very cone they were penalised at (that clearly showed them missing it) the penalty was upheld. It was still a very impressive result from a 46 year old 1300cc Lancia Fulvia that running as car 1 had no tracks to follow. Dave Leadbetter and Cath Woodman took a chunk of time out of Tom and I on the final three tests and retained fourth overall by
15s as we came home fifth overall and third in class. Had I managed a zero on the opening reg the best we could
have hoped for was second overall so thankfully I didn’t throw away the win but I was still disappointed to cost us
second overall. Remarkably despite the car running badly for most of the day we were actually third fastest overall
on the tests with Duncan Cameron in the LHD 205 Rallye beating us by a mere three seconds with Bevan a further
forty seconds ahead. Alongside Geoff/Suzanne and Andrew/Dave we also collected the team prize for the second
year in a row. Interestingly I’ve actually navigated for four of the drivers in the top five, three of them on Mull.
All in all it had been a good event and the result was much better than I could possibly have hoped for after the
opening regularity, it is also my best result on Mull and equals the best result Tom and I have had together. The big
question is will we be able to celebrate the 50th Anniversary of Mull in proper closed road fashion? I certainly hope so
but given how slowly the cogs of government turn I’m less than optimistic. Whether it’s October 2019, 2020 or even
later I sincerely hope the event returns, not only from a sense of personal enjoyment, but for the benefit of Mull. Even
with the targa and time trial running the island seemed very quiet so there is no doubt that revenue is down in the
pubs, restaurants, cafe’s, guesthouses and petrol stations and I hope their voices are louder than anyone that wants
a “quiet life” for one week of the year when it does come to the consultation stage. All that is left to say is a huge
thank you to everyone involved with organising the event, the marshals that stood out in appalling conditions and to
Tom for putting up with my shoddy navigating and short temper.

Sam Spencer : Malton MC

Trackrod Rally
Yorkshire ‘18

PAYNE’S MAXIMUM RELIEF!...

Prevented from taking a fourth consecutive victory by the narrowest of margins on the Trackrod Forest Stages, the final
round of the Jordan Road Surfacing BTRDA Gold Star® Rally
Championship, Charlie Payne & Carl Williamson (Fiesta
WRC) still ended the season with a maximum points score on
the driver’s ‘home’ event. They’d been leading right up until
the final stage, only to be pipped at the post by 2014 BTRDA
1400 Champions Mat Smith/Giles Dykes who were having
their first taste of Fiesta WRC power in the very car that’s taken Matt Edwards to this year’s Gold Star title!
1st Overall Charlie Payne & Carl Williamson Already assured
of runners-up spot in the Gold Star table, outgoing champions
Stephen Petch/Michael Wilkinson put in yet another solid performance in their Fiesta WRC to arrive back in Filey less than
a minute adrift of Payne. They’d set their sights on back-toback titles but, in a season dominated by maximums (the GS
winners claimed four!), it was not to be.... 2nd Overall Steve
Petch & Michael Wilkinson Following retirement last time out
on the Woodpecker Stages, Ian Joel/Graeme Wood had some
catching up to do if their season was to conclude satisfactorily.
5th overall, 3rd Gold Star points scorers and a B13 class win
in their Escort Cosworth banished any doubts they may have
had in no uncertain terms, such that George Lepley (absent
on this occasion) isn’t the only one who’ll need a van for all his
trophies at the end-of season Awards Presentation! 3rd Overall & 1st MSA English Crew Ian Joel & Graeme Wood Having
surrendered their claim to the BTRDA Production Cup quite
some time ago, Pat Naylor/Ian Lawrence have picked themselves up, dusted themselves down and finished their season
in fine style! Putting aside the knowledge that the North York
Moors stages are some of the fastest in the Championship,
they brought their Group N Lancer home in 6th place overall
to take a class win and secure the final podium spot in the
2018 BTRDA Gold Star Championship. Not a bad day’s work
eh, boys?...
Having helped so many others - especially recently - in their
bids to progress in the sport, the Trackrod gave Peter Smith a
chance to shine in his own right. At the wheel of a Fiesta R5,
and with the vastly experienced John Millington to guide him,
he just missed out on a Top Six finish - seeded at 16, six and
a bit seconds quicker would have seen him overhaul Pat
Naylor for the place but, nevertheless, an excellent result!
Richard Hill was Joel/Wood’s nearest challenger in B13- his
Impreza was 8th overall, while 3rd on the day was the similar
car of fellow Chesterfield residents Lee & Craig Burgess.
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Among those who had long since lost interest in the final results were Hugh Hunter/Rob Fagg whose Fiesta had stopped
in Langdale to register its second consecutive DNF. Likewise,
Russ Thompson/Andy Murphy (GpN Lancer) retired for the
second time in a row with a couple of stages still to complete.
Having taken 2nd place B13 for the last four events in a row,
Matthew Hirst/Declan Dear’s Lancer threw in the towel on the
final stage of the day.

BTRDA PRODUCTION CUP
PAT ON THE BACK STRAIGHT!...
1st Production Cup Pat Naylor & Ian Lawrence
As detailed above, Pat Naylor/Ian Lawrence had a very successful outing on the Trackrod Forest Stages -having taken a
maximum score on the Woodpecker Stages, they were already
safe in runners-up spot in the BTRDA Production Cup but 6th
overall in Yorkshire sees them finish their season on a high
and inspires confidence in any future campaign. However, for
their part, Russ Thompson/Andy Murphy must be thanking
their lucky stars that the first half of their season was so successful. Having secured the Production Cup title on the Nicky
Grist Stages back in
July, their Lancer breathed a sigh of relief and hasn’t finished
an event since - phew!...
1st ST Trophy Crew James Giddings & Sion Cunniff
The top two Fiesta ST Trophy crews this season finished in that order in Yorkshire. Champions James Giddings/Sion Cunniff
claimed their third maximum of the season, bringing their car
home 10s ahead of that of the Tordoffs, Mat & Tim. Neil Fewlass/Stephen Varey were also able to join the party a bit later
on!

JORDAN ROAD SURFACING BTRDA
SILVER STAR® CHAMPIONSHIP
ALLAN FINDS THE KEY!....
Allan McDowall has had to wait right until the end of the Jordan
Road Surfacing BTRDA Silver Star® Championship season to
record his best result - a ‘win’ on the Trackrod Forest Stages.
He and Gavin Heseltine (Escort Mk2) managed to fend off the
advances of Bob Vardy/Keaton Williams (Fiesta R2) to take
maximum points for the first time, while series sponsor Barry
Jordan and Paul Wakely (Hillman Avenger) also left the best till
last with 3rd in the category, one place behind
the Fiesta.
1st Silver Star Allan McDowall & Gavin Heseltine
Andy Davison/Tom Murphy (Talbot Sunbeam VXR) had, by
their standards, an off day but still managed to get to the finish
and guarantee their runners-up spot in Silver Star, sandwiched
between George Lepley and Allan McDowall.
The inaugural BTRDA Rallye R2 Cup had already been
claimed but, notwithstanding, Bob Vardy/Keaton Williams took
their first maximum of the season, with Tony Simpson/Ian Bevan’s similar Fiesta keeping a close eye on the winners throughout the day.
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1st R2 Cup & 2nd Silver Star Bob Vardy & Keaton Williams
As far as competition in the BTRDA Historic Cup was concerned, Barry Jordan/Paul Wakely’s Top Twenty finish on the
Trackrod moved them up to within one point of this year’s winners, Ernie Graham/Robin Kellard - their five maximum scores
were almost matched by Jordan’s four + a second. Now, that’s
what you call a close finish!...
1St Historic Cup Barry Jordan & Paul Wakely
Although previously confirmed as victor in the new H4 class,
Tom Coughtrie’s Mitsubishi Galant threw its toys out on the second stage, and that was that.
Fortunately, it didn’t matter!

Continued on Page 20

BTRDA 1400 CHAMPIONSHIP
POWELL UP AGAINST A BRICK WALL!...

1st 1400 Chris Powell & Jim Lewis
As they journeyed up to Filey, Chris Powell/Jim Lewisknew that, for them to lift the BTRDA 1400 Championship®, not
only would they need to take a maximum but, even then, leader Dave Brick mustn’t finish higher than 4th in the category. Well, the first part of the plan was executed in fine style – their Sunbeam forced its way into the Top Twenty to
take what was its fourth maximum of the season. However, what let them down was totally out of their control - Dave
Brick brought his Nova home in 3rd place to maintain his place at the top when it mattered most! However, as Brick
used different co-drivers during the year (mostly family members!), Jim Lewis emerges as the winner of his category well done to all concerned!
Steve Black plonked his Suzuki Swift marginally ahead of the Brick Nova to take his second 2nd of the season, while
Kieran Darrington/Simon Jones bounced back from a non-finish last time out on the Woodpecker to claim 4th in their
Corsa.
Tommi Meadows/Emma Morrison’s day ended when their Ka left the road in Gale Rigg, while Chris Bush/Robert
Smith’s Corsa waited for a couple more stages before performing a similar manoeuvre in Staindale.

BTRDA RALLY FIRST CHAMPIONSHIP
GOOD FOR BADDELEY!....

Team-mates they may have been but, for Matthew Baddeley and Guy Butler, the trip up to Yorkshire was going to
end in tears for one of them! With just the final round to go, their Toyotas’ battle for supremacy in the BTRDA Rally
First Championship could have gone either way, but the expression ‘to finish first, you must first finish’ will be ringing
loud and clear in Butler’s ears. Baddeley did, on both counts, and he didn’t – on either!...
1st Rally First Matthew Baddeley & Phil Kenny
What will probably be making Butler smart still more is that Mark Cox’ Lupo finished one place and a minute behind
Baddeley, leaving him as the only RF retiree on the day!

MAXXIS MSA ENGLISH RALLY CHAMPIONSHIP
A FUNNY OLD GAME!

Contenders for the MAXXIS MSA English Rally Championship headed up to Filey for the Trackrod Forest Stages,
believing the event to be the penultimate round of the series. However, when news broke on the Friday evening regarding the unexpected cancellation of the forthcoming Wyedean Forest Rally, it became obvious that they were
about to start the
final encounter of 2018.
So, no time to lose - especially for the likes of Ian Joel who had been leading the charge prior to the previous outing,
the Woodpecker Stages, but such was the closeness of the competition that an unscheduled early bath had seen him
drop ten places in the overall table!
As it turned out, he needn’t have worried – an exceptional drive on the Trackrod served to restore him to the top of
the points table to finish with a ‘full house’ - three maximums. His closest rivals – George Lepley (Fiesta R2) and Matt
Edwards (Fiesta) – were absent from the ERC round in Yorkshire, but their hard work earlier in the season paid dividends later on.
However, before we move on to the Trackrod itself, it’s worth pointing out once more that, as a class-based series,
the MSA English Rally Championship winners could conceivably come from any one of the eight capacity classes.
Indeed, Ian Joel and co-driver Graeme Wood’s Escort Cosworth is from Class 7 - whereas Class 8 is where the most
powerful vehicles will be found....

Continued on Page 28
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Trackrod Rally Yorkshire
Continued from Page 27
So, from the day on the North York Moors, the main
beneficiaries included Chris Powell/Jim Lewis
(Sunbeam), Bob Vardy/Keaton Williams (Fiesta R2),
Barry Jordan/Paul Wakely (Hillman Avenger), Allan
McDowall/Gavin Heseltine (Escort Mk2) and Charlie
Payne/Carl Williamson (Fiesta WRC).
While the 2018 ERC season was, unfortunately, curtailed - both at the start (Malcolm Wilson Rally lost to
severe weather) and the finish! - there’s been some serious competition in between times and all the award
winners are to be applauded for their efforts.
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BTRDA Rally in 2019
The 66th year of Serious Fun!

The BTRDA is very pleased to confirm the calendar for
the 2019 BTRDA Rally Series which will continue to be
sponsored by JORDAN Road Surfacing. It includes a
great selection of one-day forest events, starting with
the Cambrian Rally in North Wales in February and finishing at the end of September with the Trackrod Forest
Stages in North Yorkshire.
The final points table will be based on each competitor’s
best 5 scores, providing some flexibility to fit around
family or business commitments.

2019 JORDAN Road Surfacing
BTRDA Rally Series

• Cambrian Rally 16th February
• Malcolm Wilson Rally 9th March
• Rallynuts Stages Rally 13th Apri
• Plains Rally 11th May
• Nicky Grist Stages 13th July
• Woodpecker Stages 31st August
• Trackrod Forest Stages 28th September
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Pritchard becomes

2018 Protyre MSA Asphalt
Rally Champion
after dramatic Ford Parts
Cheviot Stages Rally finale

Jason Pritchard is the 2018 Protyre MSA Asphalt Rally Champion, after taking his third maximum points score of the season on
the Ford Parts Cheviot Stages Rally.
In a thrilling and dramatic season finale, he and co-driver Phil
Clarke delivered a masterclass performance in their North Road
Garage Ford Focus WRC05, on their first ever visit to Northumberland’s Otterburn Military Ranges.
Their target of winning the title was made harder by just one
pass over each stage on a very icy Saturday recce, while the
weather played an even more significant part in the outcome of
the title on rally Sunday, with snow, sleet and torrential rain making the undulating and narrow asphalt roads exceptionally slippery. Yet Pritchard made only one mistake, overshooting a junction on SS10, to bring the car home without a scratch.
Winning the title is extra special for Jason and the Pritchard family, as it is 30 years since his father Eian narrowly missed out on
clinching the Asphalt title on Otterburn – in the same year the
now champion was born. It’s also Jason’s fourth major rally title
in as many years, having won a record-breaking three MSA British Historic Rally Championships in a row (2015, ’16 and ‘17)
and now the 2018 Protyre MSA Asphalt Rally Championship.
Daniel Harper was Pritchard’s main rival for the title, and whoever finished ahead of the other would become drivers’ champion;
providing either one of them finished the event. Harper’s Minisport-run John Cooper Works Mini WRC had been rebuilt after
an accident on a French rally three weeks ago, and at “zero
miles an hour” he skidded into a bridge on SS2 – although much
worse was to follow for him and co-driver Chris Campbell.
Thanks to a monsoon-like downpour, there was running water in
the downhill braking area coming down to a square right. Virtually all of the top 20 cars, and more after, either spun, went off or
had some near miss there, but it was here that Harper’s title
hopes vanished. The Mini snapped sideways under braking in
the wet and went straight on at the junction, smashing through a
fence and coming to rest in a field. This rally, and title aspirations, over.
This meant that Wayne Sisson/Max Freeman are runners-up in
the Asphalt Championship, having decided not to enter their
AMS Arnside Motorsport Mitsubishi Lancer Evo 10 on the final round. The dropped score rule meant that they would
have needed both Pritchard and Harper to retire to win the title anyway, and whatever points they’d score on Otterburn would probably have been irrelevant. Whilst they were missed by all, it turned out to be a wise decision, and
Sisson was delighted to add second overall to his Class B14 trophy.
Stephen Simpson/Patrick Walsh picked up second Asphalt Championship points on the Cheviot after a spirited drive
in their CA1 Sport-prepared Ford Fiesta. They had a big spin at the same corner as Harper, but survived to allow
Simpson to leapfrog into seventh in the final points standings.

Continued on Page 30

Cheviot Stages Rally
Continued from Page 29
David Hardie hadn’t even sat in his TEG Sport Subaru Impreza for the best part of two months, but he quickly got
back into his stride to finish third, despite downshift problems on the final three stages, with John McCulloch on the
pace notes.
Damian Cole spent the opening loop of three stages getting reacquainted with his Get Connected Ford Focus
WRC05, which he hadn’t rallied for three years. Co-driven
by Jane Nicol, everything was going well until the rear end
broke loose on a fifth gear uphill left hander after a crest,
which sent the car spinning off the road. There was virtually no damage, but the grass was so wet that only a winch
could eventually rescue him.
A new Frank Meagher inspired colour scheme was working
wonders for Ross Brusby, who was up to an incredible
fourth in his Chesterfield Transporters-backed Ford Escort
Mk2. “I’m driving on the limit and hoping for the best,” said
Brusby, who was well ahead of many four-wheel drive
cars. Co-driven by Sam Collis, his brilliant run came to a
cruel end with gearbox failure on SS10.
Rhidian Daniels/Tomos Whittle enjoyed a fantastic Otterburn debut to be the fourth registered crew home and to
finish sixth on the overall points table. This was an even
more impressive performance, considering they started the
event on part worn tyres they’d used on the Mewla Rally
and lost a minute when their rapid Citroen C1 Max broke a
driveshaft on SS6.
The Class B10 drivers’ title had already been won by Kevin
Harbour, and having sold his Citroen C2 R2 the Dovebank
Motors driver brought his Peugeot 205 GTI out of a two
year retirement to try and secure David Tortoishell the codriver’s title. Despite alternator problems throughout the
day, which meant he dare not turn on the Lazer laps for the
final stage, Harbour achieved what he set out to do – and
completed the only 100% finishing record in the series!
There wasn’t much luck this time for Graeme Sherry, however. After a strong season in his Honda Civic, he and
Sam Colman retired on the opening stage after damaging
the radiator – although they were far from the only ones to
return to service at The Airstrips on a tow rope, as 34 out
of the 88 starters failed to finish.
Paul and Julian Doroszczuk are celebrating becoming
Class B11 champions after another excellent performance
in their normally-aspirated Cosworth-engined Drockspeed
Motorsport Escort Mk2. They had an eventful rally, witnessing a Subaru crashing right in front of them for one,
and the only damage they sustained to their car was a
crumpled rear arch, dented when it was being put on the
trailer for the journey home!
The Welsh brothers were pushed hard for the title by Geoff Glover/Keith Barker – the RWD Astra crew taking the
class win on the Cheviot after a great run, but finishing four points behind in the standings.
Great sportsman Mike Pugsley had already become Class B12 champion, but because so many northern-based
drivers had come to his local region to contest the two Epynt rallies, he thought it only fair to go and support their
local event. He was stopped behind several accidents (not involving registered Asphalt Championship competitors)
and didn’t complete all the stages, but he finished the rally in his 1974 Escort Mk1 RS2000 to secure Marc Clatworthy the Class B12 co-drivers’ title, to go with the 1400S title he’d already won!
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Cheviot Stages Rally
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With Brusby out, Steve Retchless had a nervous last few stages in his Morris Lubricants/ralloy.com Ford Escort
Mk2. After an accident on the Manx National, the B13 crown looked a tall order, but a faultless run over Otterburn
by him and co-driver Sasha Heriot indeed gave him a very well deserved title – settling a very closely fought class
battle that had raged all season. Brusby’s misfortune was also good news for Tim and Jack Waters, who finished
second in class in their V6-engined Renault Sport Clio. It was a difficult event for the father and son team, who had
to fix a fuel pump relay problem on the road section between SS1 and 2 and then drive around a rear brake issue.
1400C drivers’ champion Bill Paynter completed the morning’s loop of stage with power steering problems in his
rapid Hilka-backed Peugeot 106 Rallye. He and co-driver Andy Hall came across a number of bad crashes during
the course of the day, and were relieved to reach the finish unscathed.
Adrian Drury had rallied on Otterburn just once before, but together with Cat Lund had a great run in his orange
Peugeot 106 GTI to record another good finish.
Jason Pritchard (1st) said: “We’ve had everything thrown at us today, even snow, so it was a case of keeping it
clean and getting the car to the finish without a problem. We almost managed to do that without making any mistakes, but we had a bit of an overshoot on one stage, but apart from that everything was steady away and spot on.
It was a hard day’s rallying and anyone who reached the finish deserves a medal. Winning the Asphalt Championship means a lot, because Dad tried so many times and came so close. Thirty years ago, I’d only just been born
and he was fighting for the title up here on Otterburn, and now I’ve got it. It’s going to take a while to sink it.”
Stephen Simpson (2nd) said: “It was particularly slippery on the first three stages this morning, and then there was
a lot of sleet and torrential rain on the next three stages, so we were pleased to reach the mid-point without too
many dramas. The stages this afternoon were okay really and we were able to pick a bit of speed up and we started to really enjoy it. It was a bit late to challenge for victory by then, but I’m very happy to have reached the finish of
such a tough event.”
David Hardie (3rd) said: “I’m very pleased because I haven’t been in the car for about eight weeks, so I was just
taking it easy in the morning – and in many ways the rain before lunchtime probably helped us. We picked up our
pace and were faster in the middle part of the rally and just maintained that pace to finish with a good result. We
were struggling a little on the last three stages with the down change on the gearbox and, as a result, we couldn’t
do much late braking, but we managed that problem pretty well and got the car home for a good result.”
The live streaming broadcasts from the Whickham & District Motor Club and Hadrian Motor Sports Club organised
Cheviot Rally, with commentary from Howard Davies and special guest Ryan Champion, will remain on-line for
viewing on the Special Stage Facebook page. Edited highlights will be broadcast on Front Runner and on the Motor
Trend On Demand channel, as well as the Special Stage Facebook, YouTube and App platforms, in due course –
please check TV guides for details.
The 2018 Protyre MSA Asphalt Rally Championship gala prize-giving takes place at the beautiful Billesley Manor
Hotel, near Stratford upon Avon, on Saturday 17 November.

2018 Ford Parts Cheviot Stages Rally – Top 10 Protyre MSA Asphalt Rally Championship finishers
1. Jason Pritchard/Phil Clarke (Ford Focus WRC)….49mins 04secs
2. Stephen Simpson/Patrick Walsh (Ford Fiesta)…. 50mins 11secs
3. David Hardie/John McCulloch (Subaru Impreza)….50mins 53secs
4. Rhidian Daniels/Tomos Whittle (Citroen C1 Max)….55mins 35secs
5. Steve Retchless/Sasha Heriot (Ford Escort Mk2)….56mins 18secs
6. Geoff Glover/Keith Barker (RWD Astra)…. 57mins 34secs
7. Paul Doroszczuk/Julian Doroszczuk (Ford Escort Mk2)…. 59mins 32secs
8. Mike Pugsley/Marc Clatworthy (Ford Escort Mk1 RS2000)….1hr 00mins 35secs
9. Kevin Harbour/David Tortoishell (Peugeot 205 GTI)….1hr 00mins 53secs
10. Tim Waters/Jack Waters (Renault Clio V6)….1hr 00mins 58secs

Protyre MSA Asphalt Rally Championship – provisional overall driver points after Round 6
1. Jason Pritchard….139pts
2. Wayne Sisson….126pts
3. Daniel Harper….113pts
4. Melvyn Evans….83pts
5. Steve Retchless….82pts
6. Rhidian Daniels….80pts
7. Stephen Simpson….79pts
8. Paul Doroszczuk….79pts
9. Geoff Glover….76pts
10. Barry Groundwater….75pts

All the latest Protyre MSA Asphalt Championship news direct to you
Subscribe to https://asphaltrallying.com

Roberts Garages

Jersey Rally

Dave Longfellow and Mark Broadbent record their first
finish on Roberts Garage Jersey Rally 2018
It was sixth time lucky for Dave Longfellow and Mark Broadbent last weekend, where they recorded their first finish after
five successive mechanical issues from the previous five
events they have entered together. The Roberts Garages
Jersey Rally is a tough event to complete, however they
joined another fifty crews at the ceremonial finish on Saturday
to record the largest finish of the event in recent history.
The Jersey Rally can be traced back to 1935, however the
event as we now know it started in 1983. Always starting on
a Friday and running stages through the night, to recommence on the Saturday means the crews tackling the event
need to be alert and awake for two long days of rallying, with
limited servicing and parc ferme conditions at different points
through the legs.
This year the stages were completely different to 2017 which
gave residents a reprieve from the cars racing past their
homes, but still gave crews 110 miles of competitive road
sections throughout the island. Some roads featuring wide, sweeping sections, however the roads Jersey is really
associated with, making up the majority of the route are the tight, narrow tarmac sections linking the villages and
hamlets to nearby fields for potato farming.
For Dave and Mark, it was a return to the event where they ran as high as fifteenth at one point as car 30 in 2017,
to only pull up at the roadside disappointed when the rear differential broke. This year they were looking to reach
the finish and end the voodoo on the recent bad luck whilst also putting in some top 20 times
It was however a rally of two halves for the crew, as Friday brought about a very stressful leg one. The car performing well on stage and the team settling in to the rhythm, however the link sections saw the car lose all power on
several occasions. A restart needed on each occasion which temporarily worked around the issue until they could
get to service where a loose cut off switch was found as the culprit and replaced.
Leg two saw the start of the night stages where traditionally they have been on the pace however Dave and Mark
struggled to get a good rhythm going with late calls on the notes and low confidence meaning slow times throughout the night. Dave commenting SS8 was the hardest he has ever driven.
The car issues continued however with the crew noticing the electric panel running very hot. At the start of SS11,
the lights cut off completely apart from two spot lights. Struggling to find the fault and the stage countdown already
starting, the crew set off to record a stage time six seconds slower than their previous best - not bad considering
the issues and very poor visibility they had. Heading back to service, the crew was very thankful to the local police
who allowed them to continue on the road section after making adjustments to the spotlights.
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Roberts Garage Jersey Rally
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At the end of day one, they were 32nd and 7th in class, losing
a lot of time on SS8 and valuable seconds throughout all of
the second leg. Disappointing for the team as so much more
was possible, however thankful they were still in the event.
Day two saw the rally visit another four stages, run a total of
fifteen times, however two bad accidents, one involving local
Ed Fossey meant four of the stages were cancelled. Thankfully all crews were reported to be fine, however frustrating as the first four runs of the stages were quick for Dave
and Mark and saw the team work their way up the table. The crew could of made more time up had the four stages
been run, however the right decision was made by the organisers to cancel.

Thankfully, all the stages run on Saturday were in beautiful sunlight so no repeat of the issues from Friday. At the
start of the final leg, the crew was out to show what stage times were possible and work their way to a respectable
position and finish, which they duly did, ending up a very respectable 23rd overall and 5th in class.
Looking at the times, had the crew been competitive on the night, they would only have made up one or two places
and still finished the same position in class, so come away from their second attempt at the event happy with the
result. The final result also showed how valuable local knowledge is in Jersey, with Dave and Mark finishing 11th
best mainland crew.
Mark Broadbent stated “The Jersey Rally has been very enjoyable this year, with the stages some of the most challenging I have ever competed on. It has also been the most challenging outside of the notes as well, with so many
issues with the car on Friday - night stages with only two spotlights was tough! Thankfully, Dave has driven brilliantly
all rally and has not put a wheel wrong. We are certainly looking at competing here next year and hopefully on stages we have some experience of”
Huge congratulation to Ross Le Noa who won the event. These roads are very tough and after dominating the first
leg, Ross led the event from the first stage in his Ford Escort. Although his first win on this event, it is three wins out
of three this year having competed on the nearby Guernsey Rally and L’Etacq Rally. Also congratulations to the
class E winner Neil Cotillard in his Subaru Impreza.
Dave and Mark could not of competed today without the fine work of the service crew - many thanks to Danny,
Dave, Keith and Brian for all their hard work. Friday was certainly busy for all, however Dave did not put a wheel
wrong and brought the car back in one piece in each service!
The crew would also like to thank all their sponsors. Without their contribution, competing would not be possible.

JLBrooks - https://jlbrooks.co.uk/
Witch Craft Beers - https://www.facebook.com/witchcraftbeers/
The Sun Valley Nut Company - http://www.sun-valley.co.uk/
Old Mill Autos - http://www.oldmillautos.co.uk/
Final thanks to Jersey Motor Club for organising the highlight of the year for us - we very much enjoyed 2017 and
2018 has brought the crew their best ever finish (although to date, their only one!) 2019 will be another one not to
miss for sure
The next event for Dave is unconfirmed, with perhaps another before Christmas on the cards, however one eye is
now looking at plans for 2019. For Mark, he will be in a rally car again in two weeks time for the Ford Parts Cheviot
Stages with Neil Andrews in his Subaru Impreza WRX, sadly for the last time before Neil retires from stage rallying.

Mark Broadbent : Airedale & Pennine MCC

Lynch secures
Supermodified title at Blyton

Westhoughton-based Tony headed into the penultimate meeting of the year aware that a top three finish would be enough
to earn him the championship crown, thanks to regulations that
state drivers will only count their best seven scores from nine
rounds across the season.
Wet conditions at the Lincolnshire circuit would play havoc with
proceedings across the weekend, with only two of the scheduled three heats taking place to decide the all important grid
positions for the final.
Having qualified on the front row in his Lucas Oil Team Geriatric-run Ford KA, Tony battled hard with title rival Patrick Ryan
in the opening laps before finding a way through into a lead he
would hold until the final lap.
Contact between the pair going into the final corner of the race
would see Ryan find a way ahead before he was handed a
time penalty post race that promoted Tony back into first spot.
Although an appeal into the incident means the result is yet to
be made official, Tony can now no longer be caught in the Supermodified class standings with one round still to come at
Croft later this month.
Tony also retains a chance of securing the overall title depending on the result of the season finale.
“It was a difficult weekend with the conditions on track, which
certainly didn’t make things easy,” he said. “We knew what we
needed to do in terms of the points, so the focus was firmly on
making sure that we picked up the points that we needed.“
As has been the case throughout the season, Patrick was a
strong rival on track and it’s unfortunate that there was contact
in the final whilst we were dicing for the victory.
“To come away from Blyton knowing that we can no longer be
caught in the Supermodified class means its mission accomplished in that respect, and we’ll have to see how things go at
Croft in terms of the overall title.”

Tony Lynch brought the curtain down on his Autosport International BTRDA Clubmans Rallycross
Championship in partnership with Toyo Tires campaign with another maximum score at Croft.
Westhoughton-based Tony made the trip to North Yorkshire
having already provisionally secured the Supermodified class
title at the wheel of his Lucas Oil Team Geriatric-run Ford KA,
and with his eyes on the overall title.
Although his hopes of securing the main crown would ultimately be ended by a stewards decision related to the previous event at Blyton, Tony was able to enjoy another strong showing on track that further showed why he has been
the man to beat in the Supermodified class this season.
Recovering from a minor incident in the opening heat of the weekend, Tony secured victory in heat two and then finished second in heat three to put him on the front row of the grid for the point-scoring final.
Battling hard on track with former rival Dave Bellerby, who was racing at Croft in a guest capacity, Tony eventually
crossed the line in second spot to secure maximum championship points for the sixth time this season.
It allowed him to confirm his position as Supermodified champion on his return to the BTRDA scene, whilst he also
secured second in the overall standings.
“It’s been a strong season for us on track and to have ended the year with a championship title is fantastic,” he said.
“Of course it would have been nice if we could have secured the overall crown but it wasn’t to be and congratulations
to Luke Constantine on taking the championship.
“I’ve really enjoyed my return to the BTRDA series this season and it’s been a good battle with Patrick Ryan across
the year for the Supermodified title. As ever, I’m proud of the way the team has worked tirelessly to allow us to come
out on top, and I have to thank them all for the effort they have put in.
“Also a huge thank you to Lucas Oil and all our sponsors for their support because if it wasn’t for them, we wouldn’t
have been in a position to go out there and fight for a title this season.
“Now we’ll take some time to celebrate our success and decide what we do for the future.”

WALES RALLY GB
Tommi Happy with World Stage Debut
Clitheroes rally driver Tommi Meadows relished the chance to
compete on the same stages as the best in the world at Wales
Rally GB. Ably assisted by co-driver Emma Morrison, the pair guided their Swift Group supported Ford Fiesta R2 to a successful finish on this tough rally.
After having been given the chance to get back behind the ME
Rallysport Fiesta by Swift Caravans boss Peter Smith, the crew
were entered into the National event which included 2 days of flat
out action in the forests of Wales.
The first day consisted of 5 special stages being run behind the
main WRC field. A good run through the first stage allowed the
pairing to get reacquainted with the M-Sport built machine, which
is quite a different beast to the 1400cc Ford KA they have campaigned in the BTRDA series this year.
However, trouble struck in the following 29KM Brenig stage. A rear
puncture caused the team to drop quite a bit of time, despite being
able to struggle through and change the wheel at the end of the
stage.
“The conditions here were really quite rough, so we tried to be tidy
and keep it in the middle of the road,” explained Tommi. “I think a
sharp rock has damaged the sidewall and caused the puncture it’s just one of those things and part of doing a tough event like
this”.
A sensible drive through the day’s remaining stages left Meadows
& Morrison a very credible 20th overall out of the 81 entries including powerful four wheel drive machinery and second in class at the
overnight service stop, where the C1-R mechanics worked hard to
get the car prepared for Saturday’s action.
Day 2 began with a long road section from Rally HQ in Deeside
down to stages in the Myerhin and Sweet Lamb Complex. With the
conditions drying out, more grip was on offer which allowed crews
to push harder throughout the day.
A small issue with a rose joint in the gear linkage meant that the
Clitheroe teenager had to try and be gentle with the car over the
day’s stages - Rally GB’s organisation does not allow competitors
any outside assistance when competing during the day, so the
driver and co-driver must make running repairs with what resources they have available.
The weekend was topped off with an impressive performance in
the final stage, where Tommi guided the little Fiesta to a top 10
stage time.
Despite being the youngest driver in the rally at just 18 years old,
Meadows & co-driver Emma Morrison were rewarded with 15th o/a
and 2ndin class behind their Fiesta R2 teammates Sam Bilham &
Cameron Fair.
“I’m really chuffed to get to the finish of what was a tough rally and to come home with a good result like this makes it even better,” said Tommi after the event.
“We’ve had a few issues to overcome, but on an event like this you
have to push everything aside and use your head to drive for a finish,” he added.
“I’d like to say a massive thank you to the people who have supported and been the driving force behind us this year, especially
Peter Smith & Swift Group and the 2300 Club John Easson Award
whose help has been amazing all year.”
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1
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MAURICE ELLISON
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2

G 23

IAN DAVIES
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3
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CHRIS WOODCOCK
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..

G 01

BILL WILMER
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..

G 13 STUART DICKENSON
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6
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TONY JONES
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DEREK BEDSON
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G 02

GRAHAM COOKSON
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9

G 11

MARK WILKINSON
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10 G 03

LES FRAGLE

79

points

11 G 04

IAN WINTERBURN

69

points

12 G 17

ROBIN MORTIBOYS

60

points

13 G 50

DAVID PEAKER

50

points

JOHN ELLIS

50

points

15 G 55

STEVE BROADBENT

49

points

16 G 48

PETER LANGTREE

48

points

17 G 06

DAVE CROSBY

40

points

..

G 58

GEOFF INGRAM

40

points

1994 - Dave Crosby

..

G 26

MARK DICKENSON

40

points

Cadwell Stages

1999 - Keith Lamb

..

G 14

ADRIAN LLOYD

40

points

2000 - Ian Davies

21 G 09

KEITH LAMB

39

points

North Humberside MC

2001 - Tony & Avril Lee

22 G 31

DUNCAN STOCK

38

points

23 G 19

JAMES ATKINSON

35

points

Cadwell Park

2003 - Stuart Dickenson

24 G 70

DAVID MAINPRICE

30

points

..

SEAN ROBERTSON

30

points

26 G 32

BRYAN FLINT

24

points

27 G 42

ROGER WHITTAKER

20

points

Sat 3rd Nov

Neil Howard
Memorial Rally

..

Bolton le Moors CC
Oulton Park

17/18th Nov

Sat 24th Nov

Hall Trophy
Stages Rally
Clitheroe & DMC
Blyton
th

th

24 /25 Nov

Glyn Memorial
Trophy Stages
C&A MC
Anglesey

2002 - Keith Lamb & Adrian Lloyd

2004 - Dave Crosby
2005 - Chris Jarvis &
Stuart Dickenson
2006 - Tony & Dan Turner
2007 - Tony & Dan Turner

G 33

G 38

..

G 07

TONY & AVRIL LEE

20

points

..

G 19

JAMES ATKINS0N

20

points

2010 - Eve Fisher & Graham Bray

..

G 65

BRIAN EATON

20

points

2011 - Stuart Dickinson

..

G 24

PAUL HENRY

20

points

2011 - Stuart Dickinson

..

G 53

TOM & VICKY MERCER

20

points

2012 - Tony Jones

..

G 41

GERRY LUCAS

20

points

34 G 46

RAY KAVANAGH

18

points

35 G 37

LEE SKILLING

15

points

ANDREW TAYLOR

15

points

DAVID BELL

10

points

KEVIN JAMES

10

points

GERRY MORRIS

5

points

2008 - Chris Jarvis & Lee Skilling
2009 - Paul Henry

2013 - Tony Jones &
Peter Langtree
2014 - Peter Langtree
2015 - Ian Davies
2016 - Ian Davies
2017 - Ian Davies
2018 - Ian Davies

Just 4 Rounds left

.

G 28

37 G 64
..

G 39

39 G 25

Radio Mutterings
Dayinsure Wales Rally GB

4th -7th October
Thursday 4th- Deeside Rally Control.

This year promises a whole new experience for me as I am invited to join the national Rally Control Team in the Rally HQ at the
Toyota engine plant on Deeside. For my first day I am allowed a
late start and make my way over mid morning to meet Leanne
Ritchie, Communications Coordinator / Controller and my fellow
other A system controllers Chris Evans and Alan Stoneman and
of course Clerk of Course Iain Campbell and the rest of the
small Rally Control Team.
I’m allocated a control desk and soon get to grips with the laptop
based radio system and the new ‘aussie’ tracking system, which
is very impressive. The control team welcome me into the team
and I’m introduced to other key members of Iain’s team and in
particular Deputy CoC Andrew Kellitt, Chief Medical Officer Dr
Ben Shippey and Chief Safety Officer Charley Webber. I must
also make mention of Assistant CoC Alyn Edwards, of Cambrian
Rally fame who recommended me to join the team, so many
thanks Alyn. After observing Shakedown in Clocaenog it’s time
for lunch and the privilege of walking across to the adjacent Service Park and eating in the ‘french’ team cafe (I could get used
to real hot food with a knife and fork on a stage rally !!). Walking
around the Service Park I bump into Keith Lamb, Gemini 9 who
is enjoying exploring the service area before heading out into the
stages. The scale of the service area is breathtaking with multi
million pound manufacturer setups, around the corner from the
local motor club and national clubmen competitors, along with
numerous trade stands and other exhibitors.
After a quick break it’s time to get back into control and set up
for the all important televised Stage 1 Tir Prince, around a
unique spectator stage, under the control of Mark Dickenson. As
the afternoon moves on there is definitely an increase in tension
in the room as the pressure of ensuring this all important first
stage sets off on time. For the first time I begin to experience
and understand the real pressures of the sporting interests
alongside the commercial interests, WRC TV and FIA in this
opening stage of what could prove to be a very important round
of the WRC.
By 16:00 things are beginning to warm up as the first of the timing cars and numerous safety cars begin to arrive for Stage 1.
With Gemini Tir Control out in the field controlling the C system
radios, they have a direct link via the A system into Rally Control
and the Clerk of Course, through whom all key decisions must
be made, with no exceptions. The chain of command is key here
to such an important and complex event. A couple of hours later
and watching through the benefit of the live steamed pictures we
begin the countdown proper as the key safety cars enter the
stage: Spec 1, then Oscars 4, 2, 1. Oscar 4 being a ‘go / no go’
assessment as FIA Safety Delegate Michele Mouton (I had a
poster of her on my bedroom wall I seem to remember !), rides
along with Sue Saunders the Event Safety Co-ordinator and assess the stage. By 18:57 we have a final ‘good to go’ from Car 0
‘Oscar 1’ and the first stage of the Wales Rally GB starts on time
at 19:00.

.
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As we listen to the radios, we can watch the live action on a
large TV screen , whilst at the same time observing the impressive tracking system. It’s takes a little while to get used to listening and for me later controlling a stage, whilst at the same time
almost watching the action emerge via tracking in real time, before any radio call is even made from out there on the stage.

Friday 5th October.
It’s an early rise for the whole control team and for me the 50
odd minute drive from home into Deeside and the first days proper rallying. With Leanne as my mentor I am soon thrown into
looking after Stage 3 Brenig. After setting up I call a radio check
though the various A system radios out on stage and settle in for
a long, challenging but enjoyable day of several firsts. Alyn is a
font of all local knowledge and he briefs me on a couple of local
farmers and residents for who access into and across the stage
later on has been arranged. The one thing I find initially hard to
get used to is the use of people’s first names, as my colleagues
ask “Oscar X Phil to call Dave”, for me I’m only just getting used
to the multitude of callsigns I need to be aware of and interact
with. I know this will come after years on the job, but for now it
can be a little confusing and I stick to calling people by their
callsigns ! The game of ‘put the name to the callsign’ is halted as
Gemini Brenig A System Controller Ian Winterburn, engages with
me in a new game of ‘hunt the laptop’ as the North Wales Regional Base look for a ‘missing’ laptop, that is eventually found to
everyone’s relief.
The radio traffic hot’s up from about six thirty as the all important
safety cars begin their methodical and essential checks of the
stage route and the behaviour of the spectators and in some
cases marshals out on the stages. As Spec 1 enters the stage
for his run, I get a very early ‘safety’ shout from Post 34 where
there is a medical emergency involving a marshal. After seeking
advice I am instructed to ‘roll’, sorry I can’t use that word, ask
Merrick Rescue to enter the stage from post 32 and proceed to
the scene. Although we have just over an hour to first car, we
need to deal quickly and effectively with what is after all a medical emergency and Merrick Rescue are assisted by MIV 2 and
the marshal is soon in the very best of hands and on their way to
the RVP point for onward transport to hospital. Within less than
an hour the combined efforts of the CMO, Chief Safety Officer
and Clerk have the incident efficiently resolved and full emergency cover re-established in the stage ready for first car due at
08:32. In the meantime as the safety cars continue their runs, I
am busy passing messages as various stage furniture needs to
be checked or added to and spectators and marshals moved and
observed in the stage. Messages of all types pass through me in
a bit of a blur, as all manner of issues are resolved by Iain and
his very experienced team...”divers to Post 28...Belgians at point
2.7kms need moving...marshals in a prohibited area”, many of
which need to be communicated out to the Gemini C controllers,
dealt with and then confirmation sent back to me in Rally Control. At 08:30 I finally hear those very sweet words from
Oscar 4, “at stopline stage ready to run”, two minutes later the first competitor is into my first stage on time, phew !!.
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No sooner has the first car entered than the questions come into
Rally Control, person X is asking to cross the stage, tracking reports of cars stopped, reports of sheep in Wales (who would
have guessed !!). I soon get into the rhythm of things and realise
what goes to Iain, Andrew or another member of the team. The
first run passes very quickly as you are kept pretty much busy all
of the time, monitoring, actioning and logging what is going on.
By 09:45 Sweeper 1 is ready to enter the stage, with only two
cars off both due to mechanical maladies. In the end I oversee
57 in and 55 internationals out of my first Rally Control WRC
stage.
From WRC rallying I now switch to the national rally and my second Clerk of Course Neil Cross and MSA Safety Delegate Nicky
Moffitt and a whole new gaggle (not sure what the correct plural
is for safety cars ?) of national safety vehicles. The safety cars
for the national rally start entering the stage just after eleven and
we go through a similar process of checking and moving some
spectators who want to stand in the wrong places !. I also get my
first experience of that perhaps ‘continental’ practice of fire setting in the forest as the safety cars stop to extinguish various
fires around which groups of spectators can be found. Neil soon
gives me the ‘green light’ and at 11:34 my first national car enters
Brenig. A relatively ‘quiet’ WRC run soon turns into a very busy
shift, as events of every shape and size occur. From the A system Gemini team I am advised of Car 205 “changing a wheel”;
Car 213 “off with electrical problems”; Car 201 “stopped but
OK ??”; Car 214 “off mechanical issues” and then Car 228 “on
fire, fire out, car and crew OK”. Unfortunately we than get a full
on ‘safety shout’ as Car 252 hits a tree close to the Visitor Centre
and medical aid is requested. With Neil and the CMOs approval I
task MIV1 to the incident from their midpoint location and Red
Flags are instructed to be displayed and the stage stopped.
Whilst all this is all happening Neil and his team plan for what
happens next and once it is determined that the casualty needs
to go to hospital (thankfully not a life threatening injury) I am instructed to liaise with the Stage Commander and instruct a reroute of the remaining national cars who had not yet started the
stage. In the end a total of 66 national cars started the stage and
60 completed the stage, albeit some under Red Flag conditions.
I manage to savour some more French cuisine about 14:00 before getting back to my desk for the second WRC run through
what is now Stage 8. This time around the safety crews have a
much easier time running through the stage and by 15:12 I’m
asking Iain for permission to send the first car in at 15:13, spot on
their due time, a remarkable achievement to keep to time. After
one WRC run and the nationals I am kept fully occupied calling
and recalling Gemini A system Control as the tracking system
shows car after car stopped but OK in the stage. In the end I
think we saw something like ten punctures, with a couple of cars
having at least two. In the end 50 cars enter for their second run
and we only see the loss of cars 102 and 110. Phew...my first
day’s work proper is done and what a baptism of fire, short of ‘plague’ the stage seemed to have thrown everything at
me and more !!.
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As the stage goes live we monitor the tracking system, looking for the changing colours on the car icons on screen to
tell us if a car has stopped, if they are OK or in the worst
case either manually or automatically signalling ‘SOS’.

Saturday 6th October
Saturday dawns early as I set off once more for Deeside and
Rally Control, today I am being allocated to SS 14 Dyfnant
as well as giving some of the other controllers a much needed break and assistance when needed through the day.
Around 10:00 I complete the necessary A system radio
check for my stage and settle down to act as the ‘middle
man’ so to speak passing various messages between the
safety cars and Iain’s team as they traverse the stage. Like
the previous day the messages vary from “stage arrow missing at Jx”, through to “spectators standing in a dangerous
position and must be moved before first car at Jy”. The radio
traffic is of a volume you perhaps don’t see at other events
and the more I settle into the role I begin to understand and
appreciate the reasons why. Ian Winterburn is in Gemini
Brenig A system Control and we get to unfortunately speak
rather a lot as we try to get a marshals car moved from a
particular junction, on the direct “must do” instructions of the
Clerk of Course. In the end the matter is resolved but it took
an awful long time and thankfully all is resolved before the all
important Oscar cars enter the stage. Just after 11:30 I get
that ‘sweet’ message once again from Oscar 4 that all is well
and the final clearance from Iain after Oscar 1 gets to the
flying finish. Our first competitor Car 4 enters the stage once
again spot on their due time of 12:08, critical as this is a televised stage (so no pressure really !!!).

Watching the ‘live’ television pictures and tracking screen
whilst listening to the radio of the stage you are controlling is
a truly weird experience. Car 10 is suddenly on screen and
takes out one of the large stage side advertising banners,
which then wraps itself around the car, complete with supporting frame and continues towards the stop line. My immediate instinct is to call the stop line radio to warn the timekeepers. I then realise that ‘live’ isn’t really live but is subject to a time delay as the tracking screen shows the car already safely, with the banner and frame on the stop
line !. Something else to chalk up as part of the Rally Control experience. A new game then emerges as Iain asks
me to shift a vehicle that is blocking the exit from one of the stage VIP areas. After much investigation we find that a
Hyundai people carrier with a special access pass is the cause of the problem, finding the owner of the vehicle is a
bit like ‘where’s Wally’ played over the airwaves. After much investigation we eventually believe that the vehicle belongs to another manufactures guests and the issue is resolved, just another day in Rally Control !. Back to the action and a total of 51 cars enter the stage and 49 come out, loosing cars 101 and 109 in stage.
After a quick break and opportunity to stretch the legs it’s back to the national rally and their opportunity to pit themselves against Dyfnant. The safety car progress is briefly challenged by the movement of several WRC TV vehicles
that somewhat unexpectedly pop up on the stage, a reminder of the importance of effective communications between all parties at all stages of the event. With the all important MSA Safety Delegate clearance and Neil’s approval the national runners enter the stage at 15:23, only a couple of minutes later than scheduled.
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I have to concentrate extra hard for this run, as the TV screen in
Rally Control shows the live pictures from Sweet Lamb and the
eventual demise of Tanak. I however have my own problems to
deal with as we lose timing from the start and a new game of
trying to explain over the airwaves how to reconnect the tablet
plays out, not helped by the start denying at first the existence of
a tablet (clue is the device that they have been using all day to The Gemini Control Team at Glan-y-Gors
input into all day). Problem fixed and times flowing there is a
general sigh of relief all round. Despite the challenging stage, all of the 57 national runners make it safely in and out
of the stage.

Sunday 7th October.
It’s my last day in Rally Control and we are all in early for this final days action that could well have a major influence
on the outcome of this year’s World Championship. Today I’m allocated to help Chris with the runs through Gwydir
and the crowds reported out on the stages are huge, with the safety cars having their work cut out to make sure that
everyone is safe and clear of the stage. Chris leads the first run as the powerstage and the control room is soon the
interest of the various great and the good from it seems all over the world, wanting to see and hear how the epic battle at the front of the field plays out. For me it’s a final opportunity for some real time learning as I observe the final
stages of the event and play my own very small part towards its conclusion.
The second run through Gwydir SS22 highlights some of the real challenges for Iain and his team as the safety cars
highlight problems out in the field and Iain and his team must find solutions that we as controllers must then communicate out clearly to those with the ability to implement, often via the Gemini C system controllers in turn and the
radios out on the stage. Being very clear in what you need and when is essential with such a complicated chain of
command. Personally I try and write the message I’m being asked to pass down first and if possible read it back before transmitting, although this isn’t always possible. I also very much appreciated the Oscar cars talking to each other and asking each other to check a particular junction or issue out as the next safety car along, often all I need to do
is confirm that X had heard Y to ensure the message is being actioned. This inter car communications is particularly
useful when time is running out and it saves a lot of unnecessary radio traffic, thus saving valuable air time. Another
really important lesson was having someone in control with expert local knowledge. Alyn was able for example to
speak directly to an anxious farmer worried about damage to his fences and calm down an issue that would have
been difficult to deal with without that local knowledge and relationships. After some shuffling of marshals to ensure
that some ‘hotspots’ are adequately staffed the stage roars into action with Car 5 just before half past ten.
As Gwydir is running my attention switches to the Orme and I assist in monitoring the A system here. As another very
key televised stage there is no doubt that the tension in the room is up a notch or two. During the first run Car 38 is
off with suspension damage, half on and off the stage. The wonders of modern technology then really show their
worth, as once the stage is closed the Deputy Stage Commander is on scene and emails Iain a photograph of the
stricken car. The decision is made to leave the car, with warning triangle and OK board out. Iain then sends the picture of the car to the Stage Commander and arranges for the picture to be shown to all of the subsequent competing
cars to show them exactly what they will come across after the warning triangle, what a really clever, yet simple innovative way of using the available technology.
Sadly as everyone knows the final run of the Orme is delayed by a very tragic accident not involving a rally car or
spectator but members of the motorcycle team entertaining the crowds at the finish of the stage in the town centre. It
would be wholly wrong of me to share any of the details of this incident suffice to say that once Rally Control became
aware of this serious incident all of the rally’s medical and emergency services swung into immediate action to do
their very best for the casualty. My hat goes off to Ben and Charley and their teams for the utter professionalism they
exhibited in these very difficult circumstances. At the same time Iain and Andrew were working frantically to see if
some of the stage could be run and after the casualty was medevaced to hospital and all of the various parties and
authorities had been consulted and engaged a shortened final stage of the day was run. It certainly wasn’t the final
stage we were all looking forward to or expected, but the Wales Rally GB 2018 ended at least in part as planned.
I must end with a very big thank you to the whole Rally Control team, it has been a privilege to have been part of the
event and to have been given the opportunity to join this elite group of men and women who made the GB round of
the World Rally Championship a reality. A big thank you to Leanne for showing me the ropes, to Alan and Chris my
fellow controllers, to Alyn who put my name forward and lastly to Iain as CoC . . . Cheers Gemini 23 OUT.

Ian Davies

Gemini 23 / MSA Radio Controller

Dayinsure Wales Rally GB
4th -7th October

Although I've marshalled on Wales Rally GB before, a very low
slung sports car confined me to the Service Park and ceremonial
finish, so now with a 4x4 and a bit of ground clearance I was
able to venture into the forest stages on radio duty.

Friday
After finding my accommodation on Thursday afternoon, a converted loft in Penmachno, it was an early night ready for a 4am
departure to head up onto the Denbigh Moors to SS3/8 Brenig.
I was warned at sign in that there were some very slippy stretches en-route to my post, but it wasn’t too bad and an interesting
mixture of surfaces around the stage, one minute driving on
rock, then through mud, then smooth concrete. I arrived at Post
19, still in dark and parked up quietly so as not to wake the marshals who were still sleeping in their car having arrived the night
before. Steve and Tim from Birmingham were good company
through the day, the only things they had to deal with were reattaching direction arrows.
We had a few spectators all friendly and playing by the rules. I
initially parked just behind the box junction, but once Neuville
blasted though and showered by car with mud, and some stones
landed alarmingly close I decided to reverse a bit further back to
attain some protection from the bushes, although that made
identification a bit tricky on the second run as mud was obscuring the numbers and I had a narrower field of vision to try and
see them, so my checklist had a few question marks on it.
The drive out of stage was in daylight and thankfully I picked up
less mud on the way out then I had on the way in, with the WRC
guys having sent most of it into the trees.

Saturday
Day 2 was a comparative lie in with a 6am departure for the
drive south to Dyfnant. The day dawned as I made my way
down towards Dolgellau, and with light traffic a most pleasant
drive through the heart of Wales on very good roads.
The stage start on SS14 was a long way from the main road but
eventually I arrived at the control point to be met my another
marshal who was interested to have a look at my Subaru XV
(think I should get a sales commission from Subaru). Then it
was a short drive to my post at 6C, on the entrance to Irish Corner. We had a quite a few marshals at this point as it was a
good spectator area.
A good run through for both the WRC and National crews, we
had one car go AWOL just after our post but he was soon located and found to be OK, well the crew were, the car had a broken
suspension. The only other incident to report was that I needed
to apply sun cream to my neck, yes sun cream, on WRGB!
A good drive back north with the late afternoon sun making
some dramatic lighting to the mountains as I got towards Blaenau Ffestiniog, I diverted into Betws-y-Coed for some hot food,
then it was back to my loft to pack away ready for another early
start.
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Sunday
Leaving Penmachno at 4am, and having used sun cream
the day before, it was now time to get the de-icer out to
clear the windscreen before I could leave. No traffic to
speak of but as I approached Llanrwst I had a feeling our
friends in blue would be out so made sure I was keeping to
the speed limits. Sure enough about half a mile into a 40
limit there was one of North Wales Constabulary checking
my, of course lawful, progress.
Into Llandudno and eventually found the road leading to
the Great Orme and checked in with the Buccaneer Crew
who were running SS21/23. It was still pitch dark, but a
wrong direction drive around the Orme was exciting, before coming out onto the roads in Llandudno town which had
been transformed, it was actually quite tricky to drive around as you were driving “wrong direction” so although the
signage had been altered, your natural instincts to enter a roundabout and go left had to be fought against.
I found my post at the Gloddaeth St roundabout, or Dayinsure Donut as the sponsors wanted it referred to, and I was
met with a sea of very familiar faces, it was the Manx Auto Sport team who I‘ve worked with for a few years now on
the Manx National and Pokerstars Rallies. We sorted out a few issues at our post, some additional crowd control
barriers were needed and as dawn broke the spectators started to arrive. By the time safety cars started to come
around we had a full grandstand and crowds 4 or 5 deep the full length of the road.
The WRC drivers where obviously still battling for a podium position so there was some committed driving around
the “donut”, it took about an hour and a half to get the field through the stage and then we had a gap to visit the loo
and have some lunch, before Paul Swift entered the stage in his stunt cars to keep everyone entertained, and the
Everything Supermoto UK Display team lads went down to the jump and flying finish to show off their skills.
Unfortunately two of the bikes had a collision which left 7 year old Riley Dexter in a very bad way and needing to be
airlifted to hospital in Liverpool, his team mates looked very shaken as they made their way back to the van behind
me, but I heard from the team manager that Riley had made it to hospital and was “awake”, the news the following
day was that he was in an induced coma to enable his injuries to be treated, so fingers crossed that he makes a full
recovery.
The incident led to a delay starting SS23 and the atmosphere certainly took a hit. But we kept our spectators informed as best we could and full marks go to the local Rally Makers who were doing a fantastic job keeping the
crowd animated and in cheering spirit.

Due to the police needing to keep the flying finish and stop area as
an investigation scene, the Buccaneer crew did a sterling effort to
reconfigure the stage so the flying finish was moved to immediately
after the donut, and signage repositioned accordingly. As time
ticked on the decision was made to just send the top 14 drivers
through the shortened stage and everyone else headed back to
Deeside, so at 2pm the WRC crews entered the stage and gave
the waiting spectators a spectacular end to the rally with a double
fling around the roundabout before launching themselves across
the flying finish.
With La Marseillaise ringing out across the streets to celebrate Seb
Ogier winning WRGB for the 5th time, the crowds started to head
home and I decided to give the stage team a hand dismantling
signage and banners rather than sit in a traffic jam. Then as the
daylight stared to fade it was time to fire Scooby up and head for
home.

Thanks Wales Rally GB, you were amazing.
Diolch Rali GB Cymru.

Sean Robertson : Gemini 38

Team IDMC at WRGB 2018
The Ilkley and District Motor Club set up crew led by Mark Dickenson headed south west to build their stage at Tir Prince which was
the event opener and ran on the Thursday night. Then the merry
band headed to mid Wales to unload the stage paraphernalia and
then headed west to help out marshalling on the Sweet Lamb and
Gwydir stages on the Saturday and Sunday. A superb time was
had by all with plenty of laughs and fun along the way.

DAY 1!
Watch out Wales, here we come!
After a steady drive across the Pennines and Offas Dyke the
IDMC setup team picked up their transport for the week in
Oswestry.
Next stop was the equipment store just outside Newtown where
the vans were loaded up with stakes, netlon, signs arrows and all
manner of rally stage paraphernalia and the team were loaded up
with tea and coffee! All the equipment for every stage of the rally is
stored at a farm in the middle of nowhere! The road to it is often
used on local night rallies and has grass growing up the middle of
it and is flanked by huge hedges. Just the right width for a long
wheel base transit!
All refreshed and raring to go it was back up to the top of Wales to
Karting Nation in Cerrigydrudion to pick up some radios. A superb
kart track which looked like it had played host to a Benjefields
event as there was a Bentley parked up outside with one of their
rally plate on it.
Radios collected and off to the digs to get the marshals packs put
together and the stickers on the van. Glorious sunshine and an
unscheduled diversion over the Horseshoe pass added to the scenic drive through Wales.
A busy day at Tyr Prince tomorrow with plenty of paint spraying
and barrier building!

Day 2
Car Boot!
Someone’s turned the heating down and pinched the sun! A cold
breezy day at Tir Prince made it hard work to cover 500 metres of
fence with black sheeting!
The trotting track is enclosed by a wooden fence and to protect the
competitors and spectators from flying panels in the event of a
crash it all has to be wrapped. Other than the risk of a Wizard of
Oz flying house type exit from the stage Mr Mark was concerned
that the 1000 staples used would cause a snagging hazard!
Between nailing posts in to the ground and perusing the high class
tat at the car boot we took time out to play in a pile of gravel! As
you can tell this stage setting up is all highbrow stuff. Stage commander Mark met with some other likeminded rally bods and lots
of pointing and nodding ensued and a plan has been formed. The
jumps look great fun and once open may be tested with any vehicle that may be available....
We will mostly be putting up more barriers and bales tomorrow
along with the recce signs. Fingers crossed for some sunshine!

Day 3
Accepting Change!
Today was a long one turning a car park in to a spectator stage
and getting red and white barriers in order!
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My fork lift licence came in to good use today when all the barriers
turned up on a wagon. First job before that was to move a truck that
had got beached on a curb! A full day of playing, can't beat it!
While there is a plan this can change by the hour and often does.
We were expecting miles of fencing but that didn't arrive. There is
an area laid out to get 60 competitors cars in but the grandstand has
been built up in part of that so Seb Ogier might be in with the spectators!
Tomorrow is recce day at Tir Prince starting at 7am then once they
have all gone through we are zipping over to Gwydir to help them do
their recce. It’s a 5.30am start to make sure we have everything
right on the stage so the crews can get their notes spot on! However, they are doing the recce in daylight and it runs in the dark and
looks completely different under the floodlights

Day 4
Recce time!
Ever watched a full complement of rally crew’s drive through two
stages twice very slowly? Well it’s not very interesting! Unless you
like white cars, mostly Subaru’s, and enjoy eating cake just for the
sake of it!
It’s been a long day with a 5am start to get to Tir Prince to make
sure all was in place for the recce before the crews arrived. And it’s
a good job Mr Mark got us up early because the Welsh wind had
been moving things around in the night! A full run of crowd barriers
were down and some of the red and white barriers had made their
way across the stage. But with a bit of swift action everything was
sorted and we were all in place for the first car.
After Tir Prince was done and dusted we trundled over to Gwydir to
help them run their stage for the recce. We were in the forests but it
was still a long four hours watching them all through. This looks like
it will be a superb stage with some very fast sweeping bends, steep
climbs and a wet shiny slate surface. At 36Km in length it could see
a few retirements and sort the men from the boys.
The route back to the digs took us along the left leg of the Evo triangle, a wonderful open scenic road with plenty to keep you entertained!
Final tweaks and adjustments are the order of the day tomorrow
along with setting up the car park where 60 international crews’ cars
will be held before the running of our stage. That should be fun!

Day 5
Commander Prince!
Cracking day today! Sunshine, banners, building and car park setting. It’s been a good one today with loads to do and lots of safety
barriers to cover in branding.
To keep the spectators safe large steel and concrete barriers have
been laid out and pinned to the floor. In the warm up and start area
the Trackrod team set to and came up with a system to attach the
cloth banners to solid steel barriers! Rally dog Millie was keeping an
eye on them and making sure they got them all in line!
Lots of little jobs done and the lights set to ensure the drivers aren’t blinded and the spectators can see all the action. The competitors car park is all marked out and worked out to get 60 cars in back to back so the spectators can
walk around and see the front of the cars.
It’s all shaping up to be a cracking day which will see 2 hours of competitive action! Then it’s all hands on deck to
strip it all down!
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Day 6
The actual thing!
Well boys and girls, we came, we built, we discussed and we
moved lots of things lots of times! And after 2 hours of high octane
action we set about taking the whole thing down!
But what a 2 hours it was. The IDMC setup team were joined by
several other IDMC members who all slotted in to their various
roles and we were either parking up the competitors, directing
them in to the start area or setting them off. It was a great night
with continuous challenges but with some slick teamwork it all
came together.
It was quite a sight to see all the cars parked up together and the
current superstars of rallying milling around and joking with each
other. Dave Richards was there looking through the collection and
keeping an eye on the proceedings.
A really hard and long day to make sure the sport we love is promoted in the best way possible. IDMC have once again put on a
superb stage which ran like clockwork!

Day 7
Chilly Night!
After all the pressure to get the stage ready and all the competitors
through, we returned to the Tir Prince race track Friday morning to
clear up the last bits and it was a very different place!
The wagon to collect the barriers, which guided the world’s best
rally drivers around the route, was already there and loading them
up. The driver was drawing on a cigarette and was actually quite
pleased to see us!! All the TV screens had gone and the banners
removed. The razzmatazz and adrenalin had been replaced with
light drizzle and dark low cloud. What a contrast.
After removing 1/2 kilometre of netting from the outside of the track
we did a final check of the stage to pick up any forgotten stakes
and arrows. A superb effort from the Trackrod and IDMC team to
get this awful stuff down! It was covered in dust and was like a kite
when being folded! Fortunately all stayed firmly planted on the
ground and we got the stuff folded up!!
A quick blast in the now pouring rain down to Newtown to drop all
the stage paraphernalia off and then on to Llangurig and the Blue
Bell Inn for tea. Once fed and watered we headed off to the Sweet
Lamb stage and a night in the vans before marshalling on the
stage on Saturday. It was frikin cold to say the least and having a
wee had to be planned in advance to get through the layers before
releasing the pressure!
I’ve never slept in the back of a van before but with a double air
bed and lots of clothes on its quite enjoyable! It was 5 deg c and
raining! We had to be up at 6am to drive to our marshal post as we
had parked up in the Sweet Lamb bowl so would be in the way!
No communication with the outside world so we had to talk to each
other which we managed to do without falling out or unfriending
anyone! A full day of marshalling lay ahead so we got our heads down around 10pm. It was still raining......

Day 8
Aaaaamazing!
So we’ve done our bit and wanted to help someone else do their bit!! Sweet Lamb needed our help so we dutifully
kept an eye on junctions 8 and 15, two hairpins which were back to back.
Bloody hell! Can those boys shift?!!! The hairpins were entertaining but the long sweeping left hander which tightened on the approach to the hairpin on junction 15 had a huge drop off to the outside edge! The WRC boys were flying round there and in the morning were scrabbling for grip but after a glorious day of sunshine the afternoon run
through was even faster!
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The one thing we didn’t pack was suntan cream! Crazy really,
Wales in early October, surely we would need raincoats and thermals! Not today, we needed shorts and T shirts, it was glorious. It’s
been incredible and we have been blessed with fantastic scenery
and rosy glowing faces.
The crowds have been great, extremely respectful to us as marshals and I’ve had several people asking if they can walk on the
track! I think the message is getting out there.
We also had a little bit of WRC action with Ott Tanaka (Jake
Crossley’s double) retiring over the hill behind us! I was walking off
to check the spectators when Mark called me over the radio to ask
if I could see anything. I said no, just a dusty road and a few spectators.
Next thing I saw behind me was half of Wales looking for Ott Tanak! They were coming around the hill like a swarm
of angry bees and were just short of the pitch forks and clubs in search of some WRC gore! Fortunately Ott was ok
and it was reported as an engine failure.
No further shenanigans followed and we cleared our posts and headed back for a Chinese chicken supper from the
back of the vans! It was wonderful and much needed, we were starving!
A 2 hour drive back to the fabulous digs with soft beds and warm quilts now lay ahead. To keep us entertained Claire
messaged Alan Carr on Radio 2 telling him about our day and he read it out on his show!!
We have been blessed with sunshine while we have been setting the Tir Prince stage up, while it ran and today marshalling. Sunday see’s us up at 3.45am to go and help another stage out that is short of marshals. To prepare ourselves for the early start Claire and I were drinking while the rest of the team are in bed. Claire and I also got engaged to round a wonderful day off.
It’s been a very special WRGB in lots of ways.

Day 9
The final hurrah!!
After last night’s excitement what better way to get back down to earth than getting up at 3.45am to do our last marshalling stint! I think I speak for the team when I say it was a struggle getting out of our warm comfortable beds!
A quick dash along the quiet Welsh lanes to Llanrwst and we were in the queue for signing on for the Gwydir Power
Stage. Claire, Francesca, Joe and I were sent to post 2 and asked to wait there and if we were needed further in
stage we would be told by the radio guy.
We took the opportunity to grab 1/2 hours sleep before the safety cars came through when a decision on our location
would be made. A beautiful mauve and purple sky gave way to clear blue skies as the 000 safety car pulled up and
an official jumped out with these instructions: ‘get to post 18 as quick as possible! Oh, and don’t damage the vehicles.’
We didn’t need asking twice! It’s not often you get authorisation to drive quickly through a stage as a marshal. However, in this case there was real urgency as we found out when we arrived at the location. The marshals had lost
complete control of the location and there were spectators everywhere! The FIA Safety car was 20 mins away and if
they weren’t happy the stage would be cancelled.
A roll of no entry tape, some clear and concise communication and a bit of polite engagement got it all under control.
It really was a mess and showed just how quick chaos can be created. Once settled the spectators were great and
happy to chat about their spectating experiences and what they planned to do the rest of the day.
Joe and Francesca were re located a second time to a crossing point at post 20 where the same situation was developing with around 2,000 people in a field and the only way out was over a small stile. They were fighting a losing battle but worked hard to keep the situation from getting any worse.
The second run wasn’t as manic although we were told not to let anymore spectators down past our post as there
wasn’t enough room for them in the forest! We were about 7 miles in from the start!! The amount of spectators must
have been far greater than expected.
We spent more time chatting to spectators and may have got a few recruits for marshalling. Then the WRC boys
came through at their break neck speed! Mr Ogier left us some rally treasure in the form of his off side wing mirror! A
nice engagement pressie!
All through safely and the stage signs and arrows handed out to the spectators we jumped in the vans and headed
back to Oswestry to clean them at the jet wash and hand them back. It had been a great end to a wonderful week of
fresh air and laughs with some great people.
The amount of spectators in the stages shows just how popular rallying is and the spectacle of these incredible machines being driven at 110% through the forests is still a unique one.
Roll on next year!

Neil, Basket Weaver, Raven : Ilkley & DMC

The Trackrod was right at the end of September (Friday the 28th &
Saturday the 29th) so there was no way I was going to be able to
knock anything together about that before it was time to start sending out the first batches of Spotlight on Sunday night.
I had as my navigator for this little outing my fellow Clitheroe & DMC
committee member Tony Vart. The job we were given meant that
we were not going to see a competitive car in action. We were to be
’Service Observers’. The idea was that we would float between
Stage end and Stage start locations in as high a visibility role as
possible and deter those competitors who might try to ‘cheat’ by
having ‘illegal’ service halts.
Would any of our Rallying crews do such a dastardly thing? Probably not but we were tasked with ensuring that they were not even
tempted. So ‘float’ between stages is what we did with the occasional halt at the odd layby in the middle of nowhere that had a van
sat in it. We were never there for long before said van disappeared
to who knows where. One van in particular moved 5 times back and
forth up the road between the last two stages and we followed it.
Cant think what he was up to but he certainly didnt do any servicing. Job done. The only miscreant of the whole day was Sam Spencer (who I know very well) and every time he passed our location
attempted to hand signal various instructions. I didnt understand
any of your hand signals Sam and I dont think any of those are included in the Highway Code Book!
Following the Trackrod it’s a little bit hectic getting the October edition of Spotlight out before dashing of to Wales for Wales Rally GB.
An electrical fault on my Volvo Estate (had to leave the Volvo with
the Auto Electrician to sort whilst I trotted off to Betws-y-Coed ) did
not make it any easier to pack all my bits and bobs into the much
smaller space that the Intega has available.
Tuesday and Wednesday are spent on ‘Recce’ Marshalling duties
on Clocaenog on the Tuesday and Dyfnant on the Wednesday.
Watching paint dry could be more entertaining that doing Recce as
a marshal, but someone has to do it I suppose.
Thursday I am at Tir Prince in Abergele, but I dont have to be
signed on until 15:00 and the first car is not due until 19:00 so I
spend Wednesday morning getting supplies in for those days when
I have to be away from Swallow Falls well before the crack of dawn.
My fellow marshals (Photo right) are located well away from the Entertainment, Burger stalls, Spectators and Fairground rides that can
be seen in the distance. The entertainment for the Spectators as
they wait for the Rally cars to arrive consists of Paul Swift doing
stunts in a ’modified’ London Cab and his Mk II Escort, and a Motorcycle display team. I think (though I am not sure) that this was the
same Motorcycle Display Team that were at Llandudno on Sunday.
Despite there being loads of room to park at our location the other
Marshals are not permitted to bring their van (with brewing up facilities etc) to our position but me as Radio Car can. When the Competitors arrive the park up in ‘Parc Ferme’ for an hour before starting the stage. When they do start the Stage we quickly disappear
under a cloud of dust that the Cars throw up off the Trotting Track
and we cant see who they were. After 6 cars have passed my marshals all disappear and I am all alone at my post. I cant go away
because to do so I need to access the Stage. So I move my car behind the bushes to avoid the worst of the dust. Get myself settled
into my seat and read a book. If someone does go off I will hear it
even if I could see it and will then call it in.
Friday I am located in a Forestry Commission ‘Shed’ between
Clocaenog and Brenig. But not in the forest. I am doing Input into
the System via a wireless internet link
Continued on Page 49

Grumpy Old Git
Still Wittering On & On & On

Fellow Marshals on Tir Prince

Tir Prince Trotting Track
My location

Grumpy Old Git
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The system requires me to input the Car Number and The Post
Numbers passed Stage Start is 0. the first post is 5 and stop is 10.
However, Start as 0 is easy but Mark Wilkinson is at Post 10 (post 5
on the system) and Stop is Stop and is post 10 on the system. Confusing ? Certainly had me doing corrections for the first 5 or 6 cars
but once you got into the swing of things was not exactly difficult.
When I was doing Recce at both Clocaenog and Dyfnat Bill Wilmer
complained that my signal was poor. So back at Swallow Falls he
got Stewart Dickenson to have a look at my aerial. A little bit of damage was found to the co-ax so Stuart supplied me with a replacement. On the Saturday I am back at Dyfnat but on a different location
in the stage. I get all set up at my Junction and am joined by a few
other marshals. Two of them are fellow club members Chris Patchet
and his dad. We do tend to meet up in random strange places. I am
doing positive tracking using the B System but have my radio on the
C system and can listen in to other stages and other operators on
that. Stuart was running Control on Myherin and that is about 40
miles away but on the very rare occasions I use the C System Stuart
can hear me clear as a bell. The only excitement on my location
(which was a live televised stage) was the arrival of a helicopter that
landed behind my post. This helicopter had Craig Breens
‘Supporters’ in it who watched him go through this stage and then all
got back in the chopper and flew off to another stage
Sunday I was on the Great Orme in Llandudno. I missed seeing the
sign for Marshals to slot left to the Stage Start and then I was caught
up in the Spectator traffic with no way of turning around (I was not on
my own) I was lucky because I could turn off the speccy road and
divert to my location and there are not that many places on the Orme
where that is possible. When I eventually get to my post (there was a
enormous traffic jam on the Spectator Route due to a locked gate which was also why I couldn't turn around ) I am halfway up a cliff
and behind a wall without a hope in hell of seeing the cars from the
comfort of my car. So its El Fresco Radio reporting for me then. No
problems until the accident down in the town centre which I hear
about from a nearby spectator who’s friend was watching outside the
St Georges Hotel down on the Prom in Llandudno. Being stood outside and being a radio marshal everyone else thinks you know everything that is happening and I dont. I get more information from
spectators than I do from control. However some of that information
must have been pure guesswork and is far from the truth, but at the
time I just kept saying ’Once I know what is happening then I will let
you know. It’ turns into a very long delay as the Police and everyone
in charge of the Rally sort their bits out and only the 14 WRC cars
get a second run at the Stage.

Forestry Office doing Input

Another view of my Office for the day
NB the open door that couldn't
be closed (big draft) but
also note my heater under the desk.
I did the same job last year!

Sunday on the Orme

WRGB all over and done with for another year. However, the traffic
to get out of Llandudno and onto the A 55 North Wales Expressway
is far from Express. Its all made even worse by Roadworks before
Colwyn Bay and a two hour run takes almost 4 hours.
Saturday the 13th (Mull Weekend !!!) sees me at the wedding of my long suffering driver Ayrton Harrison. This wedding has curtailed his rallying this year as he has been saving money to buy a house and then busy every weekend
getting it ready to take his bride home to. Once he is back from his Honeymoon we should be doing Morecambe Car
Clubs 12 car rally in November’. Looking forward to this
Saturday the 20th and I am doing the Devils Own sat in with Pete Whitaker in the Mk1 Lotus Cortina
pages 55 & 56 . . . Better Devils reports can be found nearby
Just been told that the Clocks go back at the end of this month.
The trouble is that I cant remember where I got any of mine from.

- my report on

Airedale and Pennine MCC

October PCA

Grass Roots
Motor Sport

At the Rock & Heifer, Thornton, Bradford.
`Just to be awkward we (A&PMCC) run six PCA’s over the colder
months, on the second Sundays of October to March and we can
almost guarantee foul weather for them all.
The first of the present series lived up to its expectations perfectly,
the early drizzle quickly turned to rain as the event got under way so
that although all the competitors were in saloon cars, the timing staff
were stood out in it. Despite the weather conditions being very accurately forecast several days prior, one of our number still forgot to
bring his lovely effective waterproof clothing so spent a couple of
hours getting drenched with cold rain and steaming up his stopwatch. He’s only been doing this job for the past five years so he’ll
get the idea eventually.
The event was won by a little known rally driver who is best recognised as the guy that keeps losing his exhaust pipe. Another notable
underperformance was put in by a chap who borrowed his Dad’s
Mexico and double drove with his total beginner buddy. Needless to
say his buddy went rather well and thrashed the aforesaid son. I bet
it’s the last time he’ll offer that bloke a share.
Our usual secretary was deemed to be a vital cog in her employer’s wheel and despite her objections, was unable to get out of a
Sunday shift so her eldest little girl filled Mummy’s role very competently,
Thanks also to our trusted scoring person who operated the computer in the nice warm pub except when he was competing in his
nice warm car.
As we packed all the cones away the rain stopped and we headed
for the adjacent hostelry.

A bowl of steaming hot chilli (included in the entry fee)
and a glass of cola took the pain away and we now look
forward to doing it all again on November 11th.

John Rhodes : A&PMCC
Pos

Name

Class

Car

Club

Penalties

1

Joe Mallinson

E

1.6 Ka

A&PMCC

191.10

2

Ian Daws

B

1.6 Mexico

A&PMCC

205.11

3

Russ Coppin

E

1.4 Nova

A&PMCC

206.68

4

Stephen Holmes

B

1.3 Proton

Clitheroe

208.91

5

Jonathon Athay

B

1.6 Mexico

A&PMCC

215.14

6

John Greenwood

N

1.6 Saxo

KDMC

216.34

7

Amy Toft

N

1.1 Saxo

A&PMCC

218.94

8

Laurie Daws

B

1.6 Mexico

A&PMCC

223.69

9

Elliot Watson

B

1.6 Saxo

A&PMCC

228.64

10

Ellis Hartley

B

1.6 Mexico

A&PMCC

257.85

11

John McLear

B

1.6 Peugeot

A&PMCC

318.73

The most common Ghosts are the visions
dressed in white sheets with flailing arms.
These are people who died changing their
duvets. They roam bedroom forever trying to
find the corners of those covers

Lancashire RDO

Does Radio Lancashire
Promoting Grass Roots Motorsport

On Wednesday (17/10/2018), Accrington Motor Sport Club were
asked about someone being able joining a discuss group on grass
root sports in Lancashire, NOT Football . . . .
So Thursday night at 7PM it happened.
If you have an hour, you may wish to listen, All ‘off the cuff’ and with
no idea where the talk would go . . . . . .

https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/p06m0j1l
It is a Radio chat show about various sports but NOT FOOTBALL
Nattering away about their own particular pastime to Radio Lancashire host Dez Desai were Martin Neary (Rock Climbing), Alex (a
3rd year PhD Lancaster University Student) involved in ’Free Running’ and Steve Johnson giving it large about the vast amount of motorsport available in the North West.
If you know Steve you will probably have heard the ‘Grass Roots’,
‘Working Together’, ’Car control’, Under 17 MC’ etc etc . . . from
Steve all before, but the listeners probably have not.
All good stuff and if it only brings one youngster into motorsport and
he/she enjoys themselves then they are the best ambassadors to
spread the word to their friends
Advice of how to find out more about \Clubs & Motorsport locally via
ANWCC, Go Motorsport & the MSAs websites was given
Steve went on to reassure his audience about the safety of motorsport events using his own experiences in motorsport as examples
See Photos of his exploits on the Pendragon below

Rock Climbing

Free Running

Motorsport

Grass Roots
Motor Sport

Inside the Industry

with Paul Gilligan

September Car Sales “Disastrous”
After August “sales” were artificially boosted by the registration of unsold cars that didn’t meet the new WLTP rules
everyone expected September registrations to suffer as a result but a drop of over 20% compared to last September still came as a very unpleasant shock. This was caused partly by a shortage of stock for some manufacturers
with VW Group suffering particularly badly, but there’s no denying that simple lack of demand for new cars was the
major factor. September is the last “big” sales month of the year so dealers and manufacturers now face a long
period of lower sales without large revenues from September to keep them going.
They will have the comfort of sold cars that have been delayed coming through to deliver before the year end but
this is hardly going to be enough for most. Conversely low September new sales mean that fewer used cars than
expected were part exchanged so used supply is short and prices remain strong.

Fewer Dealers,
But How Many Fewer?
VW have become the first manufacturer to detail their future plans for the dealer network. They plan a massive restructuring from 2020 onwards. Online sales will expand “enormously” and direct sales by the manufacturer will
become a reality. In each market area there will be only one “Full Feature” dealership which will cover new and
used sales, service and parts. Other sites will provide some but not offer all of these services, so some will be service only, some used cars only and so on. It seems inevitable that other manufacturers will follow VW’s lead sooner or later, probably sooner.

Mixed Messages From
Whitehall About Cutting Car Emissions
Whilst our lords and masters have been vocal about encouraging the gradual elimination of petrol and diesel cars it
came as a shock when last week without warning the grant awarded to the buyer of a 100% electric car was reduced from £4500 to £3500 and the £2500 given to the buyer of a hybrid car was abolished entirely! The Department for Trade defended the first cut by saying it reflected the reduction in cost of pure electric cars but said about
the total abolition of the support for hybrids that it was a question of switching support to pure electric only. By reducing the support per car that is?
Not surprisingly the reaction from the environmental lobby was loud but even more middle of the road observers
were appalled with the Association of Car Fleet Operators Chairman describing the decision as “Bonkers”.

Woes Pile Up For VWGroup,
But They will Bounce Back
Because they were very badly prepared for the WLTP changes VW Group were responsible for almost half of the
drop in new car sales in the UK in September. In total VW, Audi, Seat, Skoda, suffered a drop of 51% or almost
43000 cars. In Germany the situation was even worse with Audi being 70% down on last year. Then came the
news that Audi had been fined 800 Million Euros for violating diesel emission regulations in Germany. And that’s
just for their V6 and V8 diesel engines, there may well be more fines to come!
However I have a strong feeling that the nightmare is just about over for VW. Before the end of next year they will
reveal the engineering behind their electric car brand badge ID. The first ID car will be Golf size and (they say)
more or less Golf price. Because they don’t need to find space for an internal combustion engine and conventional
transmission although Golf size it will offer Passat interior space. Plan is to build 100,000 ID cars in 2020, a million
a year by 2025. To create the productive capacity needed VW are investing over £6 Billion in new or revamped
factories. By 2022 they will offer 27 different ID cars from VW, Audi, SEAT and Skoda. Sharing the technology and
development costs in this way will enable VW to sell pure electric cars for the same price or even less than internal
combustion equivalents. To hit this target VW admit they still have an enormous task ahead in driving battery costs
down, these represent 40% of the cost of an electric car currently.
So VW are in an unholy mess currently, but show every sign of having found a very impressive way out of it?

Continued on Page 53
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PSA Get To Grips
With Vauxhall/Opel
Having bought GM’s European operations last year PSA (Peugeot/Citroen) are now beginning to reveal their product strategy. The Adam and Viva models will be dropped before the end of next year and not replaced. Vauxhall
will rely on the new Corsa due next year and a successor to the Mokka X due in 2020, with the latter responsible
for a growth in SUV volume from 25% to 40% of total sales. In addition by 2020 Vauxhall will have four electric
models on sale and by 2024 an electric version of every Vauxhall will be available.
Even with a reduced number of models in the range Vauxhall claim they will be able to cover 80% of mainstream
demand. Reduced complexity means reduced costs which is what PSA are all about.

Now JLR Close Their Solihull
Factory For Two Weeks
First Jaguar Land Rover reduced their Liverpool factory from 3 shifts a day to 2. Then The Birmingham Jaguar factory was put on a 3 day week for the rest of this year (at least). Now comes the news that the Solihull plant which
makes Range Rover, Range Rover Sport, Discovery and Velar models will close completely for two weeks. JLR
blame falling demand for new cars in many markets, particularly China, and a particular drop in diesel sales. The
timing couldn’t be worse for many JLR dealers who have only just finished the multi million pound building developments the manufacturer insisted on.

What Next For Ford In Europe?
Rumours continue to swirl around Ford’s future plans for its European operations. Last month I commented on
suggestions that the model range would be significantly slimmed down with the larger cars being dropped and not
replaced.
Since then I’ve heard rumours that Ford might cease making and selling cars in Europe entirely for the simple reason that they can’t find a way of making money doing so. They would continue with their van business which is
successful and profitable. Unbelievable though this might seem I’m assured that the possibility is at least under
discussion.
Recently news became public that Ford had asked Brentwood Borough Council to consider that its head office site
in the town may possibly being sold for new housing within the next 10 years. Ford have quickly said they have no
immediate plans to move from the office which houses almost 2000 people but not everyone is convinced?

An Alternative To Autotrader At Last?
The most powerful force in UK used vehicle retailing isn’t one of the big dealer groups or even the used car supermarkets. It is without doubt Autotrader. Starting as a magazine or to be more accurate a number of regional magazines it has for some years been web only. AT usually lists around 500,000 used vehicles and attracts over 10 million searches every month.
It’s fair to say that the trade largely hate AT, sometimes with a passion. It now has close to a monopoly and uses
that position to increase prices for trade advertisers. Some have chosen to boycott it but when a platform is attracting 10 million used vehicle enquiries a month that’s a hard thing to do, so most have complained but continued to
advertise on the site.
Now Ebay have entered the fray by acquiring the Motors.co.uk website which will become part of the Gumtree
classified advertising site which Ebay already own. The intention is to list over 620,000 vehicles, around 25% more
than Autotrader. This can only be achieved by encouraging major trade advertisers to move from AT, and this
means a price war. Which trade advertisers are very keen on! Discussing the ideas with them it’s difficult to decide
if they are more excited by the money they’ll save or the prospect of Autotrader getting a bloody nose?

Paul Gilligan

pg@gilliganvehicleconsulting.co.uk
www.gilliganvehicleconsulting.co.uk
07785 293222

Dirty Fingernail Club
October 10th

At the Dirty Fingernail Clubs last meeting on 10th
October it was the best turnout ever, lots of people
standing at the bar all night and others sitting around
the big tables discussing various topics, events and
mechanical conundrums, a very good night indeed.
Mike Livingstone was in his Morgan the car going
like a rocket now after discovering a little washer under a screw head on the distributor was the only thing
needed to cure the electrical problems he had been
having for ages.
Terry Richardson and Harold were re acquainted
with a lovely 1920s Norton that Terry used to own and
evidently the pair of them had travelled thousands of
miles together on their respective bikes many years
ago, the bike was stunning, very nice of Terrys pal to
bring it having heard about our unofficial gatherings
and decided to come along.
Don’t forget If anyone has a friend who wants added to our mailing list let me know and if anyone
doesn’t want to receive my verbal wanderings please
let me know too, I know many people get far too many
e mails these days so if you wish to cull the 2nd Wed
group just let me know.
With all the new privacy issues I will try to send out
e mails with your addresses hidden but the idea was
generally to be able to keep people available to contact each other via the e mail addresses, if you are
very security conscious then to be sure it would be
better to have me delete your address completely as I
am pretty useless with computers and cant guarantee
to keep addresses hidden all the time if I hit a wrong
key. The choice is yours.
Next couple of 2nd Wed meetings are 14th Nov
and 12th December, quite a lot of people wish to eat
on the 12th December as we have in the past but it's
mentirely up to yourselves whether you wish to have a
meal or not it will just be as usual in the big lounge,
they have a party of 20 people in the adjoining dining
room on the night so the chef can only cope with one
group at a time so it will probably be 8.30 pm or so
before we can eat. There is a full Christmas menu with
three courses plus coffee etc for £16 or you can
choose from the bar menu, no party hats or pulling
crackers though unless you bring your own.
Dave Agnew and Ian Cowan are going great guns
building their Austin 7s, Dave Nicholson was telling me he has been making big improvements to his 7s and more
things planned. He has bought Alan Smiths Marlin this week to compete on some of the rougher trials with daughter
Victoria so is now in need of building another series of garages to house his rapidly expanding stable of cars, he
now has at least one car available for every day of the week. Will
moving the Marlin on allow Alan Smith to have room for a different car or just devote more time to his Austin 7 RP
saloon, who knows but you can ask him if you come on Nov 14th.
Cheers,

Keith Thomas

On last years disastrous Devils I was sat in with David Alexander in his Viva. (Disastrous for us not everyone else - just in
case Clerk of Course Martyn Taylor was contemplating sending
round a couple of heavies to put me right). Early on in the rally
we slid off the road in Old Park forest and got stuck in the ditch
which resulted in 2 maximums for that test and the following test
plus missing the next regularity which meant that even if we did
manage a finish it was going to be a close call as to who might
do worse to finish last (I think my interest faded at this point).
So this year I entered with Peter Whitaker in the ex Dave
Scaife 1963 Lotus Consul Cortina with the intention of getting a
finish - no heroics, nice and steady, no mistakes and a reasonable result (with a bit of luck - that is) even if we wouldn't be challenging for either a podium or class honours.
Through Scrutineering and noise without any problems we
then set up the trip before signing on. At signing on we get given
the test diagrams and route instructions for Regs 1, 2 and 4 and
a pre-printed map book. The advice in the Final Instructions was
to use this map book instead of O/S map 97 - which had me
wondering if the ’Map Book’ might cover more than map 97.
Might it also have information ’added’ that was not on map 97.
In the Map Book the opening words were ’Useful Information’ the
useful information is ’We have kept this brief in the hope that
people will actually read this information! The following map
book is provided to guide you through the transport sections of
the event. Regularity one is already provided as a marked map
and Regularity six London Map Points are already plotted. This
is designed to take the pressure off the Navigators and allow
them to enjoy the meal halts a little bit more.’ Whilst I doubted
the truth of this statement as I read it - it turned out to be reasonably accurate. It might have taken some of the pressure off but
the thought of finding my way through Grizedale without taking
any wrong slots kept me wound up (probably just me) all the way
through my soup and sarnies at the Lakeland Motor Museum.
Photos Above Courtesy of Neil Johnson
Below Courtesy of Chris Ellison
Last year I almost missed our departure time at MTC 1 as I
was busy plotting the route and was not concentrating on the
time. This year I missed the drivers briefing as I tackled the plotting for Regularity two - a complicated bit of instruction that had
spot heights intermingled with gradient markers but I managed to
get Reg 2 and Reg 4 all down before our departure time at MTC
1 where we get the instructions for Regs 3, 5 & 7, something to
keep you busy between tests and regularities (or in my case at
meal breaks). We leave MTC 1 and less than half a mile down
the road we go into Test 1 ‘So it Begins’ a slippy little affair
around various farm buildings and a nice opener to get us going.
On the way to Test one we pass Start Reg One on a lane to our
right that we had spotted whilst setting up the trip. It was very
tempting to turn into the start of Reg 1 but nobody did Fastest on
Test 1 was Thomas & Roger Bricknell in a Golf GTi (car 8) with
Winster Ford
Car 1 Guy Woodcock/ Ali Procter (MkII Escort) & Car 2 Ian
Crammond / Matthew Vokes in Merc 280SL tying for 2nd place a meagre 1 second behind.
At the Start of Reg 1 we are informed that Test 2 has been cancelled and from the end of Reg 1 to make our way
to Test 3. Despite Reg 1 being all there on a pre-printed map it is still not easy for occasional Classic Navs like me
to keep to the time schedule (besides a lack of brain cells there is also a lack of pracContinued on Page 56
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Whilst I am chuffed to get lateness penalties of 21s at TP1.1, 7s
at TP1.2 and a massive (not chuffed with this though) 1m at
TP1.3 the eventual winners pick up total penalties of just 3s.for
the whole regularity.
From the end of Regularity 1 it’s a short jaunt through Warton
and then up the A 6070 to Holme Park Quarry for tests 3 & 4. I
dont think we got a wrong test on T3 & T4 but we appear to have
got a maximum - we were not quick but I didnt think we were that
slow. Next up is Elm Tree Enigma (or as I know it - Harry & Ivy’s)
at Elm Tree Farm - the Test Maximum is 1m 20s but we get given
1m 41s??? Not as bad as two crews who get 2m 40s. After Elm
Tree it’s a run up to the Heaves Hotel for a very short test down
the driveway. The quick lads are under 30s the rest of us over
30s and only two crews into the 40s.
With the ‘Easy’ stuff out of the way its off to TC1 at the Gilpin
Inn for a quick cup of coffee, a piece of cake and a comfort break
and then into the more serious bits of the rally . . . Regularity 2.
Reg 2 started on a yellow just off the A5074 Lythe Valley road
to Windermere. The instructions were spot heights and chevrons
and ,for me, not easy to work out. Once you get West of Kendal
on map 97 the roads on the map bear only a passing resemblance to what you meet on the ground and the roads that are
used on the Devils this year are all those Classic Road Rally
roads from the ‘70s and ‘80s including Winster Ford, Canny Hill,
Field Broughton Maze and Tow Tops. We are using Winster Ford
and all I seem to remember is ‘Keep to the Left’. What I dont recall is if that instruction is when approaching from the East or
from the West. We are approaching from the East. When we get
to the ford we see three competing cars parked up. One of which
is Sam Spencer. Sam shouts to me ‘Keep to the Left’ He had hit
the ford at full pelt and on the right and they had drowned out.
We keep left and go through quite slowly but we get through with
little or no drama and continue on our way down Hartbarrow and
then through Simpson Ground to the end of Reg 2.
Through Newby Bridge and a quick top up with fuel at the Texaco Station on the A590 and straight into Reg 3 at Canny Hill.
The ‘Clues’ for Reg three are ‘Exit Grid Squares’ NSEorW. A
seemingly easy instruction but with two black spots thrown in to
help define the required route. I found this slightly easier than
Reg 2 to get down on the map (but only slightly) Field Broughton
Maze is no called that by accident. It is all too easy to take the
wrong road. Some of the Whites are better surfaced than the thin
yellows and can trip up the unwary. We manage one such trip up
and go up a chaps driveway - much to his amusement - we were
probably not the only ones. What I didnt cotton on to until we
were on the ‘test’ was that the Christmas Tree test from last year
was not a Test at all but this year was part of the regularity and
whilst it would have been difficult to get a wrong test it was nigh
on impossible to maintain the required average speed. Great fun
with lots of ‘Oh S”*t’ moments but certainly not achievable for us
Out of Reg 3 and onto MTC 2 at the Lakeland Motor Museum
for Soup & Sandwiches. Pick up the last sets of Clues and then
of to Reg 4 in Grizedale. Going through Grizedale the clutch
starts to slip. We decide to retire. Early Bath for us.
Pete limps home with the Cortina and I decide to go and help
Marshal at the Start of Reg 8.

Continued on Page 57
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A tough but excellent Rally with superb documentation & organisation using Classic road rally roads. Well done Martyn & the
team at Kirkby Lonsdale MC . Raising the Bar for other HRCR
organisers to aim for
I later learn that the Clutch had been slipping on the Lake District Classic and that Pete thought he could get away with a bit of
adjustment. mmmmmmm !! Obviously not !!

Maurice Ellison : Clitheroe & DMC

A Damp Devils Own

Regularity rallying is not my forte but there is one event a year
that is worth dusting off the speed tables for, the Devils Own Rally. Over the past few years the event has gained a reputation as
one of the most demanding Historic events on the calendar,
thanks mainly to running a large portion in the dark over the legendary Lake District roads and on private land including several
forest sections. 2018 was my second attempt at the Devils Own
and this year I was competing with seasoned autotester and last
years runner up Graeme Cornthwaite in his rapid Mini. A very
strong entry assembled at the Westmorland Showground start
and we were away at 16 behind James Griffiths in his 8 Port Engined Mini Clubman. We started just after midday and the day
began with a farm yard test less than a mile from the start. Like
most crews we overshot the first pair of cones atop two straw
bales and had to reverse back to them, other than that the test
went well despite having virtually no grip on the muddy surface.
From the test we were straight into Regularity One, pre plotted in
the well presented map book so all I needed to concentrate on
was going the right way and keeping an eye on the speeds.
Graeme is good friends with Geoff Hall who had warned us of a
couple of dodgy junctions on this opening reg so we hoped for a
clean run. At the first speed change I went to reset the intermediate trip but couldn’t find the button, it turned out Graeme has it on
a plug and it was still in his door, a school boy error by me not
checking I knew where everything was before we set off. I managed the speed change by turning the trip on and off then realised that as the speed changes were all based on distance from
the start of reg I was going to have issues. A couple of miles later I told Graeme to slot left just before an approaching row of
buildings, just as the Green Mini ahead of us dived down the slot
having obviously missed it. Typically the first IRTC was just after
the slot and we followed the other Mini in. Graeme found the reset button, plugged it in but having had to wait behind two cars at
the control we were now well down on time and set off at pace to
make up the time. Luckily the roads were quite straight so after a
couple of miles we were back on time and focussing on the
speed tables. Some frantic maths also meant I would hopefully
be able to calculate the speed changes. Having gone into the first
IRTC behind another car we were now effectively stuck behind
them until the end of the reg. Approaching Sandside quarry Graeme had no trouble finding the deceptive slot left which I’m sure
caught out numerous crews. At the end of the reg we dropped
24s over three controls, not too bad considering the issues with
the trip meter.
Continued on Page 58
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The opening regularity was followed by four tests in three locations before heading for the coffee halt. Test 2 was cancelled so it was on to Test 3 was at Holme Park Quarry, using a large gravel section in the heart of the quarry not previously used on the Devils Own. As we waited to start Car 15 seemed to have issues finding the correct route around
the first two cones which must have thrown me as a minute later I also cocked it up. We started with down hill and
needed to do a big clockwise 360 around two cones but as we rounded cone B I sent Graeme up another track to the
left rather than back down to where we should have been. Error corrected and as we didn’t pass any cones wrong we
didn’t get a wrong test, just time lost. Test 4 was around the quarry entrance and having marshalled (and driven) the
test two years ago I knew exactly where to go. Graeme put his Autotesting ability to good use and we set sixth fastest
time. Test 5, Harry & Ivy was at the farm just outside Crooklands and was identical to last year, 180 round a cone, up
through the cow shed (complete with disinterested cows), 90R, 180 round cone, back through the barn, round the
flower bed in front of the house and blast down the track to finish. As we came out the cow shed the first time a complete lack of grip sent us heading straight for a gate but luckily a quick tug of the handbrake put us sideways and we
just nudged it with the NSF wing. We then slithered back through the barn, round the flower bed and scrabbled our
way to the finish. Test 6 was at the Heaves Hotel and whilst it suited Graeme’s autotest style it was so short that just
12 seconds separated the whole field with us equal fifth fastest on 47 seconds.
At the coffee halt it seemed everyone had struggled on the opening regularity and we were 12th overall, not too bad
considering the scrappy start we’d had. After coffee it was into Reg 2 which was on the map before we set off and
started to get into the proper Lake District Roads. Things seemed to start well and I was managing to keep us on the
right route and managing the speed changes ok. At the first IRTC manned by Suzanne Barker and Sue Swales I
thought we weren’t far off but I was having trouble with the Brantz timer freezing and not resetting so I resorted to my
trusty Casio using the plus 1 minute system. A quick speed change and some questionable maths had me scratching
my head as I calculated we were nearly 40 seconds down but had been doing close to 24mph since the speed
change. Not wanting to exacerbate the problem with a wrong slot I tried to focus on not missing the next slot left before trying to work out what I’d done. I called slot left, Graeme obliged and said “into the Ford”, I agreed although I
hadn’t noticed it was a ford on the map then before I knew it we hit the water, it came up over the bonnet and the
windscreen and the engine cut out. Graeme tried to restart it but the poor Mini was having none of it. I was about to
take my shoes and socks off to get out but the spectators on the bridge shouted to stay put just as Tony Harrison in
his Ford Ranger began to back up to us. Rope on, he hauled us out and Graeme set about trying to get it to start
while I baled out the three inches of water that was now in the foot wells. As penalties were capped at 1 minute at any
IRTC we didn’t need to rush too much as long as we didn’t go OTL. With the help of Tony Harrison and Alex Willan
Graeme got the car running again but with a horrendous misfire. We pulled individual plug leads off and deduced it
was missing on cylinder 2 and 3 as there was little chance of us getting through the ford again and the risk of further
engine damage we called it a day. On the 15 mile run back to Graeme’s house the misfire only improved marginally
so it would have been pointless to continue. Whilst we were at the ford a several other crews also needed towing out
including an Anglia, Bentley, Escort, A40 and a Dolomite despite us telling crews to keep well over to the left to avoid
the deepest water. I did make sure that the crews I knew got a good warning to go in slow, power through and keep
left as the problem wasn’t how deep the ford was, more the angle the road goes into it. Needless to say Winster Ford
will be well marked on my map 97 from now on.
Before I’d left Winster Ford Lynsey Procter asked if I wanted to give her a hand marshalling later that evening over
near Bowness so after Graeme dropped me back off at the start I headed to Windermere for a pizza then headed to
TP5.1. After overshooting the slot left onto it (I can’t navigate and drive very well, or can I just not navigate very well?)
I followed chief marshal Gareth Adams onto the very narrow road that runs from the B5284 near Windermere
(GS4296) to Ings (GS4498) and what a road! Twisty, narrow, up and down, muddy, slippery, nadgery round farm
buildings and almost all of it was really well surfaced. After another wrong slot I found the control location, parked up
and set about my pizza. As I finished the final slice Dan Willan and Martyn Taylor arrived in the 00 car, ironically the
Astra I contested the event in last year, shortly followed by Niall and very worried looking Simon Frost (having suffered Niall’s driving I know how he felt) in the 0 car. There were three of us manning the control which meant one
could do the checksheet, a second the liege clock and the third could write on the time card which made for a very
efficient system. Car one was Lynsey’s husband and eventual winner Ali Procter, ably guiding Guy Woodcock, and
they stopped the clock 16s into the minute and as I reckoned anyone would struggle to maintain the average speed
(narrow lanes, in the dark, with three PC’s before our control) we compared times based on whoever was quickest
must be closest to ideal. Car 2 was over 30s down, Car 3 16s with the following pack even further off so it looked
good for Ali. In actual fact Ali scored a 0 at our control although Nick Bloxham was actually quickest, 10s early. As we
got down through the numbers the gaps got bigger interspersed with groups of cars together so it was clearly catching
a few out. The drama continued when Andrew Johnson and Dave Boyes burst a tyre just before pulling into the control and had to pull over to change it. I gave them a hand but it didn’t go to plan as Andrew’s jack broke (the same terrible jack we had problems with on Mull last year) so a replacement was borrowed from Lynsey’s Focus. Luckily they
took advantage of the minute cap on penalties otherwise they would have easily been 10 minutes down. The stragglers were quickly followed by the Freelander of Phil Griffiths and our job was done. Overall it hadn’t gone to plan but
had been an enjoyable day none the less. A big thanks has to go to Tony Harrison and Alex Willan for towing us out
the ford and helping us get the car going again, to Kevin, Martyn and everyone else involved with putting on an excellent event and to Graeme for a very enjoyable run on the sections we managed.
Sam Spencer : Malton MC

CONQUERING

THE DEVILS
20 OCTOBER 2018

The Devil’s Own rally has its origin back in the glory days of
the Motoring News Road Rally Championship of the 1970’s
and early 1980’s.
Those old enough to remember will recall the days of Group 4
Escort BDA’s, Chevette HSRs and TR8’s thundering down the
lanes using pace-notes on the “selectives” timed to the second. That just got a bit too silly and our governing body at the
time outlawed such antics.

Photo Courtesy of Phil James
Pro-Rally.co.uk

The Devil’s took a breather for a few years but came back in
the 1990’s as a Clubmans’ Historic/Targa type of rally, with
some success for a while. Dwindling entries and date clashes
with other more popular events saw it disappear again.
However, with a new team of organisers from Kirkby Londsdale Motor Club, lead by Martyn Taylor and Kevin Savage,
the event had a revival and is now regarded as one of the better, and tougher, HRCR events.
Paul Slingsby and I had entered the 2016 event in Paul’s
MGB, but as I had woken with a migraine and not really being
able to see a map, never mind read it, we had to retire at halfway – we were pretty much OTL by then anyway !
Last year we marshalled on the event and got a taste for competing on it again, so Paul duly put the entry in for this year,
again in the venerable MGB ( 39 events and only one mechanical retirement so far!) and running in the colours of Airedale &
Pennine Motor Car Club.
The Devil’s poses quite a challenge, starting at lunch time it
runs into the night and finishes around 10PM.

Mr Woodcock received the first award
of the event. The Hilda Ogden Pinny
for trophy cleanliness - or not!

This year, the route was all on Sheet 97 and the regs. said that crews would be issued with a Road Book and the
route should be plotted in that. Great – no rubbing out the next day required on my maps !
Noise, Scrutineering and measured mile check went smoothly and we were soon signed-on at the start venue –
Westmorland Show Ground.
The route consisted of 7 tests and 8 regularities. Three regularities were given out to plot at signing-on, which left 5
to be handed out as you left the MTC’s for plotting on the go.We managed to get the 3 regs plotted with about ¾ of
an hour to spare before the Drivers briefing and had time to chat with other crews and enjoyed our pre-event burgers and coffee.
It was also good to see Ian Dawes and Tony Shields at the start who were out marshalling – hopefully we would
see them again later in the event!
So, at 13.10 it was our time to leave the start and on to the first test, less than a mile up the road towards
Milnthorpe. The car had a severe dose of coughing and spluttering as we pulled away from the start, but seemed to
clear itself during the test.

Continued on Page 60
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Regularity Start 1 was immediately after the test and was a pre-marked map provided in the Road Book. This
seemed to go OK, but there were seven speed changes and a few tricky junctions to navigate. A “not as map” turn
to avoid going into Sandside quarry caught a few crews out I think.
Test 2 had been cancelled so a fairly long transport section took us up to Test 3 and 4 in the quarry at Clawthorpe
and then up to test 5. That was a slippy one – around Elm Tree Farm A wrong-slot in Wharton lost us some road
time, but I managed to plot Reg 3 ( grid lines and black spots) on this section. Test 6 followed, then a quick coffee
stop and PC at Gilpin Bridge Inn.
A short drive up the A5074 towards Windermere took us to the start of Reg 2, that one was given out at signing-on
and took a route through spot-heights and map features. A very deep ford gave some cars severe problems but the
MGB sailed through it. The final spot height was in the middle of Astleys Plantation by Newby Bridge – so some
gravel driving to do ! Again, some tricky navigation with 5 speed changes.

It was then straight onto Reg 3 which used lots of yellows south of Newby Bridge, went under the A590 and using a
white to avoid High Newton. The end of the reg was two laps round a very slippy camp site near Lindale – Paul
did very well not to slide off into the undergrowth here !. A quick drive back up the A590 took us to the evening halt
at the Lakeland Motor Museum for soup and a sandwich. We had a bit of spare time here so we plotted Reg 7 in
the car – grid references, with 9 speed changes to consider on the way round !
From the museum it was a long run out up to the top of Grizedale forest, where Reg 4 started. Reg 6 and 8 (Tulips)
had been handed out as we left the museum so I got Reg 8 onto the map on the way up to Grizedale (unfortunately
not quite accurately enough it would transpire!). The thrash through Grizedale was fun but we were glad there were
the tracks form earlier cars to follow as I must confess to getting rather lost on the map towards the end !. The reg
finished half-way up lake Windermere, but as the ferry was not running we had to go back down to Newby Bridge
and pick up the A592 to Bowness on Windermere, where we had a coffee stop at the Boatman Café.

After an unscheduled tour around Bowness , we made it to the start of Reg 5. This was short and sweet, but with a
hard to see white entrance towards the end in order to approach the finish control on the A591 from the south.
Turning right on the A591 for a mile or two took us to Reg 6. This was a long one with 6 speed changes and using
a few whites. Up until then, we had a full timecard, with no missing controls or PC’s. The times were not fantastic,
but at least we had been on the correct route. Our luck was to change ! Somehow one of my plots must have been
wrong (LWR triangle at junction perhaps – although I thought we did go LWR!) and I got that sinking feeling when
the marshal at control TP6.2 entered his time in the box below where I was expecting !! Towards the end of the
reg we then overshot a tricky slot left at Patton Bridge. We realised our error but it was a bit too dangerous to try
and reverse or turn around at night in such a narrow lane so we took the penalty on the chin.
A short 2 mile link section took us to Reg 7 This took us back down the map, thorough a plantation, skirted Killington Lake, crossed the M6 then underpassing it on a white, then crossing the M6 again to finish at Old Hutton. All
controls signed for on that one !
Test 7 followed, then onto the final Reg 8. This was all tulips, but obviously had tricks in store for us as there were
about 30 tulips in less than 2 miles!! Turned out, it was a tour around the Westmorland Show Ground car parks.
After taking a marshal’s directional advice at a cross road, the tulips just did not seem to run properly at all so we
just headed for a control we could actually see. In the end it did not turn out too badly as we feared – we got all the
controls and the worse time was a 52 secs early.
So that was it – we managed to conquer The Devils Own !!
Results ? Well, we didn’t win, but we weren’t last either ! We ended up 36 overall, out of 65 starters, on a time
30.16 ( 5 mins lost on Reg 6 remember).
Guy Woodcock (Escort) won the event for the third time, this year with Ali Procter; they had penalties of 10.56.
Second was Geoff Hal and Paul Bosdet in the Austin Cooper S and John Haygarth (also from APMCC) and Bob
Hargreaves came a superb third in the Kadette.
The top 20 were covered by less than 10 minutes so that shows just how competitive these events are.
It really was a good, well organised event and thanks must go to all the organisers and marshalls. Martyn was right
when, at the drivers briefing, he said it was going to be tough, but just keep going !

Paul Slingsby / Mike Fox,
car 40, MGB roadster
Airedale & Pennine MCC

Caernavonshire & Anglesy MC

Trac Môn Targa
21st October 2018

One small step for Targa's, one giant opportunity for
rallying?
On the 21st October 2018 I embarked on C&As Trac
Mon Targa rally, special for being held entirely within
the confines of the Anglesey race circuit.
C&A faced a battle to convince people of it's relevance, being held entirely on one venue, with many
calling this a glorified Autotest – I can categorically
quash those rumours, it felt like any other Targa rally
except you stopped every 5 tests – this had a great advantage over other
Targas in that it allowed you to have discussions with your fellow competitors about the many antics you'd just gotten up to!
The event did lack a little bit of that sense of adventure you get on many of
these types of events but with Anglesey as its base, the event had excellent facilities and meant friends/ family could come and spectate and really
help to build an atmosphere, not to mention it's quite nice being able to
have basic comforts!
On a personal note, my event started badly when, through a miscommunication between me and the organisers, the tyres I turned up to use weren't
allowed. A quick change to 15yr old “Stunners” which had been “found” in
the back of the garage meant a less than ideal situation to find myself in.
They had slightly hardened over their 15 years of storage and so I had
several moments which were ideal for conversing with our fellow competitors during each rest halt. The event was impeccably run by Huw Gwyn
Jones and his team along with all the marshals who stood out in Anglesey's traditional 4 seasons in a day weather. It was an absolute delight to
take part.
I was delighted to finish 3rd O/A, which was very much unexpected but
probably helped lead me towards my thoughts on the journey home. They
went something like this;
The events value for money was phenomenal – we took 50min to complete
the day, all for just £85, and we got fed (my most important criteria, it was
lob scaws which was more than satisfactory) So this made me think, had I
just partaken in the best, most affordable way for people to enter rallying?
My costs were, £85 entry, £30 fuel and that was it, nothing else, the tyres I
used were 15 years old after all, the car had no damage with it being a tarmac venue and so it could be used again now.
I often compare rallying to my other hobby of cricket to emphasise my point
– the last stage rally I did cost the equivalent of 600 games of cricket, put
another way, a lifetimes playing for a day out – no wonder people don't do
rallying! However once people start, it is the most addictive form of sport
there is, people can and do progress to other things within rallying.
So how about now???
Buy a £300 car(the cost of mine) and pay £115 total to thrash it for a day –
now that is something millions of people could afford - and if the format is
spread across the country to other single venue events – Could this new
format be a boom for rallying that it desperately needs?? For me the answer is an unequivocal YES!
Now personally, I quite fancy a go
around Oulton Park, anyone else??

Alistair Dodd

Photos Courtesy of
Duncan Littler

Prescott Autumn Classic
at the home of the
BUGATTI OWNERS CLUB

In spring the pastoral scene in rural Gloucestershire is filled with
birdsong, the trees are awakening from winter slumber and new
leaves appear on the trees in a thousand shades of green. In autumn the scene is completely different, the leaves although still
there are turning to gold, brown, yellow and red but on one weekend in particular the sound is completely different, the birds are
still singing but this is accompanied by another equally very distinctive sound that being the soft burble of dozens of American
V8s rumbling their way through Gotheringham village on their
way to that unique venue known all over the world as Prescott.
Bought in 1937 by the Bugatti Owners Club this wonderful venue
has been transformed from a former fruit orchard to a world class
speed hillclimb course with wonderful permanent facilities. These
facilities include a massive clubhouse, bars, merchandise shop,
toilet blocks, offices, timekeepers and commentary huts, marshals posts and even the Bugatti museum yet all these buildings
enhance the landscape rather than spoil it. Most are built in traditional style, generally in wood with everything really well maintained, a very nostalgic place oozing with tradition and like Henley
blazers can be the favoured attire at many of the events although
not the Autumn Classic, here leather jackets, long beards and
pony tails are in profusion.
The Autumn Classic is just what it says on the box, classic bikes
include Indians, Harley's and Choppers, classic cars abound,
Chevys, Mustangs, Camaros, model T and model A Fords are
much more common than Mondeos. hot rods and rat rods look
barely legal but speaking to a couple of owners of these cars that
are driven without mudguards they tend to get pulled up from time
to time but such is their belief in running their cars this way many
prefer to pay a £60 fine for infringing "construction and use regulations" if taken to court rather than spoil the way they like to see
their cars look. Rooster tails of spray from their rear wheels on
wet days I was told are the usual reason they get pulled in.
One really unusual car looked like an old fashioned van with a
massive engine sticking out of where the bonnet should be, this
was no ordinary car it was a real life dragster built by 18 year old
Rogan McGilp a lad who won the National Young Engineer of the
year award in 2016 who built the dragster for his disabled brother
to prove that physical infirmity didn’t bar people from taking up
drag racing. He now runs Attitude Adjustment Racing a Nostalgia
Drag Racing Team which provides disabled people the chance to
race, what a great idea and superb engineering too. (Photo on
next Page)
Everything isn't American by any means, big and little Healeys in
abundance, 1960s minis, Jaguar E types, Porsche's, Morgan's,
MGs, Triumph, Aston and Lotus were all well represented. Rarer
cars such as Allards, Bugatti's of course, then no less than four
Buckler's, considering only 125 remain worldwide from an original
production of about 250 chassis built at the Reading factory it is a
remarkable survival rate for these cars.
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Original 500cc F3 cars like the ones built by John Cooper are
always a great favourite many racing drivers started their careers
in these including Stirling Moss and Bernie Ecclestone, others
cut their teeth on other racing cars from stables such as Mallock,
Alexis, Brabham, Lotus, BRM and McLaren, all were well represented too although sadly years ago many drivers lost their lives
in these types of cars at the time. Circuit safety is now greatly
improved although the cars are the same cars, fireproof overalls,
improved helmets and fire extinguisher systems make the same
cars safer in 2018 thankfully.
Competition was hot in all classes and a visit to Prescott's website links you to all the results and photo galleries of not only the
current events but past ones as well however the weather was
most definitely not hot, in fact on Saturday it was wet and decidedly cold, Sunday started off very chilly but eventually the sun
put his hat on and came out to play which was a big relief for
drivers and spectators alike.
Talking about spectators I have noticed in the past that quite a lot
of spectators sit in cars parked up on the natural bowl that overlooks a great deal of the track yet the spectator car park is nowhere near. Mentioning this to some friends I found out if you are
a Bugatti Owners club member you are allowed to park on this
area which is a superb place to spectate and as well as this privilege you get free entry to most of the events as well except a
couple of VSCC meetings and a charity one that I enter as a
competitor. You don't have to own a Bugatti to join the club otherwise joining for most people would be out of the question me
included unless a Corgi model of a Bugatti would suffice. Being a
member also gives a £20 or so reduction to the competition entry
fee which is about £125 for each day so a very worthwhile reduction indeed. Normal spectator entry to events is £20'per person
on the gate or £15 if bought in advance, becoming a member
seemed a worthwhile thing to do considering a yearly joint membership fee is only £99 per year plus a £20 joining fee although
living 260 miles away its not a place I would consider popping
down to for a pint.
My wife Carol was shaking with cold on the Saturday so me being a very kind and generous person thought I would lavish her
with gifts, well to be honest joint membership of the Bugatti Owners Club which would next year allow her to sit in a nice warm car
overlooking the track, I thought to put a Bugatti Owners Club
membership card in her Christmas stocking would be a great
idea and give me many Brownie points.
I filled in the forms, got two friends who were already members of
the Bugatti club to propose and second our application as things
are done very correctly at Prescott and filled in my credit card
details, it said on the form we would be notified in due course if
our application had been successful. Having competed at every
Autumn Classic since it started I couldn't see any reason why our
application wouldn't go through especially as my proposer currently holds two class records at Prescott anyway. I anticipated
the acceptance would take a while probably arriving just prior
to Christmas. This would surely put me in the good books for
buying such a thoughtful present.
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I was telling a couple of motoring friends the following
Wednesday in a pub at an informal gathering of petrolheads
which someone named the Dirty Fingernail Club about my
cunning plan. Simon Riley a former member of the BOC as
it's known now living up here in Cumbria thought joining the
Bugatti club was a great idea but not so impressed that it was
to be the wonderful Christmas present that I had described to
him. Of course I shunned his advice and planned to gift wrap
the membership card quite nicely, maybe I would even tie a
bow around it as I had done for the second hand skis I bought
her years ago although buying second hand skis for a non
skier wasn't such a good idea in retrospect especially as they
were for a six feet high person and my wife is five feet and a
half inch. Christmas morning most definitely had a frosty air
about it that year until an aperitif and a couple of glasses of
bubbly warmed up the innner man or woman should I say by
lunchtime. Hmmm, not the most successful gift in retrospect.
Imagine my surprise when a friend and I went into our house
for coffee just after the post arrived on Thursday only four
days after the Prescott event to be greeted by my wife asking
why we had joined yet another motor club as we are already
of so many clubs the list runs into double figures.
Well that’s so that you won't be cold at Prescott any more I
thought it a good idea to join you as a member of the Bugatti
club, Oh OK then that's not a bad idea she remarked, phew I
thought that's great I will just mention about it being her
Christmas present although just a bit premature. Now that
wasn't such a good idea i have to say.
In future I will take Simon Riley's advice he seems to be a guy
who knows about these things and yes I am now looking
for more "suitable" Christmas present for my lovely wife Carol who has for the past 44 years had some very useful presents from me over the years, some not as successful as others I have to admit. An Emerald ring was ok it seems but a
detector for detecting live electric cables when she was blithely banging nails in picture hooks on our walls could have
saved her life yet she didn’t seem thrilled with my idea, neither did Simon Riley either when I told him about that present
either!

Keith Thomas.

October 14th

Wigton MC

Solway Historic Rally

Noel Cochrane/ Olly McCullum

A frantic and hard fought days rallying saw the honours go
across the Irish Sea with Ulstermen Noel Cochrane/ Olly
McCullum binging their diminutive Austin Healey Sprite to
the top of the victors rostrum just ahead of the Escort MK2
of NESCRO Championship leaders Dave Short / Roy
Heath with John & Marion Sloan continuing their run of
good form by taking 3rd place in their familiar MG Midget.
The all action day saw crews battle it out over some 16
tests in a very compact event and around Workington,
the event never straying more than a few miles from the
Cumbrian town.
Despite it almost being the end of the season the Solway
John & Marion Sloan
Historic attracted an excellent 40 car field, with most of the
NESCRO regulars turning out, they were joined by some
welcome visitors, apart from Cochrane / McCullum, the
rally welcomed former road rallying legend, Ronnie
Beecroft, out in a very smart Escort RS with Wife Kathleen
reading the notes.
From its new base in the Moorfield Community Centre
( An establishment that serves a superb bacon butty )
crews headed for a couple of tests at a new venue, Bonny
Farm, which was mostly on gravel although the bits that
were not were extremely boggy following the previous
days torrential rain. The Short/ Heath set the opening
pace, marginally ahead of the powerful sounding Viva of
Dave Ruddock/ Paula Brown while Marsden / Garstang
had the Passage Control Marshal stamp their card in the
Ronnie Beecroft, & Wife Kathleen
wrong place , losing precious seconds having the error
corrected. Cochrane/ McCullum lost the Austin Healey’s
rear silencer and then a headlamp unit fell out, promptly
earning the car the sobriquet of “One Eyed Sprite”.
The Wigton Motor Club are fortunate to have the use of
the former Alcan works at Lilyhall, this vast venue providing ample space to run no fewer than 5 long tests, In 2017
the event actually ran tests inside the buildings but this
year insurance difficulties precluded a repeat so all the
tests were in the open air this time. The opener saw the
TR3 of Jim Hendry/ Findlay Wyatt narrowly head the
Sloans ( MG Midget ) and the Lancia Fulvia of Stephen
and David Byrne. Ruddock/ Brown spoiled a promising
start by picking up a wrong test penalty, they were by no
Ray Jude / Ben Jude
means alone, the Beecrofts also went astray as did several more crews, indeed, the Alcan tests were to prove probPhotos Courtesy of Tony North
lematic for many navigators, the 5 morning tests producing over 30 instances of “Wrong Test” penalties.
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Amid all the mayhem and uncertainty, with many interesting mid
test conversations between driver and navigator as to the correct
route providing much hilarity for the marshals on duty, Short/
Heath and Cochrane/ McCullum set the pace while Hendry was
indecently quick in the ageing TR3 but collected on of the many
wrong test penalties. Escaping from Alcan, the mornings final
test was at the Energus College complex where the Sloans were
quickest but it would be Short/ Heath who headed for lunch in the
lead, a mere 3 seconds up on Cochrane/ McCullum with theByrnes just edging the Sloans for third spot. A little way behind, the
big TR7 of Ray & Ben Jude was having a private tussle with the
Marsden / Garstang Escort MK1, just 2 seconds the margin. Terry Dixon departed the fray here, his Ford Fiesta suffering from
fuel starvation problems..
With crews refreshed with hot soup, the afternoon session
opened with a re-run of the Energus test and Cochrane/
McCullum moved into the lead with a scintillating time. The Irish
crew continued to set the pace as the cars headed back to the
Alcan site, although they didn’t have it all their own way and another crew on a charge were the Iballs in their MGB GT, they
were quickest on the first of the Alcan re-runs and shared top
spot with Cochrane/ McCullum on the following one, this test producing a rare and uncharacteristic cone penalty for Short/ Heath.
Cochrane/ McCullum were really getting in the swing of things
and were either quickest of equal quickest on the following three
tests, the Porsche 911 of David Agnew shared the spoils on one
test and the Iballs on another but the little Sprite was going like a
train with Cochrane driving superbly.
A run up to the North of Workington took crews to the Solway
test, a former quarry which was wet, muddy and had large lumps
of concrete that looked like they could do any errant cars bodywork a heap of damage !. The Iballs headed Cochrane/ McCullum on this one, albeit by a mere second, while several drivers
continued the trend of picking up wrong test penalties, it must
have been an off day for navigators. The final test at Maryport
went narrowly to the Iballs from Short / Heath and Agnew/ Jackson and then it was a short run back to the Moorfields Community Centre where the catering staff had laid on a mouth watering
buffet for crews to enjoy while they awaited results, they were
quick in arriving and showed Cochrane/ McCullum to be popular
winners, their winning margin a mere 7 seconds, how Short/
Heath must have regretted that nudged cone !, with the Sloans
snatching the final podium spot and well clear of the next crew
which was the Iballs.
The Solway Historic Rally was yet another triumph for the enthusiastic organising team from Wigton Motor Club and they can be
well pleased with this effort which turned out to be one of the
highlights of the NESCRO rallying season.

RESULTS :-

1. Noel Cochrane / Olly McCullum
2. Dave Short / Roy Heath
3. John & Marion Sloan
4. Kingsley & J. Iball
5. Stephen & David Byrne
6. Dave Marsden / Mikee Garstang
7. Malcolm Mackay/ Thomas Forrest
8. Ray Jude / Ben Jude
9. David Agnew / Alan Jackson
10. Jim Hendry / Kingsley Wyatt

Austin Healey Sprite
Ford Escort MK2
MG Midget
MGB GT
Lancia Fulvia
Ford Escort MK1
Mini Clubman
Triumph TR7
Porsche 911
Triumph TR3

1241
1248
1303
1333
1342
1372
1373
1384
1393
1478

Ed Graham : Hexham & DMC

Wigton MC

SOLWAY TARGA RALLY

JENNINGS JOY AT
SOLWAY SUCCESS

Simon Jennings/ Colin Fish took their first ever outright win
October 14th
on the Solway Targa Rally in their the diminutive Peugeot
106, putting in a neat and tidy run and avoiding all the errors that befell numerous other crews on the intricate tests
that made up the bulk of the competitive mileage One of
the few crews to avoid wrong test penalties, the Durham crew ended up well clear from the Mazda MX5 of Phil Hodgson/ Ian Giles with the Citroen C2 of Quentin James/ Tom Howe a mere second behind in third place.

The Solway Targa Rally was based in Workington and comprised some 16 tests on varying surfaces and locations,
all located with a short distance of the Cumbrian town so road mileage was very short. The opening 2 tests at Bonny
Farm, a new location, were of the farm track variety and favoured the more powerful cars so it was no surprise to see
the Mazda MX5 of Drew McLean/ Julie Carter set the pace from Phil Hodgson/ Ian Giles and the Bowness’s, while
the smart Escort MK2 of Andrew Steel/ Ben Hotham got off to a poor start with a maximum on test 2.
A short run took the field to the big Alcan site at Lilyhall where a block of 6 tests used all the available tracks and
open concrete spaces, a super venue for this type of event. Jennings/ Fish were quickest on the first one while
McLean/ Carter nullified their good start by picking up a maximum. These two crews shared quickest on the following
test then Jennings/ Fish shared the spoils with Hodgson/ Giles on Test 5 while McLean picked up a cone penalty as
did the Mazda of the Ivesons and Peter & Karen Wright (Austin Mini ) spoiled a good run with a wrong test maximum.
The intricacies of the tests were proving a challenge for some navigators and the number of wrong test penalties was
much higher than usual.
As the crews headed for lunch at the Energus Campus the short test in the college car park saw the Wrights quickest
from Jennings/ Fish and McLean /Carter so heading into lunch the order was Hodgson/ Giles leading Jennings / Fish
by just 2 seconds then the Bowness’s the best of the rest. The Steel/ Hotham Escort retired with ignition problems
and Kimberly & Peter Gardner retired their Mazda MX5 with “Navigator Issues”.
The afternoon session opened with another run round the Energus
Car park which saw the Bowness’s share ftd with Hodgson/ Giles and then it was back down the road to Alcan for
another series of tests, the Wrights Mini taking the opening one while McLean/ Carter dropped back, picking up a
maximum. The Wrights continued to set the pace on the following test which was notable for no fewer than six crews
picking up cone penalties, some over exuberant driving the main cause. Jennings/ Fish were fastest on the following
test and the Wrights took the final Alcan test to haul themselves back up the leaderboard.
A run up through Workington took crews to a quarry test, looking out over the Solway Firth, all very scenic !. The Citroen C2 of James/ Howe took quickest on this one, just ahead of Jennings/ Fish but most significantly, Hodgson /
Giles took a massive wrong test penalty which effectively scuppered their chances of outright success. The McLean/
Carter Mazda was quickest through the long final test and might have been on for a podium place but for their earlier
mistakes, Jennings/ Fish were close behind to cement a really fine performance, neat and tidy all day, they avoided
the mistakes of others and were well worth their place at the top of the podium.
This years Solway Targa Rally was a cracking event with some very imaginative tests that required the navigators to
be on their mettle and the whole event ran smoothly and efficiently, a great credit to Stephen Palmer and his team
from Wigton Motor Club who, on this showing, must be guaranteed a full entry next time.

RESULTS :1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Simon Jennings / Colin Fish
Philip Hodgson/ Ian Giles
Quentin James / Tom Howe
Paul & Esther Bowness
Peter & Karen Wright
Tom Leeming / Clive Escreet
Drew McLean / Julie Carter
Michael Cowling/ Cait Mattinson
Tim & Joe Cruttenden

Peugeot 106
Mazda MX5
Citroen C2
Mazda MX5
Austin Mini
Volkswagen UP
Mazda MX5
MG ZR
Nissan Micra

1248
1306
1307
1315
1370
1407
1423
1492
1511

Ed Graham : Hexham & DMC

THE DOONHAMER
CLASSIC & TARGA RALLY
South of Scotland Car Club
18th September 2018

The South of Scotland Car Clubs Doonhamer Classic Rally attracted a rather meagre 29 entries to the Lockerbie
start venue, possibly a lot of regular NESCRO crews remembering last years offering which was a bit of a shambles. They would regret their decision to stay away as a
new organising tem put on a vastly improved event which
featured some great flowing tests and ran like clockwork
all day. It also featured some great contests with several
crews very evenly matched and, indeed, the result wasn’t
decided until the very last test with the Mazda MX5 of
mark McCullough/ Ian Harding overhauling Jack Palmer/
Liam Hodgson’s Rover 25 to win by a mere second, it
doesn’t get any closer than that. By comparison, the smart
yellow Ford Escort of Dave Short/ Roy Heath had a runaway victory in the Historic section, finishing almost a minute ahead of their nearest challengers, the Porsche 911
of David Agnew/ Alan Jackson.

Dave Marsden and Mike Garstang 3rd O/A

With the rally featuring a new organising team, it also featured a new format which, thankfully, avoided the hold ups
and delays of last year. The event opened with the traditional two tests round the vast tarmac area at the truck
park, these two tests were identical and Drew and Karina
McLean ( Mazda MX5) were quickest on both although
only a second or two covered a horde of cars. The rally
then headed up into the hills for a blast through the gravel
track in Fingland Forest where, despite the organisers putting in a couple of code boards , 8 crews got under the
bogey time.
The next three tests were all repeats of the opening three,
Phil Hodgson/ Ian Giles managed to head the McLeans on
one of the truck stop tests but the second run through
Fingland made little difference to the leaderboard as no
fewer than 13 crews were clean. This test saw the demise
of the Alexander/ Humphries Viva HB which retired for reasons unknown. A longish run took the field down to the
shores of the Solway Firth and the M.O.D. establishment
at Eastriggs where three tests had been laid out. Palmer/
Hodgson just shaded the first one but were pushed hard
by the diminutive Peugeot 106 of Simon Jennings/ Colin
Fish, the second saw McCullough /Haining tied with the
Clio of David Crosbie/ Alice Patterson while the third one
saw the flying Peugeot 309 of Daniel Place/ Ryan Parker
quickest although it was all very close and evenly
matched.

Dave Short and Roy Heath, 1st O/A

Interim results at the lunch halt in Dumfries confirmed just
David Agnew and Alan Jackson, 2nd O/A
how tight it was with Palmer/ Hodgson leading the
McLeans by just a single second, then Hodgson/ Giles,
Photos Courtesy of Tony North
Place/ Parker, Crosbie / Patterson and McCullogh/ Haining,
just 14 seconds covering the lot of them. Short/ Heath were dominating the Historic section, in fact they were 7th
overall which was good going against a field of powerful modern machinery.
Continued on Page 69

Doonhamer
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Amongst the rest of the Historic crews, Agnew was showing well but concerned about an overheating problem while Jim Hendry traced the erratic
handling of his Triumph TR3 to a non functioning limited slip diff.
The afternoon session consisted of a double loop of three stages plus a
final blast back at the truck stop and first up was a perennial Doonhamer
favourite, Jones Yard which is 100% gravel, quite tricky when almost all
the field were on road tyres !. Palmer, McCullogh and McKeand/
McMichael (Mazda MX5 ) shared the honours on this one while the Puma
of Charlton/ Fletcher retired when their sumpguard came adrift. McKeand
was quickest round the short test at Collin, complete with big lumps of
masonry as course markers, but spoilt it all by picking up a maximum on
the next test round the industrial complex at Oakbank, he wasn’t alone as
another seven crews also fell foul of this intricate double lapper.
McKeand was quickest over the second run through Jones Yard and then
McCullough took the honours on the penultimate test which brought him
level with Palmer leaving everything to play for on the very last test, whoever was quickest would win ! In a real cliffhanger, four drivers shared the
quickest time , McCullogh was one of them, Palmer wasn’t, a mere second adrift so the honours went to the Mazda crew by the slenderest of
margins, a scriptwriter couldn’t have made it up. Short/ Heath continued
their domination of the Historic section and were well clear of second
placed Agnew/ Jackson at the finish, the very smart Escort MK1 of Dave
Marsden/ Mike Garstang close behind in third.
This vastly improved Doonhamer went down a storm with all the crews
and Willie Keaning and his organising team can be proud of the job they
have done reviving the event, it is to be hoped that this is reflected in a
vastly improved number of entries in 2019.

Ed Graham : Hexham & DMC
RESULTS :1st.
2nd.
3rd.
4th.
5th.
6th.
7th.
8th.
9th.
10th.

Mark McCullough/ Ian Haining
Jack Palmer / Liam Hodgson
Phil Hodgson / Ian Giles
Drew McLean/ Katrina McLean
David Crosbie / Alice Patterson
Daniel Place / Ryan Parker
Dave Short / Roy Heath
Kevin Savage / Phil Savage
Simon Jennings / Colin Fish
Joe McKeand / Alan McMichael

Mazda MX5
Rover 25
Mazda MX5
Mazda MX5
Renault Clio
Peugeot 309
Ford Escort MK2
Suzuki Ignis
Peugeot 106
Mazda MX5

20:00
20:01
20:15
20:23
20:39
20:46
20:48
20:55
21:06
21:25

Ford Escort Mk1
Porsche 911
Ford Escort MK1
Triumph TR7
Mini Clubman
Triumph TR3
Triumph TR7
Ford Escort MK1
MGB GT
MGB Roadster

20:48
21:32
21:41
21:51
22:41
22:50
24:18
24:38
24:46
25:15

HISTORIC SECTION :1st.
2nd.
3rd.
4th.
5th.
6th.
7th.
8th.
9th.
10th.

Dave Short / Roy Heath
David Agnew / Alan Jackson
Dave Marsden / Mike Garstang
Ray Jude / Ben Jude
Malcolm Mackay/ Thomas Forrest
Jim Hendry / Findlay Wyatt
Chris Donachie / Alan Aitken
Gavin Thompson / David Lauder
Ian Dixon / Richard Walsh
Paul Slingsby/ Michael Fox

NESCRO

A driver is pulled over by a policeman.
The police man approaches the driver's
door.
"Is there a problem Officer?"
The policeman says, "Sir, you were
speeding. Can I see your license
please?"
The driver responds, "I'd give it to you
but I don't have one."
"You don't have one?"
The man responds, "I lost it four times
for drink driving."
The policeman is shocked. "I see. Can I
see your vehicle registration papers
please?"
"I'm sorry, I can't do that."
The policeman says, "Why not?"
"I stole this car."
The officer says, "Stole it?"
The man says, "Yes, and I killed the
owner."
At this point the officer is getting irate.
"You what!?"
"She's in the boot if you want to see."
The Officer looks at the man and slowly
backs away to his car and calls for back
up.
Within minutes, five police cars show
up, surrounding the car. A senior officer
slowly approaches the car, clasping his
half drawn gun.
The senior officer says "Sir, could you
step out of your vehicle please!"
The man steps out of his vehicle. "Is
there a problem sir?"
"One of my officers told me that you
have stolen this car and murdered the
owner."
"Murdered the owner?"
The officer responds, "Yes, could you
please open the boot of your car
please?"
The man opens the boot, revealing
nothing but an empty boot.
The officer says, "Is this your car sir?"
The man says "Yes," and hands over
the registration papers.
The officer, understandably, is quite
stunned. "One of my officers claims that
you do not have a driving license."
The man digs in his pocket revealing a
wallet and hands it to the officer.
The officer opens the wallet and examines the license.
He looks quite puzzled. "Thank you sir,
one of my officers told me you didn't
have a license, stole this car, and murdered the owner."
The man replies, "I bet you the lying
XXXXXX told you I was speeding, too!"

NESCRO

2018 NESCRO
CALENDAR

Historic Motorsport In
The North Of England & Scotland

HISTORIC / Classic Rounds

November 18th Saltire

Challenge Positions

TARGA Rounds

Following the Solway

November 18th Saltire

Only showing the Top 10

NESCRO 2018 Historic
Driver's Challenge
Pos

Driver

NESCRO 2018 Targa
Driver's Challenge

pts

Pos

Driver

pts

1

Dave Short

571.2

1

Philip Hodgson

576.4

2

John Sloan

411.8

2

Simon Jennings

535.2

3

Dave Marsden

407.3

3

Quentin James

455.2

4

David Agnew

309.6

4

Chris Hunter

379.1

5

Peter Metcalf

254.4

5

Paul Bowness

346.6

6

Malcolm MacKay

248..3

6

Chris Dodds

324.1

7

Brian Bradley

221.2

7

Robert Short

307.2

8

Ray Jude

220.3

8

Geoff Bateman

292.2

9

Jim Hendry

218.8

9

Liam Charlton

251.9

10

Ernest Calvert

218.0

10

Kevin Savage

249.8

NESCRO 2018 Historic
Navigators Challenge
Pos

Navigator

NESCRO 2018 Targa
Navigators Challenge

pts

Pos

Navigator

pts

1

Roy Heath

571.2

1

Ian Giles

576.4

2

Marian Sloan

411.8

2

Tom Howe

455.2

3

Michael Garstang

407.3

3

Colin Fish

441.0

4

Alan Jackson

309.6

4

Fiona Tyson

379.1

5

Thomas Forrest

238.3

5

Esther Bowness

346.6

6

Ben Jude

220.3

6

Kirsty Thompson

307.2

7

Bryan Smith

218.0

7

Maggy Bateman

292.2

8

Michael Fox

196.7

8

Phillip Savage

249.8

9

Ali Procter

192.7

9

Liam Hodgson

202.9

10

David Byrne

180.1

10

Sophie Whickham

172.3

Guys & Gals it's that time of the year again ...The No.1 cash award in the UK, We've all heard the old
saying "If it sounds to good to be true, then it usually is" … Well not with the JEA, it really is a no
strings attached free to enter award with a total cash prize fund of £6,000 to the winner of the award,
We look forward to receiving your entries, good luck to everyone who enters.

2300 Club presents:
The John Easson Award 2018

The 2300 Club is proud to announce the details of the 2018 John Easson Award for young rally drivers.
First run in 2004, the Award is named after rally driver John Easson, a regular rally competitor and a generous supporter of the 2300 Club before tragically losing his life in an air accident in 1999.
For 2018, the John Easson Award will once again continue the successful format of assisting a young British competitor with financial support, and maintain its place as the UK’s number one free-to-enter cash prize rally Award.
The award is open to drivers and co- drivers. Individuals from all disciplines of rallying are eligible to enter, and a junior driver / co-driver has just has much chance of being chosen for the award as an experienced competitor.
The prize is as always fantastic; £5,000 cash to the selected applicant. And once again for this year we are offering
an extra bonus payment of £1,000 if the driver or co-driver wins the overall class award on the championship they
have taken part in during the 2018 season.
The prize fund will be allocated in stage payments to pay entry fees for a selection of rallies the winning applicant
takes part in during the 2019 season, which the committee feel will help ease the financial burden placed on a young
driver/ co driver during their rally season. And if successful in securing the bonus prize of £1,000 this will be a huge
help in kick starting their 2020 rally season.
The final selection process will see the top three applicants for the award being invited to an informal interview with a
panel of judges who will decide the overall John Easson Award winner.

The JEA is huge reward for only a little effort, free to enter and open to all drivers / co drivers who fit
the following criteria:
• Age under 25 on the 31 October 2018, Resident in the British Isles, including Northern Ireland, Isle of Man, Channel
Islands
• Holders of a MSA competition Licences.
• Entries open on the 1st September 2018 and close at midnight on the 31 October 2018

Drivers who wish to enter should send the following details as a minimum to the Award scheme
manager:
• A current motorsport CV outlining experience and results to date
• A covering letter explaining why the panel should select them as winner and their aims for their future in rallying
• A reference letter from any 3rd party
Entry presentations can be as inventive and detailed as an applicant wants to make them; the above criteria are a
minimum and we always look forward to receiving some interesting presentations!
And of course applications from previous applicants are always welcomed, and it should be noted many of our winners had been previous applicants.

Previous JEA winners:

Entries should be sent to the John Easson Award Manager,

Allan Durham at the contacts below:
John Easson Award
Allan Durham
C/o Pro-Tec Motorsport
Unit 6, Clifton Business Park
Preston New Road
Clifton, Preston
Lancashire, PR4 0XQ

2004: George Collister, Isle of Man
2005: Stevie Brown, Scotland
2006: Ryan Borthwick, Scotland
2007: Alick Kerr, Scotland
2008: Philip Scholes, England
2009: Mark McCulloch, Scotland
2010: Sara Williams, Wales
2011: Osian Pryce, Wales
2012: Matt Griffin, England
2013: Chris Ingram, England
2014: Aaron McClure, England
2015: Matthew Jackson, England
2016: Sam Bilham, England
2017: Tommi Meadows, England
2018: ? it could be you

MSA
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HISTORY MADE ON
DAYINSURE
WALES RALLY GB

11th - 13th January 2019
EXCLUSIVE DISCOUNT TO

AUTOSPORT
INTERNATIONAL
For Licence Holders
The MSA has teamed up with Autosport International
(10-13 January 2019) to offer competition licence holders, licensed officials and registered marshals an exclusive £5 discount on trade tickets.
Now in its 29th year, Autosport International is regarded as the world’s largest motorsport show, held at the
NEC in Birmingham. It is the traditional seasonopener, covering all areas of motorsport from the
grassroots right up to F1.
Featuring the very latest in motorsport, automotive and
performance engineering technology, alongside stars,
cars and exhibitors from every level of the sport, this
must-attend event caters for the industry and motorsport fans alike.
The MSA member offer is valid on tickets for the
show’s two trade days on 10-11 January, designed for
members of the motorsport industry to meet, network
and do business. These cost £30 in advance or £32
on the door but the MSA and show organisers Motorsport Network are pleased to offer MSA members £5
off.
To claim your discount to Autosport International,
please go to https://asi-2019-msa.reg.buzz/
and register.

History was made on Dayinsure Wales Rally GB (4-7 October), as Sébastien Ogier became the event’s most successful driver ever, and competitive action was held on
closed public roads for the first time.
date but few of his victories have been more hard-fought
than his record fifth in Wales. Going into Sunday’s stages
in Snowdonia and around Llandudno’s iconic Great Orme,
the top four competitors separated by just 13.5 seconds.
Jari-Matti Latvala stormed through the Brenig Power Stage
to depose Ogier from the top of the timing screens, but the
Frenchman hit back immediately with a stellar run through
the first Great Orme Llandudno street stage, cutting the
gap to two tenths-of-a-second.
This was the first time that world championship motorsport
had run on closed roads in Britain, following an MSA campaign for a change in the law to allow it to happen.
Ogier’s commitment in the second and final run through
Great Orme Llanduno was incredible and yielded another
victory in Wales alongside co-driver Julien Inghrassia.
“It’s a great honour to win in Wales for the fifth time,” said
an elated Ogier. “Everybody knows how tough this event is
and how it’s one of the most iconic rallies in the World
Championship. I’m very proud to be on top of that list
ahead of such big names in the sport.
“It was certainly an intense weekend! We lost a lot of time
due to gearbox issues on Friday, but we never gave up
and kept on pushing. Jari-Matti gave me a hard time right
to the end – we knew we had to be at our absolute best to
beat him, and I think we managed that. It was an amazing
battle.”
Event boss Ben Taylor, the Managing Director of International Motor Sports, paid tribute to those who made it all
possible. “Llandudno looked amazing today and it was
wonderful to see so many spectators coming out to experience the WRC,” said Taylor.
“As ever, the work that went into staging the rally was nothing short of phenomenal. On behalf of the sport, I must
thank everyone involved for their extraordinary efforts in
putting on an absolutely fantastic sporting spectacle.”

LIVERPOOL MOTOR CLUB
When it comes to running a motor club, each will have a group of friends and acquaintances who enjoy working together, writes Steve Johnson, North West RDO. Clubs also tend to support and run the kind of events they are interested in, and why not? They are volunteers, after all.
It is believed that Liverpool Motor Club is the oldest active motor club in the UK, being a direct descendant of the
Liverpool Self-Propelled Traffic Association, which first organised a trial for self-propelled vehicles (what we would
now call a Hill Climb) on Liverpool’s Everton Brow in 1896.
Over the last decade, Liverpool Motor Club has helped run controls, stages or special tests for Classic events and
stage rallies at all levels up to Dayinsure Wales Rally GB. It also promotes two hill climbs each year at the spectacular Barbon Manor in Cumbria; in conjunction with Kirkby Lonsdale Motor Club, it has helped to secure the venue and
its events for the future.
The current programme of events includes three sprints and two track days, all on the famous Aintree Circuit. Each
year Liverpool Motor Club marshals at the track, so Sporting Bears, a group of classic car enthusiasts, can bring
their cars along to take children and their families from various North West charities for passenger rides.
As well as all its ‘speed’ action, Liverpool Motor Club and a large team of motorsport volunteers run the annual
Greenpower North West heat. They have covered all the track safety and recovery at the event for over 10 years.
The professionalism of its members and events is why Liverpool Motor Club’s marshals are in demand from many
other North West clubs. From speed and rally events to the humble Autotest, they all need good marshals to run
safely.

Does your club help out others? As drivers, do we thank the organisers and event marshals enough? Perhaps we
should.

GoMotorsport
FELL SIDE AUTO CLUB
Fell Side Auto Club was originally set up in 1994 by a group of motorsport enthusiasts in North Cumbria to promote Production Car Trials, Autotests, Treasure Hunts and other family orientated events such as attendance at car shows
etc, writes North RDO Mick Kinghorn.
The club began organising trials and autotests throughout the year as venues
became available but in recent years those have become few and far apart.
Two club members became interested in classic trialling, having competed in vintage trials in previous years. This led
to the club organising the first Northern Classic Trial, the most northerly trial in England, in 2000. Within a couple of
years it had become an integral part of the Association of Classic Trials Clubs (ACTC) National Championship, also
winning the prestigious Trial of the Year in 2007 and 2012.
This helped to attract members from the Newcastle area and further afield. As it also runs motorcycle categories it
has seen some riders join too, and they have been instrumental in generating interest in classic trial riding across the
north.
Since the introduction of The Northern Classic Trial there has been a resurgence in classic trailing in the North with
the re-introduction of the Yorkshire Dales Classic Trial and more recently the Durham Dales Classic Trial, both of
which are championship rounds. A number of members can be seen competing on classic and long distance trials
most months of the year across the country.
The club still organises car trials whenever possible has also run some very successful two-day treasure hunts covering areas across the North of England and into Scotland. These involve an overnight stop with time to relax and
socialise. It has also introduced the Autumn Adventure Treasure Hunt for club members.
Fell Side is actively involved in providing marshalling teams to the Vintage Sports Car Club on its Lakeland Trial and
Scottish Trial. Many of its club members, be they car or bike owners, are also involved in restoring and building classic and vintage cars and bikes.
The club publishes a magazine and holds meetings every other month. It is very keen to attract competitors to classic trialling and is only too pleased to give advice to anyone thinking of giving the sport a try. Fell Side extends an
open invitation to anyone across the North to join, whether they are actively trialling or simply have an interest in the
sport and wish to join with others of a like interest.
The club can be contacted via their Chairman, Myke Pocock, on 01228 530555 or via their web site at

www. fellsideac.co.uk
ROPS WELDING

Technical
Updates, clarification and advice

HELMET STANDARDS

As part of an ongoing review into current Roll Over Protection Systems (ROPS) regulations, the MSA recently carried
out testing to establish the differing effects of full and partial
tube welding in ROPS. For the test, three samples were
used – a 180º weld, a 270º weld and a full 360º weld – as
shown below pre-testing.
All three samples were prepared using the same material
batch, MIG wire and fabricator for consistency. They were
then tested to failure, with the failure load recorded for
each as below

Competitors are reminded that as per (K)10.3.1(a),
there are two helmet standards that will no longer be
valid after the end of this year.
The Snell SA2005 and SFI Foundation 31.1A/31.2A
are both withdrawn with effect from 01 January 2019.

Sample Failure Load (Tonne)
180º

4

2700

8

0

360

12+

TRAINING

2018 DATES

All training is delivered by
Licensed MSA Instructors and based
on the MSA Training Modules

1st December

PRC Books will be signed where appropriate, if you require signatures, bring your books with you, if you don't
have a PRC Book, see below for details about how to
register, get accredited and you will receive a registration card and PRC book.
Please complete your online accreditation at least 3
weeks prior to your first training course to allow time to
receive your card and book.

Getting Involved
Almost all motor sport events need volunteer marshals
(recognisable from their orange overalls) to make sure
they are run safely and effectively.
Marshalling is a rewarding way of getting more closely
involved with motor sport and joining a community of
like-minded enthusiasts; general duties range from displaying flag signals to drivers and clearing debris to
helping extract drivers and cars that have crashed or
broken down.

Details of how to become a marshal can be found on
the Volunteers in Motorsport website, which outlines all
the relevant clubs, types of motor sport marshalling and
training days.

First on Scene
Blackburn Services

To Book Your Place On
Training Sessions
You Can do it on Line

We wish all to register online if possible as it
saves lots of admin time for our volunteers!

http://thats-motorsport.com/training/

Or email Tracy Smith
tracey.amsc@hotmail.com

Or phone Jon Aston
0333 0022 510

If you are interested in becoming a rally/cross country
marshal, you can become accredited in less than an
hour by completing the new online training and accreditation scheme.
Simply visit www.msauk.org/Marshals/Onlinerally-marshals-training and either login if you are an
existing MSA member, or register if you are new. Once
logged in follow the links for "Online Training".

Other useful links to
Motorsport Training:

www.brmc.org.uk

Higherford Mill,
Gisburn Rd,
Barrowford,
Nelson
BB9 6JH
01282 690184

Regulations for consultation

The latest regulation changes
proposed by the Rallies Committee will shortly
be available for consultation on the MSA website

https://www.msauk.org/consultations

www.volunteersinmotorsport.co.uk

Please have your say. Thank you!

11 Maes Canol
Llandudno Junction
LL31 9UX
Tel: 01492 584872
07788 995345
e-mail anwcc@talktalk.net

PROPOSALS TO RE-ENERGIZE THE ANWCC CHAMPIONSHIPS FOR 2019
Following successful championships for over 50 years, we feel that some changes are required to re-energize
things, to encourage competitors to join and also for clubs to take advantage with increased entry levels.
We are proud to say that the ANWCC Championships are “Regional Championships for Club Competitors”, with a
high level of competition across our whole range of disciplines.
However, there has been a decrease in numbers, not just within our championships but also entry levels for events,
so we hope to reverse that trend by updating our championships and also, for organisers of some non-rally disciplines, extending the championships to include popular Clubman status events – this is a trial following the MSA
decision to run a two-year trial as described below.
The MSA has relaxed regulation D4.5.4 for 2019 insomuch as Association Championship contenders no longer require a MSA Competition Licence for Clubman events of certain disciplines that can be included in Association
Championships.
The decision taken by the Motor Sports Council, to be implemented 1st January 2019 was published recently by the
MSA, and is repeated below:
4.5.4 Events in 4.5 (b) to (k) (l) may form part of a Regional Association Championship provided that all Competitors participating or scoring in such a championship hold a Clubmans Competition Licence.
Reason: The Regional Committee has noted a general decline in support of Regional Association
Championships, for Autotests and Car Trials in particular, whilst entries for non-championship events remain
healthy. It is suggested that the requirement to hold a Clubmans Competition Licence is a barrier to championship registration.
The Regional Committee proposed a two-year experiment top waive the requirement for a competition licence
for Regional Association Championships for those event types as specified in D4.5. These being events for
which a competition licence is not otherwise required at events of a Clubmans Status.
It was further proposed to extend this to include those Navigation Rallies limited to 20 cars which may form
part of a Regional Association Championship.
The effect of this experiment would be to modify General Regulations for the term as above.

Date of Implementation: 1 January 2019
The effect of this enables us to encourage the many competitors who only wish to tackle Clubman status events to
be part of the ANWCC Championship. With this in mind, clubs who organise Clubman status Autotests and Autosolos are requested to consider running their events with an invitation to “registered ANWCC Championship contenders” – this will count in addition to the 15 clubs that may be invited.
The same can also apply to Trials, but as most of our Trials are also part of National Championships we still, for
2019 at least, only include events of National B status.
Clubs should note that the permit and insurance fees for Clubman status events are lower than for National B, so
there is a potential saving of about £2 per entry, consideration can be given for lower entry fees. Also, instead of
having two events they can run one to cater for all competitors. If wished, there could be awards for the best Clubman, so giving them something to contest without the possibility of being beaten by the “experts”.

Continued on Page 77

ANWCC RULE CHANGE PROPOSAL
Continued from Page 76
Clubs submitting dates for Clubman status events that are suitable for ANWCC championships will be contacted
separately with a view to having their events included in the 2019 ANWCC Championships.
It is proposed to introduce Clubman awards to the Autotest and Autosolo championships especially for those competitors who limit themselves to the Clubman status events. Note it will be possible for the overall winner to be a
competitor who only tackles the Clubman events!
To make the championships more attractive to competitors it is proposed to reduce the registration fee, from £18 to
£12 which will cover all championships (one fee for 14 championships!), or for under 25-year-olds the fee will be
just £6. As in 2018, competitors who have not attained their 17th birthday (as at 1st January 2019) will be given free
championship registration.
We also respectfully ask that clubs help to promote our championships to their members, through club websites or
magazines (see note below regarding our correct website address)
Cross-referring to the 2018 Championship Regulations a summary of the proposals follows. Clubs may submit
comments before the meeting on Monday 12th November 2018, where the proposals will be put forward for discussion and approval by the attendees.
Draft regulations, incorporating the proposed changes, can be found on our website at www.anwcc.co.uk/2019champ-regs-1
Please forward any comments by e-mail or snail-mail to the above address, to arrive by Monday 12th November
2018.
Kind regards,

Dave V Thomas
Championships Co-Ordinator
Association of North-Western Car Clubs

Please also note that our website is now www.anwcc.co.uk following problems with our old
site, and we ask that all clubs check the link from their club website – either amend the link or
add it to your site – thank you.

www.anwcc.co.uk (NEW!)
2018 General Regulation
[1.3] … registration fee of £18 will entitle a competitor to score points on all ANWCC Championship events. A reduced registration fee of £14 will entitle a competitor to score points in the non-Rally championships only.
Competitors registering for the North Wales Rally Challenges only will pay a fee of £2 per Challenge.
Competitors aged under 17 at the time of registration will receive free registration.
Proposed 2019 regulation
[1.3] … registration fee of £12 will entitle a competitor to score points on all ANWCC Championship events. A reduced registration fee of £6 will be charged for competitors who have not reached their 25 th birthday by 1st January 2019.
Competitors aged under 17 at the time of registration will receive free registration.
REASON: To encourage more competitors, especially amongst the younger element. This would make our fees for competitors very competitive.

2018 General Regulation
[1.6] The qualifying events … or clubman status for events that comply with D 4.5.4, organised by member clubs of the
ANWCC. (To be eligible to compete and score championship points competitors must hold an MSA Competition Licence of
minimum grade “Clubmans” A non-Race National B is recommended to cover most events unless you have a higher MSA
Competition Licence)
Proposed 2019 regulation
[1.6] Delete reference to holding a MSA Competition Licence
REASON: Change to the MSA regulations – no longer a requirement for Championship contenders in Clubman status
events to hold MSA Competition Licences.
2018 Stage & Forest Rally Regulation
[2.3 & 4.3] Cars complying with MSA Regulations for Historic Cars (R49) will, in addition to the appropriate classes above,
be included in Class (H) Historic Cars.
Proposed 2019 regulation
Delete.

REASON: MSA regulations for 2019 will require a nominated Historic Eligibility Scrutineer for the ANWCC. We have only
a small few Historic Stage Rally competitors.
2018 North Wales Stage & Road Rally Challenges Regulation
[3.5 & 6.5] Awards … 1st Junior Driver & Navigator (under 21 as at 1 January 2018).
Proposed 2019 regulation
Change age for Juniors from 21 to 25
REASON: Not many competitors under 21, encourage more up to 25 to register.

2019 Historic Road Rally, Autotest, PCA & Autosolo Championship Regulations
[7.6, 9.3 & 10.3] Points for the Overall Championship will be scored on the basis of 15 for 1 st overall, 14 for 2nd, etc., down to
1 point for 15th place, between eligible competitors only …
[11.3] Points for the Overall Championship will be scored on the basis of 20 for 1st overall, 19 for 2nd, etc., down to 1 point for
20th place, between eligible competitors only …
Proposed 2019 regulation
Standardise points scoring for top 20 eligible competitors (currently 15 in some and 20 in others)
REASON: In anticipation of more registered contenders, and to standardise scoring systems.

2018 Autotest Championship Regulations
[9.2] Classes will be as follows:
(A) Saloons up to 11’ overall length;
(B) Saloons over 11’ overall length;
(C) Sports Cars;
(D) Specials;
(E) Road-going saloon cars – being defined as cars that are fully road legal.
Proposed 2019 regulation
Classes will be as follows:
(A) Saloon cars, that are not taxed or tested;
(B) Sports cars and Specials
(C) Road-going saloon cars – being defined as cars that are fully road legal.
REASON: Simplification and to encourage more standard road-going cars.
2018 Autosolo Championship Regulations
[11.2] Classes will be as follows:
(A) Production Saloon Cars up to 13’ (3.96m) overall length and up to 1400cc (must have all seats and trim fitted)
(B) Production Saloon Cars up to 13’ (3.96m) overall length and over 1400cc (must have all seats and trim fitted)
(C) Production Saloon Cars over 13’ (3.96m) overall length (must have all seats and trim fitted)
(D) Series Production Sports Cars hood down or hood up
(E) All other cars (including “low volume” sports cars, e.g. Caterhams, Westfields) and Stage Rally prepared cars.
Proposed 2019 regulation
Length for Classes (A), (B) and (C) to be 4.15m (13’7”)
Reason: The 13’ car length split has been around for some 40 years. Modern cars have all increased in dimensions and
as such, the 13’ length is not relevant to modern cars, The change to a split at 4.15m will include all small cars and city
cars.

2018 Autotest & Autosolo Championship Regulations
No current regulation
Proposed 2019 regulation
[New 9.4 & 11.4] Where an event comprises both National B and Clubman status then both events may count separately for the championship.
[New 9.5 & 11.5] For the purpose of the Clubman awards (see 6) a Clubman is defined as a competitor whose points
are only gained on Clubman status events in the championship. Entering a non-Clubman event will disqualify the competitor
from the Clubman award eligibility, but will retain such points for the main series. It should be noted that a Clubman competitor does not require a MSA Competition Licence.
[9.4 & 11.4 re-numbered 11.4 & 11.4] Add awards for 1st & 2nd Clubman.
REASON: Allow for Clubman competitors, not holding a MSA Competition licence, to contest our championships and to
have their own inter-Clubman competition with separate class awards.

2018 Production Car Autotest Championship Regulations
[10.2] Class (E) Competitors aged 25 and over (as at 1.1.2018) – not eligible for overall awards.
Proposed 2019 regulation
Include all competitors in overall classification.
Additional awards … 1st Under 17 (Classes A & B); 1st Under 25 (Classes C & D)
REASON: To encourage Clubman entries (not holding MSA Competition licences) of all ages. Addition of youngster
awards.
Championship Event Registration Fees
Currently organising clubs are invoiced £1 for each championship contender on the event, capped at £30 for rallies and £10
for non-rally disciplines.
Funds for the Marshals Championship, with the monthly cash awards, come from competitors who are invited to add an
amount to their championship registration fees.
Proposal for 2019
No change to the £1 per competitor levy.
Add an amount of £5 per event which will be ring-fenced for the Marshals Championship Fund. This will be invoiced after the
event. The maximum payable by any club would therefore be £35 for rallies, £15 for non-rally events.
REASON: Due to the decrease in registered contenders over the past few years and the big drop from 2017, the
amount available for the fund is decreasing.
Also to encourage clubs to get their marshals and club members to claim – money goes towards monthly cash awards
and end-of-year share of the “pot”, as reward for assisting run events.

Cinderella was now 75 years old. After a fulfilling life with the now dead Prince, she happily sat upon her rocking
chair, watching the world go by from her front porch, with a cat called Alan for companionship. One sunny afternoon, out of nowhere, appeared the Fairy Godmother. Cinderella said "Fairy Godmother, what are you doing here
after all these years?" The Fairy Godmother replied "Well Cinderella, since you have lived a good, wholesome life
since we last met, I have decided to grant you 3 wishes. Is there anything for which your heart still yearns?" Cinderella is taken aback, overjoyed and after some thoughtful consideration and almost under her breath she uttered her
first wish "I wish I was wealthy beyond comprehension." Instantly, her rocking chair was turned into solid gold. Cinderella was stunned. Alan, her old faithful cat, jumped off her lap and scampered to the edge of the porch, quivering
with fear. Cinderella said "Oh thank you, Fairy Godmother". The Fairy Godmother replied "It is the least I can do.
What does your heart wish for your second wish?" Cinderella looked down at her frail body, and said "I wish I was
young and full of the beauty of youth again". At once, her wish having been desired, became reality, and her beautiful youthful visage had returned. Cinderella felt stirrings inside her that had been dormant for years and long forgotten vigour and vitality began to course through her very soul. Then the Fairy Godmother again spoke "You have
one more wish, what shall you have?" Cinderella looked over to the frightened cat in the corner and said "I wish you
to transform Alan my old cat into a beautiful and handsome young man". Magically, Alan suddenly underwent so
fundamental a change in his biological make-up, that when complete he stood before her, a boy, so beautiful the
like of which she, nor the world, had ever seen, so fair indeed that birds begun to fall from the sky at his feet. The
Fairy Godmother again spoke "Congratulations, Cinderella. Enjoy your new life." And, with a blazing shock of bright
blue electricity, she was gone. For a few eerie moments, Alan and Cinderella looked into each other's eyes. Cinderella sat, breathless, gazing at the most stunningly perfect boy she had ever seen. Then Alan walked over to Cinderella, who sat transfixed in her rocking chair, and held her close in his young muscular arms. He leant in close to her
ear, and into her ear breathed as much as whispered, blowing her golden hair with his warm breath, "I bet you regret having me neutered now, don't you?”

Championship Standings
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Road Rally
O/A

: following Cilwendeg

Driver

(R13)

Club

Points

Autotest

: Following R13 19th Aug

O/A

Driver
Dave Evans

Whitchurch

167

3

Duncan Wild

Knutsford

139

4

Colin Moreton

Knutsford

137

5

Lee Matthews

C&A

105

477

PCA (Under 25s only) :

2

Mark Lennox

Newtown

436

O/A

3

Jon Bossen

Matlock

435

1

4

Lorenzo Lee

Dovey

434

5

Steve King

WBCC

391

Club

Driver

Points

Matthew Nicholls

Bolton

96

2

James Robinson

U17MC NW

76

3

Delo Hughes

C&A

58

Points

47

Will Hughes

C&A

54

5

James Williams

U17MC

40

Rob Bryn Jones

Clwyd

764

2

Michael Gilbey

Aberystwyth

488

3

Grace Pedley

Knowldale

469

AutoSOLO

4

Ian Beamond

Newtown

436

O/A

5

Cadog Davies

Lampeter

366

1

AdgeSPEED Stages

Driver

Following R24
Club

1

O/A

167

=1

116

Stage Rally : Following

C&A

Dafydd Roberts

Mike Webber

Navigator

Points

=1

1

O/A

Club

: Following R14 28/10 Preston

Driver

Club

Points

Neil Jones

Bala

240

2

Howard Morris

Rhyl

226

3

Andy Williams

U17MC

225

Club

Points

4

James Williams

U17MC

220

5

Jamie Foster

Rally Group B

214

Club

Points

1

Andrew Morris

Welsh Border

907

2

Calvin Woods

Wigan

753

3

Gethin Jones

Harlech

682

Sprint

4

Brandon Smith

Clitheroe

599

O/A

5

John Stone

BSSMC

595

1

Robert Tonge

Liverpool

854.96

Club

Points

2

Nigel Fox

Clitheroe

832.94

O/A

Co-Driver

: R20 Anglesey
Driver

1

Chloe Thomas

C&A

907

3

Nigel Trundle

G&PMC

818.65

2

Conner Aspey

Wigan

753

4

Steve Wilson

Longton

808.83

3

Tomos Williams

C&A

746

5

Chris Boyd

Longton

804.63

4

Catrin Jones

Clwyd Vale

669

5

Stephen Landen

Warrington

662

Stage Rally (Forest) : R7
O/A

Driver

Hillclimb
O/A

Trackrod

: Following R9 Scammonden
Driver

Club

Points

1

Michael Thomson

ERO

641.55

Clitheroe

629.86

ERO

628.80

Knutsford

591.62

Airedale

517.75

Club

Points

2

Nigel Fox

Bala

154

3

Raymond Worrall

1

David Roberts

2

David Auden

Knutsford

146

4

David Goodlad

3

Andy Graham

ERO

72

5

John Pinder

=4

Hugh Hunter

NWCC

40

=4

Steve Johnson

U17MC

40

Club

Points

O/A

O/A

Co-Driver

Trials

: Following R7
Driver

‘Yorkshire’
Club

Points

Ilkley

176

1

Emyr Hall

Bala

115

1

Henry Kitching

2

Sion Cunliffe

C&A

113

2

Rupert North

A&PMMC

175

3

Christopher Row

Knutsford

109

3

Kevin Roberts

Bala

148

4

Ian Jones

NWCC

103

4

Sion Griffith

Bala

143

5

Dei Jones

Bala

82

5

John Wadsworth

NWCC

132

Sprint & Hillclimb Championship
O/A

Championship Standings
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North Wales Stage Rally Challenge
O/A

Driver

Club

Points

Driver

Club

Points

1

Michael Thomson

ERO

859.52

2

Robert Tonge

Liverpool

855.96

3

Nigel Fox

Clitheroe

848.72

4

Raymond Worrall

ERO

841.56

5

Nigel Trundle

G&PMC

827.61

1

Gethin Jones

Harlech

195

Allrounders Championship

2

Andrew Morris

WBCC

167

O/A

3

Calvin Woods

Wigan

165

1

Nigel Fox

4

Eric Roberts

C&A

150

2

John Wadsworth

5

Dion Rowlands

Harlech

143

=3

Dave Goodlad

Club

Points

=3

Stephen Johnson

=3

Jamie Foster

O/A

(Junior)

Navigator

O/A Driver

Club

Points

Clitheroe

150

NWCC

148

Knutsford

144

U17MC

144

Ral with GB

144

Club

Points

1

Tomos Williams

(Junior)

C&A

194

2

Chloe Thomas

(Junior)

C&A

164

3

Connor Aspey

Wigan

161

1

James Williams

U17MC

127

4

Merfyn Williams

C&A

145

2

Ellis Matthews

C&A

113

5

Kai Daniel Alcock

Harlech

141

O/A

Club

Points

(Junior)

North Wales Road Rally Challenge
O/A

Driver

Club

Points

O/A

Junior (U25) Driver

Driver - 1000cc

1

Stephen Johnson

U17MC

143

2

James Williams

U17MC

100

Inter-Club Championship

(133 Events)

1

Lorenzo Lee

Dovey

196

2

Andy Price

Telford

178

3

Mark Lennox

Newtown

175

1

Caernarvonshire & Anglesey MC

387

4

Steve King

WBCC

169

2

Knutsford & DMC

378

5

Dylan Williams

Harlech

150

3

Clitheroe & DMC

352

Club

Points

4

Bolton-le-Moors CC

333

5

U 17 MC

306

6

Bala & DMC

303

7

North Wales CC

291

O/A

Co-Driver

O/A

Club

Points

1

Michael Gilbey

Aberystwyth

199

2

Rob Bryn Jones

Clwyd

176

3

Ian Beaumond

Newtown

175

4

Aron Jones

Bala

161

8

Liverpool MC

242

5

Michael Jones

WBCC

146

9

Longton & DMC

232

10

Hagley & DLCC

194

Historic Road Rally Challenge
O/A

Driver

Club

Points

Marshals Championship

1

Ian Crammond

3 Castles

80

O/A

2

Richard Harrison

Knutsford

50

1

Maurice Ellison

=3

Arthur Jones

Rhyl

18

2

=3

Duncan Wild

Knutsford

18

Lee Matthews

C&A

O/A

Co-Driver

Marshal

Club

Points

Clitheroe

155

Tim Millington

Warrington

116

3

Amanda Baron

Accrington

95

0

4

Tracey Smith

Accrington

80

Club

Points

5

Laura Jos

C&A

69

Catrin Jos

C&A

68

1

Peter Boyce

HRCR

58

6

2

Richard Crozier

HRCR

40

=7

Robert O’Brian

Warrington

65

3

Henry Carr

Ilkley

36

=7

William O’Brian

Warrington

65

4

Grace Pedley

Knowldale

16

9

Paul Cross

C&A

60

5

Yvonne & Ellis Matthews

C&A

0

10

Rob Jos

C&A

55

Championship Standings
In Brief : Updated 29/10/18
go to http://anwcc.co.uk

Glynne Edwards Memorial Championship
O/A

Club

Points

1

Caernarvonshire & Anglesey MC

1291

2

Bala & DMC

1149

3

North Wales CC

719

4

Harlech & DMC

680

5

Clwyd Vale MC

394

6

Rhyl & DMC

372

7

116 MC

329

8

Broughton & Brecon MC

313

Ladies Rally Championship
O/A

Driver

Club

Points

Allrounders
O/A

Competitor

1

Nigel Fox

2

John Wadsworth

Club

Points

Clitheroe

150

NWCC

148

=3

Dave Goodlad

Knutsford

144

U17MC

144

1

Jade Paveley

NWCC

233.60

=3

Steve Johnson

2

Ashleigh Morris

Bolton

222.64

=3

Jamie Foster

Rallying with G ‘B’

144

3

Lauren Groves

Clwyd Vale

17.65

6

Andy Williams

U17MC

136

7

Rob Bryn Jones

Clwyd

135

8

Howard Morris

Rhyl

127

U17MC

127

Bala

120

O/A

Co-Driver

Club

Points

=8

James Williams

10

Neil Jones

1

Chloe Thomas

G&A

616.97

2

Lauren Hewitt

Clwyd Vale

455.61

3

Grace Pedley

Knowldale

444.63

4

Mari Haf Evans

C&A

357.09

5

Catrin Jones

Clwyd Vale

327.25

Three Sisters Rally Challenge
O/A

Driver

Class

Points

1

Ryan Burns

C

160

2

Calvin Woods

B

156

3

Andrew Morris

D

151

4

John Stone

C&E

145

5

Lee Hartley

B

141

Class

Points

O/A

Co-Driver

WARNING!!

1

Connor Aspey

B

156

2

Chloe Thomas

D

151

3

Alex Stone

C&E

145

4

Catrin Jones

A&B

144

THIS ONLY WORKS ONCE YOU
HAVE UPLOADED THE DANCING
VIDEO TO FACEBOOK!!

5

Barry Armer

B

141

(just found goblin wee on the broccoli)

FOR SALE

Genuine
MK2 FORD ESCORT

RS2000

Reluctant sale but time to pass this class winning historic spec rally car on to someone else to have some fun in it.
I have owned and driven this car for 12 years in which time I have
competed in the NESCRO historic rally series with several class
wins and many miles of smiles and fun.
Over the years it has served me well, in 2014 I restored the car
with new front wings, front panel and had a full inside and outside
re spray, after which it was put in dry storage and has only been
brought back out recently.
 It runs a GEM 2.1 pinto dynode at 155 BHP and 155 Lbs feet
torque, big valve head and rally cam, breathing through a single 45 weber on a Mangoletsi inlet manifold. Single box 2.5inch exhaust on banana manifold.
 Quaife straight cut, close ratio type 9-5 speed gearbox with
strengthened top cover and breather, single piece prop shaft
and English rear axle with 4.4 plate LSD, single leaf de cambered rear springs. Rear drum brakes competition linings, disc
conversion kit included with the spares.
 Front struts are Bilstein’s with lowered competition springs and
cross drilled grooved discs and competition pads.
 Full bolt in cage, Cobra rally seats 6-point harnesses and fire
eater extinguisher system. Brantz rally comp and timer.
 12-gallon alloy tank in boot with battery box and fuel pumps.
 Fully skidded chassis with double floor from sills to chassis
rails.
 Too much to list but all the necessary bits to make competitive
and fun.
 Full rally spares package available with the car.

£ 18000:00 OVNO.
Phone Ian on mobile 07801383783

2 Pugs FOR SALE

ANWCC Championship
Winning Car
Ready to go






Billstein s front and rear
stainless exhaust
helical diff
hyd hand brake
on Northallerton rolling road pok got 159
bhp at engine

Open to offers over

£4,500

William Jarman

07850-392854
For more details

Peugeot 205gti










The car is log booked ready to rally
standard engine
4branch exhaust
billsteins adjustable fronts
billies on rear
hyd handbrake
helical diff
tank guard
never been in the forest just on Tarmac
(we have original seats etc to take it back to
standard road spec if needed)

£4,000 ovno
William Jarman

07850-392854
For more details

Motorsport North West

Legend Fires North West Stages
Saturday 23rd March 2019

Motorsport North West can now confirm that they plan to run the Legend Fires North West Stages on Saturday 23rd
March 2019, with a move to a new base in the Historic Lancashire market town of Garstang.
Following the change in the Road Traffic Act Legislation in 2017 the organisers took a year’s sabbatical to concentrate on the vast amount of work needed to pursue the possibility of a number of Closed Road Special Stages for the
2019 event. They are now pleased to announce that a MSA permit has been issued which has allowed an application for a Motor Race Order to be submitted to the Local highways authority, Lancashire County Council.
Motorsport North West have worked closely with Wyre Council for a number of years having run Special Stages on
the Council owned Fleetwood Waterfront in the past, so it made sense to seek their support for Closed Road Special
Stages. It was at the Councils request that the base of the event has been moved into their Borough. Accordingly
Central Service & scrutineering will be located at the Myerscough College, which is well known for their Motorsport
Courses. Moving the base East still allows some of the traditional Area to be used, but opens up other possible options in the Lancashire Fells.
A tremendous amount of work has already been done and there are still numerous hurdles to overcome, but subject
to securing the Motor Race Order, it is planned to use a combination of Closed Public Roads and Private venues for
the Special Stages, giving approx 50 stage miles in total.

FOR SALE

MGF
1995

very early model,
chassis no 1450 App,
New cam belt,
multi layer steel head gasket fitted, this
is the answer to head gasket problems
on K series engines, runs well, good appearance, distinctive number plate
HIG2430, but before an MOT can be obtained there are underbody issues that
need to be sorted. MOT due November.
This car must go as garage space is required for other projects

Lancashire Automobile Club
Sunday 18th November

Motorsport Luncheon
Stirk House.

If you have petrol in your veins this is one not to miss. Brian Redman
(ex F1, F5000 and Can Am) brings us up to date on his life in motorsport.

Details from Carolyn Taylor
01254 385413

Contact Ed Glaister
on 01228 576408
or 07776491393
or e mail
edgsm2@gmail.com

£500

‘Bagger 19
26th - 27th January 2019

However the Bagger 19 will be the last Bagger that will run in the popular format that has tried to re-create the testing
targa type rallies of the past within the new rules.
As with so many events the organisers have finally arrived at the vintage that the work involved is just becoming too
demanding for a small team, over the years the volunteer base and marshal numbers have dwindled enough to
make it difficult to re-create what the event stands for.
Everything is in hand. We have a route of 4 sections, the shortest being 20 miles and the two longest being 65 miles
each, for all you budding maths experts that just leaves another one at 40 miles. 2 miles of un-surfaced roads, it will
once again start at the "Wind Whistle" which has been bought by an ex stage rally guy from Yorkshire

Regs : www. vcrr.eu/

HALL TROPHY
STAGES RALLY
24th November

A round of the Following Championships

HRCR Old Stager
sd34msg Stage Rally
ANCC Stage Rally
AEMMC Stage
RAFMSA Rally
ANWCC Stage
sd34msg League

REGS :

www.clitheroedmc.co.uk

MARSHALS
Please Email

marshals@halltrophy.co.uk
or sd34news@gmail.com

On the B1205, Nr Blyton, Lincs DN21

Sheffield & Hallamshire Motor Club regret to announce
that due to circumstances beyond the club’s control, we
have been forced to cancel this weekend’s Jackson Trophy Rally. We wish to thank all competitors who had entered for the event, as well as the large numbers of marshals who had volunteered to give up their time to assist
in the safe running of the event.
Club President Ian Houston: “It is a great pity that we
have to cancel The Jackson Trophy Rally. Our organising team have worked tirelessly to get the event off the
ground, and to run into problems at this late stage is
heart-breaking for all concerned. My thanks also to the
crews who had shown their support in entering the rally,
and particularly the marshals who had offered their time
to help us.”
Refunds will be issued to competitors in due course. We
thank you for your understanding.

Sheffield & Hallamshire Motor Club.

Duncan Littler
2 Pendref, Dwyran, Anglesey,
Gwynedd. LL61 6YL
Tel:01248 430015
Mob:07740 179619
e-mail: dunclitz@hotmail.com

ADGESPEED
Unit 14, Thames Trading Centre,
Woodrow Way, Irlam, Manchester. M44 6BP
Telephone
Unit
: 0161 777 9949
Mobile : 07960 964069
Fax
: 0161 777 9948
E-Mail : sales@adgespeed.co.uk

Karen lost her husband almost four years ago and still hadn't gotten out of her mourning stage. Her daughter was
constantly calling her and urging her to get back into the dating world. Finally, Karen surrendered. With some courage, she told her family members that she will go out again. That said, she didn't really know anyone suitable.
Her daughter immediately replied: "Mom! I have someone for you to meet." Well, it was an immediate hit. They took
to one another, and, after dating for six weeks, he asked her to join him for a weekend in the Catskills.
Their first night there, she undressed as he did. There she stood nude except for a black bra and a pair of black
lacy panties, and he in his birthday suit. Looking at her he asked: "Why the black underwear?" She replied: "My
breasts you can fondle, my body is yours to explore, but down there I am still in mourning.”
He knew he wasn't getting lucky that night.
The following night the same scenario. She was standing there with the black panties on, and he was in his birthday suit ... except that he was wearing a black condom.
She looked at him and asked: "What's with this ... a black condom?"
"Well." He said, "I wanted to offer my deepest condolences."

Chance to co-drive on
Hall Trophy Stages Rally
Saturday 25th November

GAZZARD
ACCOUNTS

Registered Agent with HM
Revenue & Customs.

Accounts and Bookkeeping services for
Small Businesses.
Serving Greater Manchester and
areas of Lancashire
and Cheshire.

We would like to offer the chance to co-drive in the Tesco Mobile
Rally Car and actually compete in the Hall Trophy Stages Rally
on Saturday 25th November while also supporting our Tesco
Charity Partners.
All costs will be covered by us including the purchase of your codriver licence, safety equipment & tuition if necessary. Win a
chance to Co-Drive in the Tesco Mobile Rally Car.
Simply visit our Just Giving page and donate £5 to enter.
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/jon-hudson4

Registered Office :
33 Acresfield Road,
Middleton,
Manchester. M24 2WT.

Office Tel No : 0161 - 643 - 7845

E-Mail :

gazzard.accts@btinternet.com

On the first day, God created the dog and said, "Sit all day by

the door of your house and bark at anyone who comes in or
walks past. For this, I will give you a life span of twenty years."
The dog said, "That's a long time to be barking. How about only
ten years and I'll give you back the other ten?" And God saw it
was good.
On the second day, God created the monkey and said, Entertain people, do tricks, and make them laugh. For this, I'll give
you a twenty-year life span." The monkey said, "Monkey tricks
for twenty years? That's a pretty long time to perform. How about
I give you back ten like the dog did?" And God, again saw it was
good.
On the third day, God created the cow and said, "You must go
into the field with the farmer all day long and suffer under the
sun, have calves and give milk to support the farmer's family. For
this, I will give you a life span of sixty years." The cow said,
"That's kind of a tough life you want me to live for sixty years.
How about twenty and I'll give back the other forty?" And God
agreed it was good.
On the fourth day, God created humans and said, "Eat, sleep,
play, marry and enjoy your life. For this, I'll give you twenty
years." But the human said, "Only twenty years? Could you possibly give me my twenty, the forty the cow gave back, the ten the
monkey gave back, and the ten the dog gave back; that makes
eighty, okay?"
"Okay," said God, "You asked for it."
So that is why for our first twenty years, we eat, sleep, play and
enjoy ourselves. For the next forty years, we slave in the sun to
support our family. For the next ten years, we do monkey tricks
to entertain the grandchildren. And for the last ten years, we sit
on the front porch and bark at everyone. Life has now been explained to you. There is no need to thank me for this valuable
information. I'm doing it as a public service.
If you are looking for me I will be on the front porch.

GARAGE CLEAR OUT

Post War
Wolsely

XPAG Gearbox
With Alloy
Bellhousing
(Floor Change)

Starter Motor
Non Tacho take off
type Dynamo

Sensible offers
Dickie Milne
07712554495.

Morecambe Car Club

12 Car Rally

Thursday 15th November
Morecambe Car Club Ltd.
will promote a

12 Car Navigational Rally
on Thursday 15th November 2018
 The Start and Finish will be at the Greyhound Inn,

Manx Auto Sport

Pokerstars Rally
9th & 10th November
The organising committee for Manx Auto Sport are
pleased to announce that the Regulations for this years
Pokerstars Rally - to be held 9th & 10th November
2018, will be released on 7th August 2018.
Yet again, the organising committee have put another
excellent route together giving competitors over 100
miles of pure tarmac rallying. As in previous years, there
will be a centralised service area with road miles kept to
a minimum.
The 2018 route has been approved in principal by the
Department of Infrastructure and plans with the event
are progressing well.
For UK Crews looking to compete, entry and travel
packages will be available through our travel partner Isle of Man Event Services.
The 2017 Pokerstars Rally had a bumper entry - oversubscribed, and Manx Auto Sport believe that due to the
events ever popular status, the same could happen for
the 2018 event.
Please look out for further updates in due course on our
Facebook and Twitter feeds, and many thanks for your
continued support.
http://www.iomevents.com/package_page_281126.html







Halton Lancashire LA2 6LZ. (Map 97/503648) where
all formalities will take place.
The route will be approximately 60 miles in length
all of which will be on public roads,
O.S. Sheets 97, 98, 102 and 103 (1:50000 scale)
will be required.
The route will be defined by traditional means
such as Tulips, Map References, Spot Heights,
Map Features etc.
Entries open on publication of these regulations. and
close on 14/10/18.

All entries to be sent to
Derek Shepherd,
37 Windsor Grove,
Morecambe,
Lancashire, LA4 4LP.
Tel No. (01524) 412505
The maximum number of entries is 12.

The entry fee is £12.00 per car.
A free Hot Pot Supper will be served for all who
took part at the Greyhound Hotel after the event

Additional Supplimentary
Regulations & Entry Form
available from the Secretary of the event

Derek Shepherd
derekshepherd12@btinternet.com

Marshals
Even on a 12 Car we need Marshals
Andy Ritchie :

andyritchie123@gmail.com

MARSHALS
Needed for
MEM

MELLORS ELLIOT MOTORSPORT

MALTON FOREST RALLY
SUNDAY 4th NOVEMBER

Calling all prospective Marshals . .
We desperately require more marshals to attend and
help CDMC run a successful Cropton

Stage on

the 4th November.
It will be an early start if you are not staying locally and it
might not be shirts off weather but a great entry will help
warm the cockles of your rallying heart . . . if you can
assist at all please contact myself on email . . .

tonykart54@gmail.com

MEM
MALTON FOREST RALLY
SUNDAY 4th NOVEMBER 2018
Malton Motor Club are pleased to announce the continued support of Mellors Elliot Motor Sport for their annual
forest special stage rally to be held in the Yorkshire forests on Sunday, 4th November 2018.
This is the 21st consecutive year that Chris Mellors has
supported the event which must be one of the longest
continuous sponsorship deals in motor sport. MEM prepare Proton rally cars from their base at Bakewell, Derbyshire.
The event will start from Thornton le Dale municipal car
park on the Sunday morning and head for three special
stages in Cropton, Gale Rigg and Langdale forests.
A service area will be held at Adderstone Field on Dalby
Forest Drive before repeating the stages in the afternoon.
The event will finish at Adderstone Field in mid afternoon.

Regulations and entry forms can be
downloaded from the club's website

www.maltonforestrally.co.uk
Spectators will be catered for at both Cropton and Gale
Rigg forests and detailed instructions will be released
shortly before the event.
The event will be marshalled by several hundred volunteers from local and regional motor clubs.
Organised in conjunction with Clitheroe & District Motor
Club the event is a counting round of several regional
championships. It is anticipated that about 70 cars will
participate ranging from World Rally Cars to humble two
wheel drive class contenders.
Two wheel drive cars will start first on the road followed
by the 4WD brigade.
It is anticipated that about 20% of the entry will be in the
historic classes.

Chief Marshal
Geoff Dean
maltonmarshal@gmail.com
07525 193 778

Exciting New Link-Up with Motorsport News Announced

MSN RALLY CHAMPIONSHIP

The MSN Circuit Rally Championship (MNCRC) in association with MSVR Racing, featuring the Michelin Cup and
the Protyre Challenge is delighted to announce further details regarding its enhanced media package, including the
return of Steve McKenna as the Championship’s Official Photographer and enhanced coverage from Championship
partner Motorsport News.
Following on from the announcement last month of an upgraded TV package, the Championship is pleased to
announce enhanced coverage from Championship partner Motorsport News. As part of this enhanced link-up, a
dedicated reporter from Britain’s premier Motorsport Newspaper will help provide enhanced and unrivalled coverage
on the Championship, ensuring prominent exposure is given to sponsors and competitors alike.
Dan Mason, part of the Autosport Junior Programme, joins as part of the partnership. Dan is a young and up-andcoming journalist who has experience of being published in Motorsport News and Autosport over the past couple of
years. As part of the partnership, a preview and a review of every event will appear in that week’s Motorsport News
and on the website.
He will be in attendance at every round, getting to know each and every competitor and their stories, while further
articles and reports will be put out on the Championship website and social media, ensuring coverage is consistent.
Joining him for the fourth successive season will be Steve McKenna of SMJ Photography. Steve will once again be
in attendance at every event, bringing you the very best photos from each event, which will adorn our social media
and websites.
In a new element for the 2018-19 season, Steve is offering photography packages to crews. Starting at £35 for a
minimum of 7 digital images, going to £200 for full coverage on all eight rounds, you’ll be able to grab one of his excellent photos for a bargain price. Full details on all the packages are available on our website and on the SMJ Photography Facebook page.
Darren Spann, Championship co-ordinator, enthused; “Steve’s unrivalled photographs coupled with the up and
coming Autosport Junior Dan Mason means, the media coverage of this year’s championship is going to be fantastic. This announcement coupled with our fantastic new TV coverage which now has a dedicated day and time slot
will make this year’s Championship superb”
The news comes at an exciting time for the MSNRC, following on from a brand new TV deal being announced,
which will give greater benefits for spectators and competitors alike, including a return to the 60-minute format giving
prominent exposure to sponsors and competitors. The TV programme will for the first time air in a dedicated spot on
Motorsport TV, coming on the Friday following the end of action on the stages.
The Championship kicks off in November with the Neil Howard Stages at Oulton Park, before heading to Cadwell
Park and Knockhill Circuit before Christmas 2018. Resuming in January 2019, the Championship heads to Brands
Hatch, Snetterton, Donington Park and Anglesey before returning to Cadwell Park for it’s finale in April 2019. Full
dates are available on our website.

2018-19 MSN Circuit Rally Championship in association with MSVR,
featuring the Michelin Cup and the Protyre Challenge Calendar
• Rd1 - 3 November 2018 - Neil Howard Stages in association with Graham Coffey & Co. Solicitors, Oulton Park.
• Rd 2 - 18 November 2018 - North Humberside Motor Club Cadwell Park Stages. Cadwell Park.
• Rd 3 - 8-9 December 2018 - Knockhill Stages. Knockhill.
• Rd 4 - 19 January 2019 - Brands Hatch Stages. Brands Hatch.
• Rd 5 - 16 February 2019 - Snetterton Stages. Snetterton.
• Rd 6 - 3 March 2019 - Donington Rally. Donington Park.
• Rd 7 - 17 March 2019 - Lee Holland Rally. Anglesey.
• Rd 8 - 7 April 2019 - Cadwell Stages. Cadwell Park.
*All events subject to MSA approval.
Further details on season four and the current season are available from the championship web site
www.msnrallychamp.co.uk
For further details about MSVR, please visit www.msvracing.com or www.msnrallychamp.co.uk
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SD34MSG

Wednesday
21st November 2018
8-00pm,

Poachers, Bamber Bridge
PR5 6BA
Near Junction 29 of the M6.

ANCC

Monday 7th January

Cleckheaton Sports Club, BB19 3UD
Just off Chain Bar Roundabout ,
Junc 26 of the M62

www.ancc.co.uk

Monday November 12th
8.00pm

The Windmill

Just off M6 Junc 19
Chester Rd.,
Knutsford, WA16 0HW

http://anwcc.co.uk/
The intention is to publish this EMag on the last day of
each month. It will be emailed to SD34MSG Delegates
for them to forward to their Club Members as they wish.

Deadline for copy

for the November edition is
Tuesday the 29th of November
which is due out on

Saturday the 1st December

Sorry and PLEASE tell me

PLEASE Email Reports etc. ASAP

The opinions expressed in this
publication are those of the individual
contributors, and not necessarily
those of the editor or the committee
of the SD34MSG

NB : The Editorial team reserves the right to do
their job as Editors and may amend articles
and reports as they see fit

to
Maurice Ellison at :

sd34news@gmail.com

